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Chapter 1.

INTRODUCTION

This is the second report concerned with the analysis of a

young child's spoken Frencho The first report [9] was concerned only

with the grannnar of noun phrases occurring in Philippe's. speech 0 In

that first report, in fact, even the noun phrases were restricted to

the first three hours, the middle three hours, and the last three hours

of the corpus. The details of the collection of the corpus, the

recording conditions, and the procedures for transcribing and editing

are all described in the first report; We recall here only the fact

that the corpus consists of 33 hour sessions occurring approximately

once a week and ranging from the time that Philippe was 25 months old

to 38 months oldo

In the previous report we emphasized constructing and testing a

probabilistic grammar 0 In the present report we move to theentire

corpus and are more concerned with the grammar itself and less with its

probabilistic aspects, even though a section is devoted to the

probabilistic fit of the grammar. We emphasize that we have not

abandoned our attitude toward probabilistic grammars .outlined in the

introduction to the earlier report but simply that, as we moved from

the noun phrases to the entire corpus of 33 hours, the detailed

development of the grammar itself turned out to be a very complex task,

and the presentation of the results of that constructive effort

constitutes the largest segment of the present reporto
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More, generally, the present report is organized along the

following lines. First, in Chapter 2 we extend the dictionary

developed earlier for noun phrases alone to cover the other parts of

speech and we present in detail the analysis used on the full corpus.

As much as possible we have used classical grammatical categories in

constructing the dictionary, and we have followed when possible the

kinds of categories used or suggested in Dubois [1].

The long Chapter 3 is concerned with the grammar. Here we are

concerned not only to state the generative rules of the ,grammar but to

give illustrative examples of most of the rules in'order to" provide an

intuitive sense of how the rules fit typical instances to be found in

the corpus. We emphasize that all of the examples given in the text

are actually drawn from Philippe's speech except for one or two cases

that are clearly so marked. At the end of the third chapter on the

grammar we present summary results of the extent to which the grammar

satisfactorilY parses the corpus of Philippe's speech, We ,emphasize

the complexity of the grammar we have written for this. medium-sized

corpus of Philippe's speech, The' number of rules, in the grammar is

317, and even though this number is large we have, not taken into

account in the grammar itself, the many, inflectional patterns,

including plurality of pronouns, verbs etc., even though a full

notation for such matters is introduced in the dictionary. In

constructing the grammar we have used Dubois, as already ,mentioned, and

also such classical sources as Grevisse [3], but we have found that the
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challenge the continual use of stage models in, conceptu~l discussions

of t~e linguistic developm?nt of children. As far as we know, the

present attempt, preliminary though it maybe, is among the very first

to try a systematic comparison of the two basic kinds of, models that

can be conceived for t~e developmental trends in' theacquisi,tion of

grammatical rules. Wewould be happier if we were able to present

developmental trends for a variety of children, but it will be evident

from the details in, the present report that the task' ,of testing

developmental models in a systematic way for any substantial number of

children is an,almost overwhelming task at the present ,level of our

technology of data collection and reduction. Our tentative conclusion

that the incremental model fits somewhat better than a stage model is

of course only applicable to Philippe's speech behavior • we, ,hope that

the kind of models we have begun to test in, the present, report, will be

of interest to ot~er workers concerned with developmental

psycholinguistics and that more,systematic comparisons of ,different

type~ of models of development will be tested on other ,corpora.

Finally, to avoid any misunderstanding about, our use of

probabilistic notions, in the present report, we want to ,repeat the

essence of the comment we made at the beginning of the earlier report

on Philippe's speech. In no sense do we consider the, probabilistic

acc~unt of the use of production rules or t~e use of probabilistic

assumptions' for the mean behavior tested by alternative,'developmental

models an ultimate account of Philippe's, spoken utterances.. It is
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apparent enough in a mu~titude of cases that the probabilities assigned

are ',overruled by the semantics of a particular utterance or by the

context in which the utterance occurs. In the case both. of the

probabilities assigned to the production rules and the averaging

assumptions used in the incremental developmental model, it is assumed

that the probabi~ities represent the results of the averaging over a

number of utterances, and do not provide a fully detailed model of a,

particular utterance occurring on a particular occasion. The enormous

complexity of the spoken speech of any child, including Philippe,

strongly argues for the use of probabilistic methods for an

understanding of the central features of the speech, particularly of

the central features of development. The present corpus is quite large

but the tota~ amount of speech, either spoken or heard; by a young

child during the crucia~ ages from 24 months to 36 months or 42 months

is overwhelming in its number and variety. During this criti.calperiod

we would estimate that Philippe heard on the order of a million words

and responded with approximately half as many words.' It is our

scientific judgment that it will be a very long, time before we have

developmental models of children's speech sufficiently deep and

detailed to avoid the use of probabilistic averaging methOds, at least

insofar as the objective is to account systematically for a corpus of

any size.
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Chapter II

DICTIONARY

Philippe I [9] presents in a detailed way the principles which

guided the construction of the dictionary. In our present work, which

deals with the whole corpus, the dictionary remains the same in

outline, but we have added a few subcategories within the 10 main

classes of words used in the dictionary (articles, nouns, pronouns,

adjectives, verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, onomatopeias

and interjections, and uncodable expre"lsions). We now pre"lent the

lexical categories, and discuss the additional subcategories.

11.1 Articles

This category·has not been modified.

Indefinite articles, un, une, are coded IN.
Definite articles, le~la, 1', les, are coded DN.

Even though un and une can be considered as cardinal adjectives, it

seemed appropriate to classify them unambiguously as articles.

Following Dubois's suggestion [1] (p.152) the words .du, de,

des, ~, ~ andaux (traditionally thought of as articles) have been

coded EP, which stands for prepositions. Such a si~plification has the

advantage of reducing the lexical ambiguity: had we followed.classical

grammarians, several of the~e words should have

6
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classified (see below 11.12). Furthermore, this simplification lets us

avoid the delicate question of partitive articles.

11.2 Nouns

Nouns are- divided into the two classical categories: common

nouns (NC) and proper nouns (NP).

Common nouns are coded as to gender and number.

Common nouns

Gender

A common noun is coded 1 when masculine, 2
when feminine, Homographs (homonyms which have the
same pronunciation and spelling) are coded O. Ex:
tour. Words which can be used for both genders are
also coded O. Ex: enfant; Moreover, common nouns
which have the same pronunciation for both-genders
are coded O. Ex: ami, amie. Eleven words have
been coded NCO.O.

Number

In most· cases; in spoken French, the plur-al
of common noun~ does not differ phonetically from
the singular. Consequently, most· common nouns have
been coded O. Words for which the plural differs
from the singular are coded 1 for singular (ex:
cheval, NC1 .1) and 2 for plural (ex: animaux,
NC 1.2) • However, Philippe did not always use -the
correct form of the words; by referring to the
context and to the determiner. preceding the. noun,
we were able to transcribe the noun So that its
number is clear. For instance, ~ was omitted when
Philippe said chevau when pointing at a ho:rse drawn
on a book, and s was added to cheval when Philippe
said des·chevals. Consequently, chevau is coded
NC1.1,~hile NC1.2 is the code fo:r chevals and
oeils.
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Proper nouns

Proper nouns are coded to reflect gender only.
For example, Papa is coded NPl, Jeanine NP2. Most
proper nouns of towns are coded 0, because we found
it difficult to decide about their gender, and as
Gr~visse [3] puts it (p. 207) "in this matter, the
usage is very undecided in almost all cases".

II. 3 Pronouns

In Philippe I [9], the five main categories of pronouns were

personal, demonstrative, possessive, interrogative and relative, and

indefinite. The categories have not changed. Howeve, , we have

entirely modified the coding of personal pronouns.

Personal pronouns are coded by taking into account their

position within a subject-verb-object sentence, since it is their

position that determines their syntactic form and semantic role.

Consider the following

Philippe's speech:

a) Je veux un gateau.

b) il est pour moi.

c) Je Ie d~fais

set of sentences extracted from

d) Papa il m'a achete un bateau avec des roues

e) tu me Ie d~fais tout

f) remets-la sur Ie camion.

g) penses-tu

h) moi, je vais manger mon croissant

8



There are three kinds of pronouns in the above sentences.

1) Pronouns that occur before the verb and are
the first in the phrase, such as ~ in a) and c).
These pronouns are the subjects of the sentence,
and they are codedPF.

2) Pronouns that are in apposition to the
subject, such as moi in h), are also coded PF.
Pronouns such as moi, ~, ~, lui that occur in
two or more positions, as shown in the following
examples, are multiply coded.

~~jure

il lui est arrive des ennuis----- --vous voulez des legos Madame et Messieurs

3) Pronouns that occur before the
after another pronoun in the phrase, such
c) and me in e). These pronouns are the
indirectobjeet, and they are coded PS.

verb but
as le in
direct or

4) Pronouns that occur, after
either objects or pronouns connected
the verb, such as moi in b), tu
pronouns are coded PT.

the, verb are
by a hyphen to
in g). These

This revision in the coding of pronouns has been made in order

to generate unambiguously those sentences with more ,than, one personal

pronoun. In Philippe .!. [9], where all personal. pronouns were, coded PE,

there was a significant amount of ambiguity.

En is coded PS and also DV (adverb) and EP
(preposition), to account for its various uses.
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Y (which was coded PE,DV in Philippel [9]) is
coded PY. This allows the grannnar to identify the
connnon construction il y~ or y~.

As already said, the other four categories of pronouns have the same

coding as in Philippe l [9]. The entire coding system is given in

Table 1.

11.4 Adjectives

The six main subcategories of adjectives are: qualitative

(AQ), numerical (AC for cardinal, AN for ordinal), demonstrative (AD),

interrogative (AT), possessive (AO), indefinite (AI).

11.4.1 Qualitative adjectives

Qualitative adjectives are. coded according to gender, number

and position (1 for pre-position, 2 for post-position, o for

undetermined) • In the case of gender and· number the three-fold

classification illustrated for coding connnOn nouns has been used. For

instance, blanche is coded AQ2.0.2, rouges AQO.O.2.

In Philippe I [9] most past participles were coded as

qualitative adjectives and verbs (AQ,V). In the full grannnar, this

resulted in spurious ambiguities since sentences involving past

participles we.e always ambiguous. For example, the coding··of elle est

cass~e was PF VC,VA AQ,VN. The grammar recognizedPFVC AQ as well as

PF VA VN. At the final step, after statistical disambiguation, the

string PF VA VN was eliminated.
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This solution was correct from both a syritactic and semantic

standpoint when the sentence was simple. However, it was

unsatisfactory for sentences with prepositional phrases, such as for

e~amp1e e11e est tombile dans l ' eau, where the probabilistic

disambiguation generated the type PF VC AQ EP DN NC. Hence, most past

participles are coded as verbs.

11.4.2 Numerical adjectives

Cardinal adjectives are coded AC.
Ordinal adjectives are coded AN; their gender and number is
taken into account. For example, premier is coded AN1.0.

The coding' for demonstrative, interrogative and possessive

adjectives is given in Table I.

n.4.3 Indefinite adjectives

In our first work, indefinite adjectives were
coded AI,AQ. Since after probabilistic
disambiguation, AQ was always chosen instead of AI,
we decided to code them as AI. Morever, indefinite
adjectives which cannot be differentiated from
indefinite pronouns when there is no reference to
the context are coded PI,AI. This is the case, for
instance, for autre, meme, quelque. Furthermore,
tout,andtoute which can, modify an adjective, an

adverb or a verb are also coded DM.

11.5 Verbs

In written French most verbs have a different ending for each
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form. These variations of inflectional patterns are not reflected in

the spoken language. For example ii2 aime, (tu) aimes, (Hs) aiment

do not differ phonetically. Our coding (presented in Table II) which

agrees to a large extent with Martinet [4] is based on the phonetic

pattern of verb endings.

The main distinction is among transitive (VT), intransitive

(VI), auxiliary (VA), impersonal (VM), pronominal (VR), semi-auxiliary

(VD) verbs, and verbs which may be. either intransitive or transitive

(VN) •

Getting the coding to reflect the mode, tense, and person of

the inflectional patterns of spoken French was the most difficult

aspect of our task. The examples given in Table III show the variety

of these inflections.

II.5.1 Infinitive

The infinitive form is coded 0, indicating its
indeterminate status. Imperative (second person
plural), past participle or second person plural of
the present indicative are coded also 0 when they
do not differ phonetically from the infinitive.
For example arreter, arretez and arrete are all
coded VNO. (1)

CI) The
verbs are not
corpus, since
Philippe.

examples given for the
necessarily extracted

several forms were not

12
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II.S.2

II.S.3

Present indicative

The three singular forms as well as the third
person plural are coded 1 when they do not differ
phonetically from each other. For e~ample the
forms (je) mange, (tu) manges, il(s) mange(nt) are
all coded VT1, When the second person and the
third person singular differ from the first person
singular, they are coded 2, For e~ample, (j)'ai is
coded VT1,VA1, (tu) as and (il) a are coded
VT2, VA2, The first person plural (ending ons) is
coded 3, as in (nons) voyons VN3. Thesecond
person plural (ending ez) is coded 4 when it
differs phonetically from the infinitive; for
example (vous) finissez is coded VN4, while (vous)
chantez is coded VNO (same phonetic ending as
infinitive). When the third person plural differs
phonetically from the three singular personal forms
it is coded S; for example (ils) vont' is coded
VIS,VDS, (ils) servent is coded VTS:--While (ils)
chantent is coded VN1.

Imperfect

Concerning the imperfect ("tmparfait de
l'indicatif"), the three singular 'forms and the
third person plural db not differ phonetically from
each other. They are all coded 6. For e~ample,

(je) fermais, (tu) croyais, (il) tenait and (ils)
montaient are coded VN6. The first and second
person plural (ending with ions and fez,
respectively) are coded 7 and 8 when they differ
phonetically from the first and second person,
plural of the present indicative (or from the
infinitive for the second person plural). For
example, (nous) trouvions is coded VT7, (vous)
arriviez is coded VI8, while (nous) riions should
be coded VI3 and (vous vous) m~fiiez should be
coded VIO,

13



11.5.4

II.5.5

Future Indicative

For the future indicative, the first person
singular (ending rail and the second person plural
(ending rez) ar"--coded 9; for example, (j')
attraperai and (vous) arriverez are coded VT9 and
V19, respectively. The second and the third person
singular (endings ras and raJ are coded 10; (tu)
partiras is coded VT10, (il) sortira VN10. The
first and third person plural (endings rons and
ront) are both coded 11; for example--cnous)
~erons is coded VN11, (ils) d~moliront VT11.

Present participle

11.5.6

The present participle
example (en) enlevant is coded

Conditional

is coded
VT120

12 ; for

II.5.?

The three singular forms (endings rais, rais,
rait) and the third person plural (ending ra~)
of the conditional present ("conditionnel present")
were difficult to distinguish, in Philippe's
speech, from the first person singular of the
future. Consequently, they are all coded 9. For
example (il) soignerait and (ils) mangeraient are
coded V~ The first and second person plural
(endings rions and riez) are coded 13 and 14,
respectively; for example (nous) recevrions, VT13,
and (vous) prendriez VN14.

Simple past

The simple past ("passe simple") is rarely
used in spoken language and, as we anticipated, was
not used by Philippe, at least not in the first and
the second person plural. The three singular forms
are coded 18 when they differ phonetically from the

14



II.5.8

other verbal forms which have already been assigned
a lower. number; for example (tu) mangeas is coded
VT18, (n) prit VN18. Verbs for which the first
person singular of the simple past ends with ai are
difficult to differentiate from the firstperson
singular of the imperfect (ex: k mangeais, ~
mangeai). Consequently, they receive the same code
as the first person singular of that tense, namely
6. Verbs for which the three singular forms of the
simple past are the same as the first person
present indicative are coded 1; for example, (tu)
finis is coded VN1. Finally, the third person
plural of the simple past is coded 19; for example
(i1s) dormirent is coded VI19, (ils) recurent,
VT19.

Present subjunctive

We turn now to the present subjunctive
("subjonctif present"). For many verbs, the
singular forms of the present subjunctive are the
same phonetically as for the present indicative.
When the three singular forms and the third person
plural of the subjunctive are similar phonetically
to the first person singular of the present
indicative, they are coded 1. When they are the
same phonetically as the third person plural of the
present indicative they are coded 5. For example
(que~ chante is coded VNl, (qu'i1) finisseis
coded VN5. Verbs with a specific form for. the
first, second and third person singular are coded
15; for example, (que.i'.l aille, (que to) ailles,
(qu'il) aille are coded VI15. The first and second
person plural of the present subjunctive are in.
many cases the same as the first and second person
plural of the imperfect indicative. Consequently,
they are coded 7 and 8 respectively. For examp.le
(que nous) reussissions is coded VN7, and. (que
vous) r~ussissiez, VT8. However, when the first
and second person plural differ from the imperfect,
they are coded 16 and 17; for example (que.nous)
ayons is coded VT16,VA16, (que. vous) ayez,
VA17,VT17.

15



II.5.9

II.5.10

Past participle

When the past participle is not different from
the infinitive, it is coded.O. For. example. ferm~

is coded VNO. When the past. participle is the same
phonetically as the first person singular of the
present. indicative, it is coded 1. For example.,
fini is coded VN1, dft VT1. When the past
participle is differentfrom both infinitive and
present indicative, it is coded 20, even when it
does not differ phonetically from the simple past.
For instance, re",u and partis are coded VT20 and
VI20, respecti'\7ely. In this one instance, we did
not follow the basic rule of always coding with the
smallest number, since the simple past is less
frequently used by Philippe than the past
participle.

Imperative

Finally, we turn to the imperative. The
imperative forms are the same phonetically as the
present indicative; and hence they were coded.the
same whenno reference was made to the context.
However, note that in written language a hyphen is
used to link the verb to a personal pronoun object,
as in donne~moi.As we mentioned earlier, the
imperative-personal pronoun is identified and
treated as a unit. In these cases, the imperative
form.is coded 21, followed by. the appropriate code
for the personal prono-,m, which is usually PT. For
example, donne-moi is coded VN21-PT.

Several aspects of the coding of verbs need to be .emphasized,

In the first place, we have coded with the smallest number ~henetically

possible for a given form,

imperative allez are coded O.

Thus, the past· participle all~ or the

The exception to this rule is in those

16



verbs for which the past participle has the same phonetic form as the

simple past. Example: i.E:. pris, pris. The other point is that the

individual words of the vocabulary are coded independently.of their

context and, consequently, composed forms, such as j'aurai re!i'u are

not coded as a single verb form but rather the individual words aurai

and recu.arecoded separately.

Finally, we did. not devise a coding for some tenses that are

extremely infrequent in spoken speech, such as the imperfect

subjunctive ("imparfait du subjonctif").

II. 6 Adverbs

In Philippe I [9], we distinguished 7 subcategories of adverbs:

indetermined (DVO), adverbs of time (DV1), adverbs of location (DV2),

adverbs of quantity (DV3), adverbs of quality ("de mantere") (DV4) ,

adverbs of affirmation (DVS) , adverbs of negation (DV6) , and adverbs

of interrogation (DV7).

In the analysis of the full grammar, described in Section III,

the subscripts were removed, and all adverbs functioned identically.

Since it was indispensable for the grammatical analysis .toidentify

adverbs of negation, we have coded as 'DG the negative words. _pas, plus.

Ne, which is a part of the whole negation ne •••pas, is coded NE, in

order to characterize the few cases in which Philippe used the full

form of the negation.

We have introduced a new subcategory of adverbs, DM, which

17



includes adverbs that can. modify an adjective, an adverb ora verb,

This is the case for assez, trop, peu, which are coded DV,DM, Tr~s is

coded DM only, because it always modifies an adjective, except when it

is an answer to a question, as in Tu I' aimes? Oui,. tres.

11,7 Prepositions

Prepositions are' in the category. EP. Ordinary prepositions,

such as ~, ~. are coded EPO. The special cases of the forms of de

and a are coded EP1 through EP7 as shown in Table Io

11,8 Conjunctions of subordination

All conjunctions of subordination, ,such as pUisque; parce que;

are codedCS without any elaboration of subcategories,

II. 9 Conjunctions of coordination

Conjunctions of coordination are coded ce. Philippe used et;

in a few cases, he used ou and ni.

IL 10 Interjections and onomatopeias

In the broad category of interjections and onomatopeias are

classified such words as ah, Dh, .eh, ben •• 0 which are coded. KO. Many

of these words are onomatopeias that children frequently use when they

are playing.

18



II.11 Locutions

There are four subcategories: indetermined (LCO),adverbial

locution (LC1), prepositive locution (LC2) , interrogative locution

(LC3). Once the subscripts are eliminated, this category of locutions

is rather heterogeneous, and any detailed analysis cannot be based on

the categories given here, For example, courtesy words (merei", ,pardon,

bonj our ••• ) are, within the same category, as est~ce,(par,t ,of the

interrogative expression qu'est-ceque~•• ), la-dessus , la-dedans.

II.12 Conclusion

A given word mayftinctionin different ways, depending upon its

context. Words of this kind have' been assigned to two' or more

categories. This is denoted by co~s in the coding. For' instance

cours may be the plural form of a substantive, or the first person

singular of the verb cou.ir. Consequently it is coded,NC2,O,Vl1. When

this occurs, we say that the word is multiply classified. We have not

included,either all or only those,mult~ple,classifications,that are in,

all likelihood pre:;;ent in Philippe's speech' but we have tended to be

somewhat conservative in our use of multiple classification. When' it

was highly unl~kely that Philipp,!! would have' used a certain "word in,

more, than oneconteJ<;t, we did, notmt,1ltiply classify that, word. For

eJ<;ample, the word'mets has been coded as a verb but not ,a:;; a noun,

since, it is our belief that the latter usage ("something related with
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food") was unlikely to occur. Furthermore, when we were in doubt about

word usage, we used several computer programs to check. whether or not

Philippe used a word in more than one sense. Thus words which had

previously been multiply classified were assigned only one code. On

the basis of observed usage, for instance, we checked that rentr~e was

always used as a verb, never as a common noun, and consequently it is

coded as VN. This procedure enabled us to decrease the lexical

ambiguity that would further complicate the construction of a grammar.
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TABLE I

CODING OF GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIE.S

ARTICLES

Indefini Defini

IN 1 un DN 1 Ie, I'
IN 2 une DN 2 la, I'

DN3 les

PRONOUNS

PERSONAL

PF je, j'
PS me, m'
PF,PT moi
PF,PS,PT nous
PF tu
PS ·te
PF,PS t'
PF,PT toi
PF,PS,PT vous
PF 11, 11s
PF,PT elle, elles

PF,PS,PT
PF,PT
PS
PT
DN,PS
PS,PO,AO
PS,DV,EP
py

lui
eux
se, s 1

soi
Ie, la, les, l'
leur
en
y

INTERROGATIVE OR RELATIVE

PR 1 qui PR 7 auquel, auxquels, auxquelles
PR 2 que PR 8 duquel
PR 3 quai PR 9 lesquel,,; lesqUli! lIes
PR 4 qu' PR 10 desquels, desquellli!s
PR 5 lequel PR 11, DV

,
au

PR 6 laquelle PR 12 dont (relatif)

DEMONSTRATIVE

ceux-ci
ceux-la
ceci
cela

PD 1
PD 2
PD 3
PD 4
PD 5

celui
celIe, celles
ceux
celui-ci
celui-la

PD 8
PD 9
PD 10
PD 11
PD 12 ~a
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PD 6
PD 7

celle-ci, celles-ci
celle-Ia, celles-Ia

PD 13 c'
PD 14 ce

INDEFINITE

PI 1 on
PI 2 quelqu' (un)
PI 3 quelques-uns
PI 4 quelques-unes
PI 5 personne
PI 6 rien
PI 7 chacun
PI 8 autre, etc ......

ADJECTIVES

AQ qualitative
AC cardinal
AN ordinal
AI indefinite

POSSESSIVE

AO 1 mon
AO 2 ton
AO 3 son
AO 4 ma
AO 5 ta
AO 6 sa
AO 7 mes

DEMONSTRATIVE

AD 1 ce
AD 2 cet
Ali 3 cette
AD 4 ces

ADVERBS

DV 0 indetermined
DV 1 time
DV 2 location
DV 3 quantity

POSSESSIVE

PO 1 (le,ll;!s) mien(s)
PO 2 (le,les) tien(s)
PO 3 (le,les) sien(s)
PO 4 (le,les) notrees)
PO 5 (le,les) vBtre(s)
PO 6 (la,les) mienne(s)
PO 7 (la,les) tienne(s)
PO 9 (le,la,les) leur(s)

AO 8 tes
AO 9 ses
AO 10 nos
AO 11 vos
AO 12 notre
AO 13 votre
AD 14 leur(s)

INTERROGATIVE

AT 1 quel(s)
AT 2 quelle(s)

PREPOSITIONS

EP 0 indetermined
EP 1 de,d'
EP 2 du, d'
EP 3 des, d'
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DV 4 quality EP 4
,
a

DV 5 affirmation EP 5 au~aux

DV 7 interrogation EP 6 de, d' (with verbs)
DG negation EP 7

,
(with verbs)a

DM modifiers

CONJUNCTIONS

CS subordination CC coordination

LOCUTIONS
LC 0 indetermined LC 2 prepositive
LC 1 adverbial LC 3 interrogative

NOUNS

NC common nc;>un NP : proper noun,

KO interjections and onomatc;>peias

MS uncodable expressions (w':l.thout' meaning)
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Basic tense/Mood

TABLE II

Verb Coding Scheme

Coding Person/Number

Infinitive
and similar phonetic'forms

Present indicative

o

1,2 basic singular forms
31st person plural
4 2n,d person plural
5 3rd person plural

Imperfect

Future

Present participle'

Conditional

Subjunctive

Simple past

Past partiCiple

Imperative

6
7
8

9
10
11

12

13
14

15
16
17

18
19

20

21

24

personssingo and 3rd plural
1st person plural
2nd person plural

1st person'singular
2nd arid 3rd persons sing.
1stand3rdpersons plural

1st person plural
2nd person plural

three persons singular
1st person plural
2nd person plural

three persons singular
3rd person plural

(when followed by a pronoun)



Tense/Mood Coding

TABLE III

Examples of Coding for Verbs

Sample French Verbs

Infinitive 0 arriver finir pouvoir aller -etre

Present 1 arrive finis peux vais suis
indicative 2 vas es

3 arrivons finis sons pouvons allons sommes
4 finissez pouvez ~tes

5 finis sent peuvent vont sont
----------------------------------------------------------------
Imperfect 6 arrivais finissais pouvais allais etais

7 arrivions finissions pouvibns allions Etions
8 arriviez finissiez pouviez alliez -etiez

Future 9
10
11

arriverai
arriveras
arriverons

finirai
finiras
finirons

pourrai
pourras
pourrons

irai
iras
irons

serai
seras
serons

Present 12
participle

arrivant finissant pouvant allant etant

Condi
tional

13
14

arriverions finirions pourrions irions
arriveriez finiriez pourriez iriez

serions
seriez

Subjunctive 15
16
17

aille 80is
soyons
soyez

Past 20
participle

Simple
past

18
19 arriverent finirent purent

pu

fus
allE;rent furent

, ,
ete

Imperative 21 finis-Ie
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III. 1

Chapter III

Group 1 Highest Level Rules

S is the starting symbol of the rewrite rules of the grammar.

Three main kinds of utterances are generated from S:

a) utterances of length 1 or 2' consisting of
adverbs, locutions, interjections and numerals; b)
noun phrases and adjective phrases which stand
alone, Le, without a verb; c) ut.terances in ,which
a verb is present, and questions (with or without a
verb) •

Rule 10 1 S -> 51 parses 16 types (2611 t~kens)

Out of the tokens, 2199 are adverbs, This rule is rewritten

in group 2.

Rule 102 S -> 82 330 types (2669 tokens)

This rule recognizes utterances of variable length, from one to

seven words, which do not contain a verb,

The following types of one-word utterances are recognized:

246 nc (common noun)
137 np (proper noun)

97 pd (demonstrative pronoun)
42 aq (adjective)
13 in pi (indefinite pronoun)
10 pf (possessive pronoun)
6 pi (indefinite pronoun)
6 dn pi (indefinite pronoun)
4 dn po (possessive pronoun)

caca
Papa
~a

noir
un .autre
moi
rien
l'autre
Ie mien

The longest utterances have, of course, a low frsquency,
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dg dg ep nc ep dn nc
non pas de volant'dans les avions

in aq nc ep ao aqnc
un petit jouet pour mon petit mouton

One utterance of eight words is recognized, but its grammatical

analysis is incorrect:

dg dg ep dn nc ep dn nc
non pas dans Ie pr~au sous la classe

It is interesting to note that common nouns are 'more frequently

used with a determiner than without:

295 in nc
253 dn nc

Rule 1.3

une moto
la voiture

S -> S3 2729 types (6014 tokens)

This rule recognizes both utterances that contain a verb and

questions. Questions can be restricted to a single,word (PR: quoi?) or

can have a more complex form. The production rules for the questions

are presented in ~roup 28.

The lengih of the utterances parsed by rule 1.3 varies from one

to 15 words:

109 vt
73 pr
48 vn
18 vi

manger
quoi
viens
tomb~

dn nc pf vt dn nc ep in nc pr vc ep in nc dv
le monsieur il cire les chaussures d'un monsieur qui est
sur un banc dehors

dv pd vc in nc pr vt ep dn nc ep ao nc dv
la c'est un camion qu'envoiede l'eau avec son balai dessous

pf pf vd vt ep np cc pf vd ps vn ep dn nc
moi je vais emporter chez mamie et je vais le donner
ales poules.
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III. 2

III. 3

. Group 2 Incomplete Utterances

Group 3 Noun Phrase and Adjective Phrase Utterances

This group recognizes noun phrases and adjective

are not combined with a verbo We had two motivations

phrases which

for generating

with separate rules noun phrases that occur as the complete sentence
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without a verb: first, we wanted to improve the probabilistic fit of

the grammar; second, we wanted to reveal a developmental trend in the

usage of noun.phrases.

Rule 3.1 52 -> 5N*1 150 types (2025 tokens)

This rule is the basic rewrite rule of the noun phrases. We

have already given some examples when presenting rule 1.2.

examples are:

"le film des Aristochats"
"la chambre de Misette"
"avec nne allumette"

Other

Rule 3.2 52 -> DV' 5V 1 type (1 token)

This rule recognizes noun phrases beginning with ~ peu de or

un petit peu de. Both expressions function as adverbs of quantity

modifying a noun phrase.

"un petit peu de l'eau"

Rule 3.3 52 -> 5N DV 25 types (100 tokens).

This rule recognizes noun phrases ending with an adverb:

"dans les tuyaux la"

Rule 3.4 52 -> 5N NP 16 types (54 tokens)

This rule recognizes noun phrases ending with a vocative:

"du chocolat papa"

This rule recognizes also noun phrases such as:

lila tour Montparnasse"

We believe that compound proper nouns should not be handled as

separate words by the grammar,.but should be instead a function of a
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prescanner that corrects the orthography, For details of such a

scanner, used for a question-answering system, see [6] . Since

utterances that contain a prope.r noun following a common noun, . 'as in la

tour Montparnasse, are not very frequent in the corpus, and are not of

great interest from either the grammatical or semantic point of view,

we did not find it necessary to utilize the prescanner technique. For

the same reas.ons, we did not adopt the solution which consists of

adding new rules linking together the common noun and the proper noun.

Rule 3.5 S2 -> DV SN*l 37 types (162 tokens)

This rule recognizes noun phrases beginning with an adverb:

"dedans Ie csmion"
"encore du chocolat"

Rule 3.6 52 -> DG SN*l 23 types (63 tokens)

Examples:

"pas les j ambes"
"non un 'groB bateaun

"non do. chocola.t Yi

Rule 3.7 52 -> KG 5N*1 17 types (41 tokens)

This

interjection:

rule reciDgn~ze.s noun phrases beginning with an

uoh Ie trou"
"ben dans une salle"
"ben a la gare"

Rule 3.8 52 -> LC SN*l 6 types (13 tokens)

This rule recognizes noun phrases beginning with a locution;

the locution is either adverbial, or a formula of courtesy:

"la-hant mt:dicamenrs"
"bonjour petits amis"
"merci gentil pap a"
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Rule 3.9 82 -> CC 8N*1 14 types (52 tokens)

This rule parses noun phrases beginning with a conjunction of

coordination:

"et ~a"

"et la dame"
"et des tiroirs II

Rule 3.10 82 -> DG DG 8N*1 9 types (11 tokens)

In the noun phrases recognized by this rule,the first

adverb of negation is~ and the second one is pas:

"non pas Ie ventre"
"non pas samedi~'

"non pas avec de la colle"
"non pas avec Ginette"

Rule 3.11

Examples:

82 -> CC DV 8N*1 4 types (9 tokens)

"et la ~a"

"et cotmlle r-a"
"ou comme fa"
"et puis une grenouille"

Rule 3.12 .

Examples:

82 -> CC DG 8N*1 3 types (4 tokens)

"et pas deux yeux"
"et pas deux petits trous"
"mais non d'ilns l'autre sens"

Rule 3.13

Examples:

82 -> DG 8N*1 DV 4 types (9 tokens)

"plus rien dedans"
"plus musique la"
"non au milieu la"
"non un groB c~ion dedans"

Rule 3.14

Examples:

82 -> CC 8N*1 DV
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"et la remorque la: t1

"et des groseilles aussi"

Rule 3.15 82 -> SA 4 types (62 tokens)

Adjectives are recognized by this rule:

IInoir"
"rouge"
"gros"

Rule 3.16 S2 -> DET SA 4 types (23 tokens)

Adjectives preceded by a determiner are recognized by this

rule:

"une grande"
"une petite"

Rule 3.17 S2 -> DET SA CC DET SA 2 types (10 tokens)

"la petite et la grosse"

Rule 3.18 S2 -> DG SA

"pas vrai l
'

"pas chaud l'

lipas tres belle"

Rule 3.19 82 -> CC SA

"et noire ll

Rule 3.20 82 -> DV SA

"encore rouge l
'

"beaucoup glac~e"

2 types (9 tokens)

1 type (2 tokens)

2 types (10 tokens)

IlL 4 Group 4 Utterance Combination

Rule 4.1 S3 -> S' 1808 types (4385 tokens)

This rule recognizes utterances which have a verb whether or

not combined with other words.
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The symbol S· is a non-terminal of high level which is

rewritten as a verb phrase, as a complete sentence, or as several

sentences which are linked by a relative pronoun or a conjunction of

subordination or of coordination.

Rule 4.2 S3 -> DG S· 120 types (176 tokens)

This rule introduces an adverb of negation at the beginning of

the sentence:

"non je veux pas"
"pas chercher les voitures"
"non e11e est rouge"

Rule 4.3 S3 -> DV S· 327 types (571 tokens)

Most of the utterances recognized by this rule begin with a

question word:

lIoi} i1 est Ie fil?"
"eu ils sont?"
"comment on les fabrique les bols?"
"pourquoi clest dangereux?"

In some cases the adverb is not a question word, as in:

"dedans il est blanc"
"oui i1 est drale"

Rule 4.4 S3 -> LC S· 8 types (10 tokens)

This rule parses sentences which begin with the conjunction of

subordination parce que, where the que has been omitted. Such

conjunctions were coded with a specific subscript; since the subscripts

are not taken into account by the grammar, sentences which begin with

an adverbial locution are also recognized:

"parce il lui tombe de la f arine"
"paree j'en ai besoin des lumieres"
"paree ils sont morts"
"parce ils sont gentils les oiseaux"
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1T1a~bas j'iai une place"
"1~-dedan8 a un gros carnian"

S3 -> GC S· 26 types (33 tokens)

"et era c'est la m.a.ison"
"et ~a era roule"
"et fa fa baisse et ..a I'a revient"
"et Ie livre qui tombe tout seul"

Rule 406 S3 -> KO S' 112 types (146 tokens)

"ah c'est chaud"
"oh regarde"
"ah ton stylo est tornb~"

Rule 407 S3 -> CS S· 3 types (15 tokens)

"s'il te plait"
"puisque crest pretTI

Rule 4.8 S3 -> S' KO 13 types (16 tokens)

"c'est long hein"
"fa fait ouah"
"fa fait croq"

Rule 409 S3 -> LC CS s· 40 types (55 tokens)

This rule is equivalent to rule 4.4, the difference being that

the complete compound form parce que is recognized:

"parte qu'elle est sale"
"parce qu' y aura pas la lumi~re"

Rule 4010 S3 -> CC DV S' 51 types (60 tokens)

"mais au il est?"
"et lil i1 tH~phone"

"mais si tu as fait chauffer"
"et puis il s' est noy~ l1l."

Rule 4011 S3 -> DG DG S' 11 types (11 tokens)

"non pas ta culotte l'as pas raccourcie"
"non non c '. est pas ~a"

"non non je veux pas Ie boire"
"non non je veux gue tu restes un peu encore"
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Rule 4.12 S3 -> KO DV S' 15 type~ (20 tokens)

"oh comme c' est rigolo"
!lah connnent on fait?"
"ah encore tomb~"
"oh oui a un trou"

Rule 4.13 S3 -> CC DG S' 12 types (12 tokens)

"mais non c'est pas Ie chausson"
"mais non c'est pour conduire"
"mais non 'Sa suffit pas"

Rule 4.14 S3 -> DV DV s' 14 types (16 tokens)

This rule and. the following have been introduced to parse

sentences beginning or ending with aujourd 'huL Since the two graphic

elements of that adverb have been coded separately, .auj ourd .is coded DV

and hui is coded DV; consequently the coding of aujourd'hui is DV DV.

"aujourd'h1Ji je vais <i l'~cole~'

"aujourd'hui je crois pas q1J'elle vient Ginette"

In addition, these two rules parse utterances in which two

consecutive adverbs appear:

"111 aussi c'est chez Mamie"
"alors Iii ils sont partis Iii"

Rule 4.15 S3 -> S' DV DV 25 types (34 tokens)

"je mange tout seul aujourd'hui"
"ginette e11e dit encore ouais"
"c'est ou 18,?"

Rule 4.16 S3 -> CC DV DV S' 4 types (4 tokens)

"et puis alors un chasseur qui est venu"
"et Hi aussi c' est aussi des toboggans"
"et puis apre;s elle tombe la voiture"

Rule 4.17 S3 '-> Q 141 types (458 tokens)

Rule 4.17 generates questions. It should be mentioned that not
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all the possible types of questions are analyzed by this rule. We have

already seen that questions beginning with an adverb were parsed by

rule 1.3. Furthermore, indirect interrogative sentences and questions

which have the same superficial structure as affirmative sentences are

analyzed by rule 4.1. Thus, interrogative forms differing from

declarative forms only by the presence of a question mark are not

recognized as qllestions. (1) Moreover, since subscripts of the

dictionary are ignored by the grammar, we do not differentiate adverbs

of interrogation from other adverbs. Thus,

"ou il est mon stylo a: 'moi1"
"pourquoi t' as 1aisse tes chaussures, dehors?"
"maintenant je vais boirs avec 1a clli11er"
"oui je cro:t.s qu'onpeut,ouvrirll

are parsed by rule 4.1.

IlLS Group,S Utterances with a Verb

This group presents the rewrite rules for utterances which have

a verb.

Rule 5.1 S· -> SV 601 types (1631 tokens)

This rule recognizes complete sentences, and also incomplete

sentences, in which the subject is missing:

"regarde"
"mettre dans 1e bol Ie sucre"
"regards toutes 1es fleurs lA"
"a des SOllS dans·mon porte-monnaie"

Rule 5.2 S· -> SNS SV 1760 types (3672 tokens)

(1) Sentences that were deemed questions were terminated with a
question mark during transcription. Our analysis does not take into
account the punctuation of the sentences.
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This rule is the basic rule for sentences which have a subject:

"j 'en1eve tout 1e fi1"
"j e sais pas"
"j'ai des petites bou1es"

Rule 5.3 S· -> SNS SV CS SNS SV 74 types (82 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which a subordinate clause is

linked to the main clause, such as:

"je 1e cache puisque personne 1e sait"
I1je veux que tu restes encore un peu"

Rule 5.4 S' -> SNS SV CC SNS SV 13 types (15 tokens)

This rule recognizes independent sentences linked by

coordinative conjunction:

"et !<a \ia baisse et fa \ia revient"
"et puis on fait 1e pain et on met de 1a croUte autour"

Rule 5.5 S· -> SNS SV PR SV 73 types (81 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which the object of the first

verb is the antecedent of the relative pronoun subject of the

subordinate clause:

"et fa c'est un camion qui rou1e dans 1a neige"
"\ia c'est 1e chien qui I!tait dans 1es Aristochats"

Rule 5.6 S· -> SNS PR SV 31 types (35 tokens)

In the sentences recognized by this rule, the relative clause

modifies the noun phrase (SNS):

"que1quechose qui est unpeu noir"
"et 1e livre qui tombe tout seu1"

Rule 5.7 S· -> SN** SNS SV
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This rule recognizes sentences beginning with a prepositional

phrase (which is ordinarily put at the end of the sentence):

"dans Ie sac je Ie mets"
"avec un couteau je vais te la. couper"
"en Angleterre elle est"

It also recognizes sentences in which the direct or indirect object

occurs at the beginning:

"des cacahu~tes ils mangeaient"
!lei quoi sa sert?"

Rule 508 8' -> SN** GV' 10 types (14 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which the verbal group

modifies the noun phrase:

"de l' eau §.. boire"
"des boutons pour conduire"

and sentences in which there is an inversion of the prepositional

phrase:
"sur une ~chelle pour Ie faire"

Also this rule recognizes two sentence types with frequency 1

that begin with en train de ••• followed by an action verbo

Before presenting the rewrite rules of groups 6,.7 and 8, we

shall explain the reason for introducing these three non-terminal

symbols: SN, SNS and SNP, which have similar rewrite rules. These 1'101'1-'

terminals have been introduced to differentiate the three main

functions of the noun phrase: subject, object, nominative predicate.

We wanted to formulate correctly the semantics associated with each

rule, and also see if there was a developmental trend in the usage of

noun phrases depending on their function. In the first grammars we
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wrote, the noun phrase 'was derived using only one,rule: S -> SN, and it

was impossible to separate the noun phrases by their function.

Furthermore, the same derivations were obtained for a noun-phrase

object of a transitive verb, as in il,fume~ cigarette" as for a

noun-phrase subject of an intransitive, when the subject was repeated

at the end of the sentence, as in il marche l·h~licoptere. In order to

have different derivations depending upon the nature of the verb, we

introduced the non-terminals SN, SNS and SNP.

SN parses noun phrases which are nominative predicates of the

copula verb. SNS parses noun phrases which are the subject of a verb,

whatever its nature, SNP parses noun ,phrases which are the object of

the verb.

We have not been entirely successful in our attempt ,to analyze

the three main functions of the noun,phrase using specific rules.

Instances of failure are'when the subject is analyzed by a rewrite rule

of SNP (ex: fume la mattresse), and also when the object is analyzed by

a rewrite rule of SNS (ex: un sucre ~ veux).

By adding two more rules to the grammar, such sentences would

correctly be analyzed.

We would need SNP -> SNP PF for parsing ~sucre,~ ..~ and

SV -> V SNS for parsing fume la ma~tresse. This would, however, result

in two derivations for each of these two types.

III. 6 Group 6 Nominative Predicate Noun Phrases

SN is rewritten as SN*, SN**, PD, PT.
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Rule 6.1 SN -> SN* 372 types (892 tokens)

When rewritten as SN*, SN parses noun phrases (with or without

a determiner) which are nominative predicates of the copula:

"c'est une petite fille"
"c'eat Papa"

or objects of an existential verb:

lie' es t samedi" 0

SN is also used to rewrite rules 3.3 and 3.4.

Rule 3.3 S2 -> SN DV

"nne voiture IAn

Rule 3.4 S2 -> SN NP

"nne cigarette Madeleine"

In these two cases, a verb has been omitted; we do not speculate about

the nature of the verb which may be implicit in the semantics.

Rule 6.2 SN -> SN** 150 types (246 tokens)

When rewritten as SN** , SN. parses noun phrases· beginning with

the preposition EP which occurs in sentences containing a linking verb,

Recall that EP can be a preposition in the classical sense, or an

article such as de, du, des,~. Consequently, SN** will be either a

nominative predicate or a prepositional noun phrase~

neWest des jouets"
"clest dans Ie tiroir"
"c'est pour papa"
"c'est chez Mamietlc

SN introduces PT and PD when they are the nominative predicate.

Rule 6.3 SN -> PI

"c'eat.moi"

16 types (31 tokens)
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Rule 6.4 SN -> PD 49 types (14$ tokens)

III. 7

"c'est quoi ~a?n

"c'est celui-la"

Group 7 Subject Noun Phrases

Rule 7.1 SNS -> SN* 521 types (789 tokens)

This rule parses the subject of the verb:

"on casse"

or a repetition of the subject:

"00. el1e va Maman ?"

When SN* is rewritten as NP, it is often a vocative:

"enlever Ie toboggan Maman"

but in a few cases NP is the subject:

"brule l'assiette Mamie"

Rule 7.2 SNS -> PF 1011 types (2235 tokens)

PF is the coding for personal pronouns which are the subject of

the verb.

Rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF 138 types (161 tokens)

This rule parses sentences in which SN* is an apposition to the

personal pronoun subject of the verb:

"Philippe il rentre"
"Ie plancher de Janou il tient"

However, in some, cases, SN* is the direct object of the verb:

"un j ouet j e veux"
"un sucre tu manges"

Rule 7.4 SNS -> PF PF
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In most cases, the first PF is in apposition to the second one and

emphaZises it;:

"moi je la connais"
"moi jete chercherai"

In some cases, the second PF ("lui" in the following example)

corresponds to an indirect object, and it is a failure of our grammar

to use rule 7.4, in such cases as:

"parce il lui tombe de la neige"

where "lui" (coded PF,PS,PT) is analyzed as PF.

Rule 7.5 SNS -> PD 424 types (909 tokens)

PD is the non-terminal symbol for demonstrative pronouns and

this rule recognizes PD as the subject:

"\ia pique aussi".

In some cases, with intransitive verbs, it appears at the end of the

sentence and is the subject:

"marche pas celIe-lA"

Rule 7.6 SNS -> PD PD 84 types (138 tokens)

The first PD is in apposition to the second and emphasizes it:

t1~a c~e8t un ecureuil"
"celui-la c'est Ie bras gauche".

Rule 7.7 SNS -> SN* PD 22 types (22 tokens)

SN* PD recognizes sentences of the following form:

"cette machine-I.. !ia dit pas quelque chose"
"cette dame-la. c'est Madeleine"

SN* is an apposition to PD,

Rule 7.8 SNS -> PD DV PD
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"fa aussi c'est chez Mamie"

In the 5 types which are recognized the terminal word for DV is aussi.

Rule 7.9 SNS -> SN* DV PF

"Maman aussi elle coud"

In some cases, DV is an interrogative:

12 types (12 tokens)

"Papa ou tu vas ?"
"et Maman comment elle s' appelle ?"

In few other cases, SN* is the object:

"Jean-Michel aussi je l'aime bien"
"ton stylo lc1, j 'en ai besoin".

IlL 8 Group 8 Object Noun Phrases

The main difference between SNS (group 7) and SNP (group 8) is

that the latter parses prepositional noun phrases while the first does

not. A second difference is that SNP is used for parsing noun phrases

that occur with verbs other than the copula.

Rule 8.1 SNP -> SN* 845 types (1593 tokens).

In most cases, this rule parses noun phrases which are the

direct object of the verb.

cases it is the subject:

However, as we have already seen, in some

"font les dames"
"fume la maitresse"

When SN* is rewritten as NP, it is often ambiguous and its grammatical

function cannot be analyzed without reference to the context:

"attends Papa"
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Papa can be vocative, if Philippe is speaking to h:/.sfather, or an

object if Philippe is asking somebody else to wait for his fathero

Rule 802 SNP -> SN** 413 types (708 tokens)

SN** parses noun phrases beginning with EP, which are either

the direct object:

"manger des champignons"

or a prepositional noun phrase:

"il monte ~ l' arbre If

"il roule par la clef"o

Rule 803 SNP -> PR 15 types (18 tokens)o

PR is always a direct object, and the terminal word is quoio

"pour faire quoi 1"
"je sais pas quoi"

Rule 804 SNP -> PD 85 types (173 tokens)

In most cases, PD is a direct object:

"tailler celui-l<i Haman"

In some cases, it is a repetition of the subject:

"~a parle pas fa"
"3a tourne aussi ~a'l &

III, 9 Group 9 Basic Noun Phrases

As we have seen, SN* is a rewrite rule of SN, SNS and SNPo SN*

is rewritten by 7 different rules which are the basic rules for

recognizing noun phrases which are a subject, object or nominative

predicate 0 As we have mentioned earlier, SN* is also a rewrite rule

for noun phrases that end with an adverb or a vocativeo
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Rule 9.1 SN* -> NP* 1526 types (2969 tokens)

This rule needs no comment. It is the basic rule for recognizing

noun phrases:

"je cherche Ie crayon bleu"
"il traire sa chevre"
"j'ai vu Danielle"

Rule 9.2 SN* -> NP* CC NP* 12 types (14 tokens)

In all cases but one, the terminal word for CC is et:

"ils sont pas la la grenouille et l'alligator"
"avait Misette et Gronomme dans ce cinema"
"c'est ses pattes et ses griffes"
"j'ai deux porte-monnaie·et deux montres"
"c'est Papa ou·Ginette"

Rule 9.3 SN* -> NP* EP NP*

We do not present the number of types and tokens recognized by

this rule, since we believe that information misleading in the present

case. Many utterances recognized by this rule are also recognized by

using rules 8.1 and 10.1; consequently for many utterances we have two

different trees. An example will illustrate the necessity of having

two derivations for the same string. For example, the string PF VT DN

NC EP NC which corresponds to the actual utterance j'enleve les miettes

de croissant could also correspond to j 'enleve les .miettes du lit.

While in the first case EP links together miettes and croissant, in the

second case EP links the noun to the verb. We have one tree which

corresponds to the first analysis, and a second tree which corresponds

to the second analysis. j'enl~ve les miettes de croissant is correctly
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analyzed by Rule 9.3, whereas i'enl~ve les miettes du lit is correctly

analyzed by rules 8,1 and 10.1: (2)

(1: 3)
(4.1)
(5.2)
(7.2)
(18.1)
(21.35)
(25.1)
(8,1)
(9.1)
(11. 14)
(16.4)
(10.1
(11.15)
(13.5)

PF VT DN NC EP NC
8
83
S'
SNS SV
PF SV
PF GV
PF V SNP SN**
PF VT SNP SN**
PF VT SN* SN**
PF VT NP* SN**
PF VT DET NC SN**
PFVT DN NC SN**
PF VT DN NC EP NP*
PF VT DN NC EP NP"
PF VT DN NC EP NC

(1.3)
(4.1)
(5.2)
(7.2)
(18.1)
(21.25)
(25. 1)
(8.1)
(9.3)
(11.14)
(16.4)
(11.15)
(13.5)

S
S3

.S'
SNS SV
PF SV
PF GV
PF V 8NP
PF VT SNP
PF VT SN*
PF VT NP* EP NP*
PD VT DET NC EP NP*
PF VT DN NC EP NP*
PF VT DN NC EP NP"
PF VT DN NC EP NC

Rule 9.3 recognizes the possessive case:

"fais la main de Maman, Madeleine"

Rule 9.4 8N* -> NP* CC NP* EP NP* 2 types (2 tokens)

"regarde la voiture.et les roues de la voiture"
'ifavait Misette et Grononnne dans ce cin~ma"

The two utterances have each two different trees. While rule 9.4

analyzes correctly the first utterance, rules 8.1 and 9.2 will be

chosen to analyse the second one.

Rule 9.5 SN* -> NP* EP EP NP* 9 types (10 tokens)

This rule recognizes utterances in which the first EP is pour

ou avec,and the second one is des:

fI . 0 ..:l 0 l'a"un magas::lTI pour ues musJ..ques

(2) The
form starting
which rule is

two sequences of st:rings
from the start symbol S.
involved at each step.
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"comment c'est fait 1es confitures avec des myrti11es?"
"~a c'est une voiture avec de~ ressorts"
"Papa i1 m'a achet~ une voiture avec des roues"

It should be. mentioned that this rule also recognizes utterances in

which there is a repetition of the preposition:

"c'est 1e papa de des petits cochons 1a"
"j'ai un pisto1et dans dans 1e panta1on"

Rule 9.6 SN* -> NP* EP PT

This rule is "ad hoc" •

13 types (13 tokens)

It recognizes utterances in which

Philippe used the expression
,
a toi, La rnoi, instead of using a

possessive adjective, or for reinforcing the idea of possession:

"oft i1 est 1e sty10 ~ moi?"
"veux la montre de moi"
"ot'! i1 est ton cir~ ~ tQi?"

Rule 9.7 SN* -> NP* EP PR

"c'est 1e nom de quoi S'a ?"
"c'est 1a chambre de qui ?"

3 types (5 tokens)

As it is shown by the examples, this rule parses questions in which

there is a search for information concerning the nominative predicate.

III. 10· Group 10 Prepositional Noun Phrases

As we already mentioned, this group of rules recognizes noun.

phrases beginning with EP which is the terminal symbol. for a

preposition. However, all the noun phrases recognized by this rule are

not prepositional sentences, since some article" (de, du, des, D have'

been coded EP.

Rule 10.1 SN** -> EP NP*
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"c'est: des roues" (direct object)
"ils montaient sur Ie chameau" (prepositional phrase)
"elle rentre dans la maison" (prepositional phrase)

Rule 10.2 SN** -> EP NP* EP NP*

This rule corresponds to rule 9.3, with the difference that it

begins with EP. Here ,again we do net present the number of types

recognized, since half of them have two derivations:

"e1le essaie de? chapElaux de dame"
"j 'ai des tas de j ouets"
"je veux du jus d' orange"

Rule 10.3 SN** -> EP NP* CC NP* 3 types (4 tokElns)

"a Madeleine sans Josiane et Ginette"
"c'est pour les monsieurs et les dames"
"jevElux del' sau et une timbale"

Rule 10.4 SN** -> EP NP* CC EP NP* 5 types (5 tokens)

"cette voiture-1A el1e veut beire du vin
et de l'eau aussi"

"y a des wagons et du train"

Rule 10.5SN** -> EP EP NP* 30 types (31 tokens)

In the utterances recognized by this rule, the first EP is

a preposition in the classic sense, the second one is du, de, des:

"je joue avec des voitures"
"Ie m~tro i1 a des roue" avec des pneus"
"pour travailler ~ des meubles"
"il va jauer aVElC d)1 sable"

Rule 10.6 SN** -> EP PT 24 types (29 tokens)

"c'est ~ moi"
lie' est pour ... moit!
"j'ai joue avec. eux"
"non j" veux pa" a1ler avec toi"
"parce que je veux pas al1er chez elle"
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Rule 10.7 SN~* -> EP PR 30 types (39 toke~s)

All the utterances recognized by this rule are questions:

"c'est chez qui l~ ?"
"c'est ~ qui ce fauteuil ?"
"dans quoitu vas Ie mettre ?"
"on peut faire des quoi ?"
"~ quoi ~a sert une fronde ?"

III. 11 Group 11 Determiner Introduction

This group.of rules contains the detailed structure of the noun.

phrases. They determine the way in which determiners, numerical

adjectives, adjectives in pre- and post-position can be generated.

They are comparable to the rules used in the analysis of noun phrases

in. Philippe I [9] but they are more detailed and used more

specifically. While in our previous study of noun phras.es. the same.

rules could recognize proper nouns and common n9uns alike, the .present

grammar recognizes proper and common nouns with distinct rules. In

effect, noun-phrases including proper nouns have a more simple

structure than noun phrases formed with common nouns. An example that

illustrates this point is the rule:

NP* -> NUM ADJP NP I POSTADJP

where NP ' can be rewritten as NP (proper noun) as well as NC (common

noun), This rule recognizes:

(1) AC AQ NP AQ

(2) AC AQ NC AQ

"deux gentils papa blonds"

"deux petites cabines bleues"

While (1) is very unlikely, even in adult language, (2) is quite likely

and actually occurs in the corpus.
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On the basis of this observation, .we have written distinct

rules for generating complex noun phrases with proper nouns and noun

phrases with common nouns.

Rule 11.1 NP* -> NUM ADJP NC POSTADJP 1 type (1 token)

"chercher deux petites cabines bleues"

Rule 11. 2 NP*-> DET ADJP NC POSTADJP 12 types (14 tokens)

"apr~s il a ~ngt. le petit chaperon rouge"
"une petite fen~tre ronde"

Rule 11. 3 NP* -> ADJP NC POSTADJP 1 type (1 token)

"mais jeprepare des petites cabines bleues"

Rule 11. 4 NP* -> DET NUM NC POSTADJP 2 types (2 tokens)

lie 'est quai ces deux trues rouges dessns,?ft
"le premier wagon rouge sa fait trois"

Rule 11.5 NP* -> NUM NC POSTADJP

"trois bougies rouges"
"a deux fils ~lectriques"

Rule 11.6 NP* -> DET NC POSTADJP

"un feu rouge"
"une feuille blanche"
"un carnian dr()le1l

Rule 11. 7 NP* -> NC POSTADJP

"b~bfa sage"
"pieds nus"
"crayon rouge'l

Rule 11. 8 NP* -> DET NUM ADJP NC

2 types (2 tokens)

51 types (90 tokens)

14 types (28 tokerts)

1 type (1 tokert)

"je veux voir les deux petits trucs la"

Rule 11.9 NP* -> NUM ADJP NC 7 types (7 tokens)

"deux petits disques"
"deux petites filles elles s'appellent"
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Rule 11.10NP* ->DE~ AD~ NC

"un petit lapin"
"un pauvre gar~on"

Rule 11.11 NP* -> ADJP NC

"grosse moto"
"nouvelle ma1tresse"

Rule 11. 12 NP* -> DET NUM NC

"les deux ballons II

"le second ballon"

197 types '(355 tokens)

60 types (133 tokens)

7 types (8 tokens)

This rule also recognizes un deuxtrous which should not be parsed.

This is one more, case where the punctuation would have improved the

grammatical analysis.

Rule 11. 13 NP* -> NUM NC 32 typ,es (54 tokens)

"je prends deux cuill~res"
"Ginette m' a donn~ deux g'ateaux"
"Trois heures"

In most cases, the terminal word'for ac is "deux".

Rule 11.14 NP* -> DET NC

"un chapeau"
lila fanfare"
"mon croissant"
"de quelle couleur?"
"regarde ce feu"

Rule 11.15 NP* -> NP"

1264 types (3338 tokens)

1064 types (2640 tokens)

As we shall see, NP" is rewritten as NC, NP, DN PO, PI, DET PI.

Twenty percent of the utterances recognized by this rule are one- or

two-word,utterances.

246 NC,

154 EP NC

caca, pipi, raquette, bateau.

\.par terre, du feu, des animaux, a pied, au zoo,
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137 NP

de-cOt~

Papa, Maman, Madeleine, Philippe

Rule 11.16 NP* -> DET AI NC

"une autre tige"
"un autre train"

38 types (72 tokens)

In most cases, the terminal word for AI is autre. In a few cases it is

mfune:

"Ie meme camion"

Rule 11.17 NP* -> AI DET NC 27 types (38 tokens)

"tous les crayons"
"regarde toutes ces voitures"
Hjlai pas mang~ tout man croissant"

Rule 11.18 NP* -> AI DET NC AD 2 types (4 tokens)

Rule 11.17 and 11.18 perform the same analysis, the only difference

being that rule 11.18 recognizes compound forms of the demonstrative

adjective ce •.•• -Ia:

"clest quoitoutes ces roues-la?"
"tous ces puzzles-la"

Rule 11.19 NP* -> AI NC 31 types (37 tokens)

"~a dit pas quelque chose ?"
"quelque chose qui est un peu noir"
"ils sont de chaque couleur"
"a des autres roues lt

Rule 11.20 NP* -> DET NUM 9 types (15 tokens)
tiles deux It

"une premif!re"
"jlen ai un troisieme-tl

Rule 11.21 NP* -> DET NP

"de ta Maman'.'
"quelle Liliane ?"
"clest man Papa"
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Rule 11.22 NP* -> DET ADJP NP 4 types (4 tokens)

"mongentil Papa"
"qu'est-ce qu'il va faire Ie petit Indien?"

Rule 11. 23 NP* -> ADJP NP

"vilaine Madeleine"
"petit Pascal"

Out of the 13 types (25 tokens) recognized by this rule, 7

types (18 tokens) have two distinct trees, rule 11.23 being correct

only when the adjective modifies the proper noun. Inthe other cases,

NP is a vocative:

"c l es t dur Maman"
"clest beau Clara"

Here again, punctuation would facilitate the analysis.

Rule 11.24 NP* ~> DET NC AD 50 types (72 tokens)

This rule is analogous to rule 11.14, the only difference being that it

recognizes compound forms of the demonstrative adjective:

"c'est quoi cetteb-ete...l~?"

Rule 11.25 NP* -> DET ADJP NC AD 5 types (6 tokens)

This rule is analogous to rule 11.10, and it recognizes the compound

forms of the demonstrative adjective:

"clest quoi ce groB truc-lA?"

III. 12 Group 12 Noun-Phrase Utterances

As we have already said, SN*lis a non-terminal symbol which

identifies noun phrase~ that occur as a complete utterance, without any
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verb. The rules of this group replicate the rules of groups 9 and 10,

but all of them have not been reproduced in group 12.

Since most of these rules have already been commented upon when

presenting Groups 9 and 10, we shall give less details.

Rule 12.1 SN*1 -> NP* 99 types (1385 tokens)

Most of the utterances recognized by this rule have

two words:
"une mota"
lila musique"

Three types have only one word:

246 NC

137 NP

6 PI

canard, cheval, h~licoptere

Papa, Maman, Babar, Saint-Cloud

rien

The longest utterances have five words; there.are only 5 of them:

"et pas deux petits trolls"
"et un petit nez noir"
"un grand grand grand plateau"
'~et nne petite bouche anssi"
"non un groB c~ion dedans ll

Rule 12.2 SN*1 -> NP* CC NP*

lila pelle et Ie seau"
"la tortue et Ie chat"

Rule 12.3 SN*l -> NP* EP NP*

"un camion de pompiers"
"un filet 1i papillons"
"un grain de riz"
"Ie bateau de papa"

Rule 12.4 SN*1 -> NP* EP EP NP*

"une canne avec des dessins"
!tun magasin pour des musiques"
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Similarly to Rule 9.5, Rule 12.4 recognizes utterances in which

there is a repetition of the EP:

"et les mains de au Ie monsieur"
"et les bouteilles de d'eau"

Rule 12.5 SN*1-> NP* CC EP NP*

"une timbale et de l'eau"
"un bateau et de l'eau"

Rule 12.6 SN*l -> NP* EP PR

"Ie rocher de qui 7"
"Ie fauteuil de qui 7"
"une peau de quoi ?"

Rule 12.7 SN*l -> NP* EP PT

"une petite cuil1~re pour moiH

"voil~ un tableau pour toi"

1 type (2 tokens)

3 types (6 tokens)

6 types (8 tokens)

Rule 12.8 SN*l -> PF

"et moi"
"pas moi"
"non toi ll

Rule 12.9 SN*l -> PD

"~a"

"celui-l~'"

Rule 12.10 SN*l -> PD EP NP*

This rule was not included in Group 9.

5 types (19 tokens)

7 types (145 tokens)

4 types (8 tokens)

It has been introduced to parse

utterances of the following form:

"celIe de G~rard"
"celIe-Iii pour Philippe"
"celui de Papa"
"celle-l& dans Ie tiroir"

Rule 12.11 SN*l -> EP NP*

"des animaux"
"de l'eau"
"sur les rails"
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,,~ la t~l~vision"
"sans la cuil1~re"

Rule 12012 SN*1 -> EP NP* EP NP*

"des roues pour I'avion"
"au bord de la table"
"des ,livres dans Ie tiroir"
"de l'eau sur la table"

Rule 12.13 SN*1 ->EP NP* CC NP*

18 types (44 tokens)

4 types (6 tokens)

"sur les fusils et les pistolets"
"avec une eulotte et un chapeau"

Rule 12014 SN*l -> EP NP* CC EP NP* 3 types (4 tokens)

"des petites voitures et des maisons','
"pour Philippe et pour Maman"

Rule 12015 SN*1 -> EP NP* EP EP NP*

"des boutiques avec des jo"ets"
"du metal avec des monIes"

Rule 12 016 SN*1 -> EP EP NP*

"avec de la.farine"
",a. des gens"
"sur des croissants"

Rule 12,17 SN*1 -> EP PT

"pour moi"
,,~ moi"
"de toi"

Rule 12018 SN*1 -> EP PR

"avec quoi?"
"s qui ?"
"dans quo!?"
"de qui 1"

Rule 12.19 SN*1 -> EP PD

3 types :(4 tokens)

8 types (19 tokens)

2 types, (18 tokens)

1 type (15 tokens)

1 type (8 tokens)

This rule does not appear in Group 10.

following form:
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III. 13

"dans celle-lA"
"avec ~a"

"pour celui-lil"
"sur cel1e-l~"

Group 13 Some Pronouns and Common and Proper Nouns

This group includes the rewrite rules for NP", a non-terminal

symbol which has been introduced in Group 110

Originally this group contained personal and demonstrative

pronouns. In an attempt to improve the probabilistic fit, personal and

demonstrative pronouns, which occur more frequently than possessive and

indefinite pronouns, have been entered at higher levels, and are

generated through specific rules. In our first attempts they were not

generated by distinct rules 0

Rule 13.1 NP" -> DN PO 11 types (17 tokens)

DN PO is the terminal symbol for possessive pronouns:

"Ie mien"
"celui-l~ crest Ie mien"
"je prends Ie tien"

Rule 13.2 NP" -> PI 231 types (279 tokens)

PI is the terminal symbol for indefinite pronouns.

percent of the types, PI is the subject of the verb:

"on Ie p~se"
"on Ie casserait"
"comment on les fabrique les bols?"

In 64

When PI is not the subject, the terminal words for it are mainly:

plusieurs, rien, tout, tous.

"il les a enlev~s tous IT

"el1e mla dit rien"
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Rule 13.3 NP" -> DET PI 35 types (71 tokens)

This rule is also a rewrite rule for indefinite pronouns: those

which have a compound form.

"c'est Ie merne"
"fais un autre"

Rule 13.4 NP" -> NP 329 types (839 tokens)

As we already said, NP is the terminal symbol for proper ,nouns.

Rule 13.5 NFl! -> NC 551 types (1456 tokens)

NC is the terminal symbol for common nouns~

III. 14 Group ~ Adjective Phrases

The notation ADJP is introduced for adjective in pre-position.

(3) AQ is the terminal symbol for qualitative adjectives.

14.1 ADJP -> AQ 299 types (545 tokens)

"c'est pas une bonneid~etl

fie' est un gr0E] mouton 5a"

14.2 ADJP -> ADJP AQ 8 types (9 tokens)

"dernier petit trou"
"ou il est Ie grand m~chant loup"

In the utterances recognized by our grammar there, is only one case

where there are more than two adjectives in succession:

"un grand grand grand plateau"

(3) Pre-position refers to adjectives that precede the noun
modified, such as bon; post-position refers to adjectives that follow
the noun, such as facile. Of course some adjectives may be either"
with variations of meaning.
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It should be mentioned that this rule recognizes the following

utterance, which .is not correctly analyzed:

"cochon sales mains"

III. 15 Group 15 Post-position Adjectives

The rule which generated 2 or more adjectives in post-position,

in the grammar for the noun phrases, has been eliminated, since it was

not needed for Philippe's speech,

15,1 PDSTADJP -> AQ 83 types (138 tokens)

III. 16

"ton manteau blanc"
"c'est unemoto anglc;lis"
"clest un jeu amusant"

Group 16 Determiners

This group permits rewriting the non-terminal symbol DET as any

of the five ter~nal symbols standing for a grammatical category.

16,1 DET -> AD 146 types (234 tOkens)

AD is the terminal symbol for demonstrative adjectives

16,2 DET -> AT 16 types ( 32 tokens)

AT is the terminal symbol for interrogative adjectives

16.3 DET -> AO 204 types (335 tokens)

AD is the terminal symbol for possessive adjectives

16.4 DET -> DN 992 types (2418 tokens)

DN is the terminal symbol for definite articles

16,5 DET -> IN 425 types (1205 tokens)
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IN is the terminal symbol for indefinite articles in the singular form

only. Note that indefinite articles in the plural form are coded EP;

consequently, any comparison between the number of types recognizedby

rules 16.4 and 16.5 would be misleading.

IlL 17 Group 17 Numerical Expressions

NUM is the non-terminal symbol for numerical expressions. AC

is the terminal symbol for cardinal adjectives.

symbol for ordinal adjectives.

AN is the terminal

Rule 17.1 NUM -> AC

Rule 17. 2NUM -> AN

59 types (114 tokens)

5 types ( 5 tokens)

Before presenting the rewrite rules of the verb phrase, we

shall note again that the, present analysis does not take into account

the mode, the tense or the person of the verb, since subscripts which

convey this sort of information are disregarded by the grammar. As a

result, our grammar recognizes sentences in which the verb has a

correct form as well as sentences in which the mode, the tense, or the

person is not appropriate, For example,

"elleenl~ve ses lunettes Tl

"i! traire sa vache"

are both recognized.

Our definition of the grammaticality of a sentence produced by

Philippe is given by reference to the structure of the sentence, and
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does not depend on the choice of the individual words within the

sentence or their appropriateness to convey the intended meaning. Our

grammar does not recognize an. utterance if its elements are not

arranged in a certain order, but allows, in certain cases, for elements

of a classical French sentence to be missing.

For instance, while la fumtfe on s 'amuse la fum~e is not

recogni~ed, noun phrases in which the determiner is missing, or

sentences in which a personal pronoun is missing are both. recognized.

"gros collier" (DET is missing)
"fume la ma1tresse" (PF is missing)
"veux du m~dicament" (PF is missing)
"Papa parti" (Auxiliary is missing)

Thus the "constituants obligatoi,es" of the noun. phrase (SN)

and of the verb phrase (SV) are minimized beyond what is standard

French. The basic rewrite rules of SN and SV can be summarized as

follows:

SN -> DET N

SV ->
GV ->
GV ->

AUX GV
VSNP
COP SN

SA
SNP

where DET is the determiner, N is the noun (common or proper), AUX is

the auxiliary, V is the verb, SNP is the noun_phrase object of the verb

or.a prepositional noun phrase, COP is the copula, SN is the nominative

predicate, and SA the adjectival predicate.

On the basis of this general scheme, we have introduced several

groups of rules which allow the parsing of different forms of verb

phrases.
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Originally, following Dubois' suggestion [1] (po 93) , AUX was

rewritten as an auxiliary (~tre and avoir) and as a modaL With the

intended semantic interpretation in mind, AUX has been divided into two

categories: AUX 1 which stands for the auxiliary verbs ~tre and avoir

(VA), and AUX 2 which stands for modals (VD)o

Contrary to Dubois, AUX is not a "constituant obligatoire" of

the verb phrase, since mode, tense and person which, for Dubois,

constitute an element of the verb phrase, are not taken into accounto

If we had written AUX as a "constituant obligatoire" of the verb

phrase, we could not have parsed utterances in which the auxiliary is

missing.

We have distinguished two forms of the verbal group: GV and

GV'o While in the rewrite rules of GV the first element on the right-

side of the arrow is a verb or the non-terminal symbol PY which stands

for "y", followed by a verb, or the adverb of negation "ne" followed by

a verb, in the rewrite rules of GV', the.first element on the right-

side is always a personalprononn (direct or indirect object) or a

prepositiono

IlL 18 Group 18 Verb Phrase Structures--.

We shall now present the rules of the.verb phrase (SV) 0

Rule 18.1 SV -> GV

Three types have only one verb:

109 VT
48 VN
18 VI
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41 types (281 tokens) have only two words:

26 PF VN
21 VT PD
20 PF VT
18 VT NP
16 PI VN
16 VN NP
14 PD VI
14 VT PT
10 PF VI
9 VT NC
8 VN NC
8 VT DG
7 PD VN
7 PI VT
7 VT DV
6 DV VN
6 VN DV
6 VN PT
5 DG VT
5 DV VT

Rule 18.2 SV -> GV'

4 DG VN
4 KO VN
4 KO VT
4 VN DG
3 DV VI
3 KG VI
3 PF VC
3 VI DV
3 VN PD
3 VT PI
3 NP VI
2 PD VT
2 PY VT
2 VI DG
2 VI NP
2 VT KO
1 CC VN
1 DG VI
1 NP VN
1 PF VM
1 VT PR

296 types ( 584 tokens)

As already mentioned, group GV' gives the rewrite rules of verb

phrases which begin with a personal pronoun (direct or indirect object)

or with a preposition

4 types (26 tokens) have on+y two words:

9 EP VT
7 EP VN
5 PS VN
5 PS VT

"je Ie d~fais"
"slil te plait"
"pour lancer la balle"
"en a deux'"
"pour acerocher au v~lofl

Rule 18.3 SV -> AUXl GV
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This is the basic rule for rewriting compound forms of the

verbs:

"il a perdu sa queue"
"i1 est sorti de l'eau"

Rule 18.4 SV -> AUX1 DV GV 6 types (10 tokens)

This rule allows the insertion of an adverb between the

auxiliary and the verb:

"j'ai presque fini"
Hnon j'ai trap mange"
"il a d~ja fondu Ie groB morceau de sucre"

It gives an incorrect analysis of the following utterance:

"devine qu'est-ce y a dedans devine"

which is coded VT PR,DV,CS LC PY VT,VA DV VT and recognized as VT PR LC

PY VA DV VT.

Rule 18.5 SV -> AUX1 DG GV 22 types (33 tokens)

DG is the terminal symbol for adverbs of negation. This rule

recognizes compound forms of the verb in the negative form when the

negation is incomplete, i.e., the first element of the negation "ne" is

omitted, as usual in spoken French:

Ilj vai pasvu"
"jY€tais pas couch~"

Rule 18.6 SV -> AUX2 GV' 90 types (167 tokens)

AUX2 is the non-terminal symbol for the modals, those verbs

which express the idea of permission,

impossibility:

willingness, possibility,

"je vais te renvoyer de l'eau"
"il faut Ie tourner"
"je vais la mettre 1"- la remorque"
"je veux l'~couter encore un.peu"
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Rule 18.7 SV -> AUX2 DG GV' 23 types (33 tokens)

This rule introduces the negation which applies to the modal:

"je veux pas la voir Madeleine"
"il faut pas l'allumer"
"on peut pas Ie voir"
"je veux pas te Ie dire"

Rule 18.8 SV -> AUX2 GV 253 types (383 tokens)

"fautracheter des gliteaux"
"va manter sur Ie trottoir"

Rule 18.9 SV -> AUX2 DV GV 6 types (6 tokens)

An adverb which modifies the modal can be introduced by this

rule:

"on peut aussinager dans l'eau"
"je vais bientot aller chez Mamie"

Rule 18.10 SV -> AUX2 DG GV 33 types (43 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which the negation applies to

the modal:

"veux pas manger"
"il vent pas passer"
"tu peux pas rentrer"
"je veux pas voir Ginette"

Rule 18.11 SV -> PS AUX1 GV 91 types (118 tokens)

This rule parses utterances in which a personal pronoun that is

the object of the compound verb appears before, the verb:

"tu les as emport~s les croissants"
"il les a enlev~s tous"
"je l' ai cach~e ma t'ete"
"je I t ai attrap~1I

Rule 18.12 SV -> PS AUX1 DG GV 10 types (16 tokens)
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This rule recognizes the same sorts of uttera~ces as Rule

18.11, but the se~tence is in the negative form:

I'non ,je, l' ai pas vue"
"on l' a pas attrap~1I

"j e les. ai pascompt's"

Rule 18.13 SV -> PS AUX2 GV 6 types (6 tokens)

This rule recognizes utterances in which the personal pronoun

is the direct object of the verb which follows the modal:

"tu prends du chocolat avec le pain et tu le laisses couler"
"je veux que tu le fasses marcher un coup"

This rule recognizes a sentence which should not have been parsed:

"tu me viens voir comment je fais un petit bateau"

Rule 18.14 SV -> PS PS AUX1 GV 4 types (5 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which the first personal

pronoun is the indirect object and the second one the direct object of

the verb:

"c'est Ginette qui te l'a donn~"
"on me l'a nettoy6"

Rule 18.15 SV -> PY AUX1 GV 10 types (13 tokens)

This rule recognizes·sentences in which "y" precedes the verb

in the compound form:

"la y a ~crit solei1"
"la y a marqu~ tissus"
"on y est al16s un jour"
"qu'est-.ce qu'y a ~crit?"
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III. 19 Group 19 Auxiliaries

Rule 19.1 AUx1 -> VA 395 types (660 tokens)

VA is the terminal symbol for etre and avoir when they are used

as auxiliaries.

Rule 19.2 AUX1 -> VA VD 11 types (11 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which the modal has a

compound form:

"mais si tu as fait chauffer"
"c'est qui a fait tomber ces cigarettes 1"
"a pu sortir"

III. 20 Group 20 Modals

Rule 20.1 AUX2 -> VD 392 types (616 tokens)

VD is the terminal symbol for the modals:

"~a va parler"
"je veux me frotter les dents"
"je veux voir les photos"

Rule 20.2 AUX2 -> VD VD 10 types (12 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in.which there are two modals in·

succession, which express the notion of future:

"je vais aller galoper"
Han va aller la voir"
"je vais faire tomber ton briquet"
"je veux aller jouer"

Rule 20.3 AUX2 -> VD PS VD 7 types ( 8 tokens)

In all the utterances parsed, the terminal word for the second

VD isfaire:
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III,21

"faut me faire manger"
"pourquoi ils vont les faire arreter ?"
"i1 va se faire ~craser"

"on va les faire brhler avec du feu"

Group 21 Verbal Groups

group.

As already mentioned, GV is the non-terminal symbol for verbal

In addition, COP (copula) and V (verb) are essential non~

grammars

terminal symbols for the verbal group.

COP is rewritten as VC. We followed Dubois 'suggestion [1] (p.

79) to code as VC only the three following verbs: ~tre, devenir,

rester; the other verbs of state (paraftre, sembler) that traditional

classify within the same categorY as ~tre are coded VI

(intransitive verbs). Etre is also coded VA, in order to take into

account its role as an auxiliary. Devenir and rester are multiply

coded VI as well as VC.

COP can be followed by an adjectival phrase (SA), or a noun

phrase (SN*) or a prepositional noun phrase (SN**), or an adverb (DV),

or an adverbial locution (LC).

Rule 21.1 GV -> COP 23 types (76 tokens)

We have introduced this rule in order to recognize sentences in the

interrogative form which begin with an adyerb of interrogation:

"au il est?" DVPF VC

8uch sentences are parsed by u~ing the following rules:

8
1.3 -> 83
4.3 -> DV 8'
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5.2 -> DV SNS SV
7.2 -> DV PF SV
18.1 -> DV PF GV
21.1 -> DV PF COP
24.1 -> DV PF VC

The other types of questions recognized by rule 21.1 are:

"connnent i1 est?"
"mais au i1 est?tl

This rule also recognizes sentences in which the prepositional

noun.phrase or the nominative predicate are before the verb:

"en Angleterre el1e est"
"losange c'est" (for "c'est un losange")

A wrong analysis is obtained for the following utterance:

"fou il est" (for "il est. fou")

where "fou" is 'analyzed as NC instead of AQ.

Rule 21.2 GV -> COP LC 5 types (8 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which an adverbial locution

follows the verb ~tre:

"il est la-bas"
nah c'~tait l'g-dedans"
tlqu'est-ce c'est la-dedans?"

Rule 21.3 GV -> COP SA 45 types (193 tokens)

Adjective-predicates are parsed by this rule:

"c 'est chand"
"clest durn
"c'est trE!s d~le"

Rule 21.4 GV -> COP SN 250 types (666 tokens)

Two types of noun phrases are parsed by this rule:

- Nominative predicate:

"clest papa"
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"clest une dame"
"cleat des roues"

- Prepositional noun phrases:

"ils Bont dans la maison"
"clest amoil!
"l~ c I est chez Mamie':'

Rule 210 5 GV -> COP SA SN 34 types (66 tokens)

In sentences parsed by this rule, the noun phrase SN emphasizes

the pronominal subject of COP:

"i1 est beau cst h~licopt~re"
"i1 est gros ce bo1"

This rule parses also sentences in which the pronoun subject has been

omitted:

"est gourmand ce Papa"
"est diffici1e lia"

Rule 21.6 GV -> COP SA DV 3 types (3 tokens)

This rule recognizes the three following utterances:

"c~est. ,joli a.ussi"
"c~est trap chaudencore ll

"elle est toute dure maintenant"

Rule 21.7 GV -> COP SN DV 23 types (29 tokens)

This rule is analogous to rule 21.4, the only difference being

the adverb at the end of the sentence:

"c~est chez qUi,l~?"

"qui c Iest ce b~b~ l~?"
"que c'est 'Sa dedans?"
"elle est dans ma chambre 1,,"

Rule 21.8 GV -> COP DV SN
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This rule recognizes sentences in which an adverb separates the

copula and the nominative predicate:

"il est 18. Ie moteur"
"il est dedans Ie conduiteur"
"c'est la- Ie cie!"
"il "'tait Iii sur Ie papier"

Rule 21.9 GV -> COP DG SA 16 types (47 tokens)

This rule generates negative sentences with an adjective

predicate:

"clest pas vrain
"clest pas possible"
"c'eat pas tr~s bien"
"parce qu'elle est pas belle"

Rule 21.10 GV -> COP DG SN 34 types (48 tokens)

This rule generates negative sentences with a nominative

predicate or a prepositional noun phrase:

I'non c'est pas 1a m~me"

"c ' es t pas une bonne id~e"
lie I est pas ~Mamie"

"c'est pas chez Mamie"

Rule 21.11 GV -> COP dv 22 types (52 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which the verb ~tre is

followed by an adverb:

f1j e Buis l~"

"Ie ciel clest l~"

In a few utterances, the verb is rester:

"Maman reste 1~1I

"non je veux rester ici"

Rester is coded VC,VI. The grammar recognized both VC DV and

VI DV; probabilistic disambiguation eliminates VI DV.

Rule 21.12 GV -> COP DG DV
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This rule is analogous to rule 21.11, but it introduces the

negative particle DG, as in:

"il est pas 1~"
"Misette est pas l'a"

Rule 21013 GV -> COP GV' 22 types (28 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which the verb etre is

followed by pour:

lie ~ est pour fa.i~~ qu.?i ces boutons 1"
"fa clest pour monter ll

TT,C ':est :pollX: 1~ al1:umer'l

"c'est pour l'arreterle groB bouton ll

This rule analyzes incorrectly the two following sententes.

Their meaning is perfectly clear, but they are not well constructed:

"ils sont eri a encore liJ." (Philippe stuttered)
"qui c' est enyeu;t du croissant?"

Rule 21.14 GV -> COP DG SA SN 17 types (23 tokens)

This rule is analogous to rille 21.5, but it analyzes sentences

in the negative form:

"elle est pas gentille Madeleine"
"nonc'est pas bon les gouttes dans Ie nez"
lie' est pas Joli son vetement"

Rule 21.15 GV ->COP SN SNS 94 types (132 tokens)

This rule recognizes five sorts of sentences:

a) sente~ces in which the nominative predicate is followed by

ca:

"c'est un "l'l,l8.n~ge ta"
"c' est Ie pont ~a'

lie' est Ie n?m,: de quoi ~a?1'
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b) sentences in which the nominative predicate is a pronoun,

the noun-phrase which follows it being in apposition to theneutral

subject £:

"clest ~Cl ton sac"
"c'est celui-la le bras gauche"

c) sentences in which the first noun phrase is prepositional,

and the second noun phrase is in apposition to the subject:

"il est au cabinet Marc"
"elle est sur le camionla brosse"

d) sentences in which the second noun phrase modifies the first

noun phrase and in this case the grammatical analysis in incorrect:

"c'est un carnian b~tonneuse"

e) Finally, this rule recognizes also the following utterances

and the grammatical analysis is incorrect.

"c'est papa roamanl!
"c'est G~rard Martine"
"clest Babar Babar"

Rule 21.16 GV -> COP DV SN DV 3 types (5 tokens)

The following forms of sentences are recognized:

"la c'est encore chez Mamie 111"
"€sa c'est encore une fen~tre l~ II

Rule 21.17 GV -> COP DG SN GV' 2 types (3 tokens)

The group GV' is the complement of the noun phrase:

"c'est pas des papiers pour jouer"

An idiomatic form is also recognized by this rule:

c'estpas la peine de (it is not worthwhile):

"c'est pas la peine de le dl.faire"
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Rule 21,18 GV -> COP DV' AQ 3 types (4 tokens)

This rule parses sentences in which the adjective phrase is

modifie.dbythe expression "un peu" which is. classified as an adverb:

"quelque chose qui est un peu noir"
"et j' ai ~t~ un petit peu malade"
"voilS: les gens ils sont un peu idiots"

Rule 210 19 GV -> COP DG DV SN 8 types (9 tokens)

The following forms of sentences are recognized:

"e11e est pas fa la machine"
"non elle est pas toujours roalade"

Rule 21.20 GV -> COP SN GV' 21 types (21 tokens)

In this rule GV' is the complement of the noun phrase:

"c'est un petit savon pour laver les dents"
"c'est un plateau pour mettre les d~s"

This rule also parses the expression en train de faire (I am

doing, he is doing):

"je suis en train de manger une pomme"
_" qu ' est que, tues en train de faire Marc?"

Rule 21,21 GV -> COP DM V 2 types (4 tokens)

Here the adverb modifies the verb V:

"i1 est tout defait"

Rule 21.22 GV -> COP DM V SN 2 types (2 tokens)

"maintenant il est tout froiss~ mon moteur"
"il est tout d~fait Ie true"

Rule 21,23 GV -> PY COP 4 types (16 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which Z precedes ~tre:

"ea y est"
lila valise elle y est"
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"les cadeaux y sontil

Rule 21,24 GV -> V 283 types (751 tokens)

This rule recognizes verb phrases formed with transitive verbs

(VT), and verbs which can be transitive or intransitive (VN) when there

is no direct object or prepositional noun phrase.

There are 109 transitive verbs (VT) that occur alone:

l'manger'l
"regarder"

and 48 transitive/intransitive verbs (VN) which occur alone:

"tenir"
"casser"

This rule recognizes also sentences in which the verb has a

compound form:

"il est cass'"

as well as sentences which include a modal:

"je vais voir"

Finally, this rule recognizes sentences in which the direct

object of a compound verb is a personal pronoun:

IIil les a enlev~s II

Rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP 671 types (1466 tokens)

As we already mentioned, SNP is a non~terminal symbol which

allows the parsing of noun phrases which are direct objects of verbs,

or prepositional noun phrases:

"mange l~ yaourt"
"fermer les yeux"
"il dirige les voitures"
"mettre dans Ie tracteur"
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In a few cases, however, Rule 21 025 recognizes sentences in which the

noun phrase which follows the verb is not the object, but the subject

of the verb:

"fume la mat'tresse"

Finally, the sentence may be ambiguous:

"tourne la clef"

which, for Philippe, may mean "turn the key" or "the key turns". The

same utterance, produced by an adult would not be ambiguous, and would

be interpreted ae an imperativeo

Rule 21026 GV -> V SNP DV 99 types (136 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences which have the same structure as

those recognized by rule 21025, but which end with an adverb:

"avait .du feu dehors"
"a des 'gens aussi II

iij'enl~ve Ie caI'relage aussi ll

"je mets les allumet:tes dedans"

Rule 21.27 GV -> V DV 48 types (91 tokens)

Tlqu~est-cey a dedans'?"
"quiest-ce y a encore?"
"l'e.au sort 1s"

Rule 21028 GV -> V DV SNp· 47 types (63 tokens)

"on fait:.,comme ~a"
"il a seulement 'L111, carnian"
"je veux encore du chocolat"

Rule 21; 29 GV -> V DG SNP 62 types (101 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in the negative formo It should

be noticed that the negation is incomplete, as is usual in spoken

French, the word "ne" being omitted:

"iI a pas de queue"
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"non je ltai pas vue"
"non c tes tpas la meme"

This rule recognizes also sentences in the negative interrogative:

"sa dit pas quelque chose?"

Rule 21.30 GV -> V DG SNP SN**

We do not present the types and tokens parsed by this rule,

since all of them have two derivations. This rule allows a correct

analysis of utterances in which the prepositional noun phrase is

related to the verb, while rule 21.29 parses correctly noun phrases

which are the complement of one other noun phrase.

While rule 21.29 analyzes correctly the following forms:

"on volt pas Ie nez du monsieur"
"parce qu'il a pas la forme des autres poissons"

rule 21.30 recognizes correctly such sentences as:

"non jtai pas de zoutils a l'ecole"
"non a pas des animaux sur Ie man~ge"

Rule 21.31 GV -> NE V DG SNP 1 type (1 token)

This rule recognizes sentences in the negative form, when the

whole negative formula ne ••• pas is used:

"ils ntont pas de siege"

Rule 21.32 GV -> V LC 4 types (9 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which a verb is followed by a

locution, whatever its nature:

"je fais semblant"
"qu'est-ce y a la-bas?"

Rule 21.33 GV -> V DG DV

"je sais pas pourquoi"
"je sais pas trap"
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"non je mange pas vite"

Rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS

We do not present the number of types and tokens analyzed by

this rule, since most of them have two derivations. The aim of this

rule is to analyze sentences in which the subject is repeated at the

end of the sentence:

"fait du bruit la voiture"

Rule 21.35 GV -> V SNP SN**

We also do not present the number of types recognized by this

rule, since each type has two derivations. This rule parses utterances

containing a direct object followed by an indirect objet, such as:

"mettre du feu sur la cigarette"
"mets des valises dans Ie car"

and recognizes also sentences of the following form, where the

preposition "de" indicates the possessive case:

"mettre les lunettes de Madeleine"

These types are correctly parsed by rule 21.25, as we explained when

presenting rule 9.3.

Rule 21.36 GV -> V DG 35 types (178 tokens)

This rule analyzes verb phrases in the negative form:

"~a roule pas"
"non il fume pas lf

Rule 21.37 GV -> V PT 9 types (29 tokens)

This rule parses two forms of utterances:

a) imperative form:
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"montre-moi"
"cache~le"

"leve-toi"

b) it . gives an incorrect analysis of sentences in which the

personal pronoun that is at the end of the sentences repeats the

subject of the verb:

"j e veux pas boire moi"
"veux tourner moi"

Rule 21.38 GV -> V PT V 1 type (3 tokens)

This rule has been introduced to parse the following form:

"laisse-moi faire"

Rule 21.39 GV -> V PT SNP 12 types (17 tokens)

This rule analyzes utterances in which the imperative is

followed by a direct object, or a prepositional noun phrase:

"donne-moi la voiture"
"remets-la sur Ie camion"

Rule 21.40 GV -> V PT PT 2 types (3 tokens)

This rule recognizes sentences in which the second personal

pronoun is the indirect object of the verb:

"d~fais-le moi"
"montre-la moi"

Rule 21.41 GV -> V PT DV 1 type (4 tokens)

This rule is introduced to parse the imperative form of the

verb s' en aller:

f1va- t 'en"

Rule 21.42 GV -> V PT DV SNP 1 type (19 tokens)

As rule 21. 41, this rule is "ad hoc" and parses sentences of

the following form:
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"va- t 'en la fum~e"

Rule 21.43 GV -> V DV' 3 types (3 tokens)

This rule analyzes sentences in which the expression un peu or

~ petit peu plays the role of an adverb:

"non- jeveux pas manger un pen"
"j' ai pleur~ un petit peu"
"j'ai renvers~ un petit peu"

Rule 21.44 GV -> V DV DV' 1 type (2 tokens)

"je veux ~cot!ter encore un peu"

Rule 21.45 GV -> V DV' SN 8 types (11 tokens)

The rule recognizes three sorts of sentences:

a) sentences in which the expression ~. peu or ~ petit peu is

followed by a noun phrase:

"moi veux un petit peu de lumi~re"

"elle fait un petit peu de bruit"

b) sentences in which the final noun phrase repeats the

subject:

"elles roulent un petit peu les voitures"

c) sentences in which the final noun phrase is prepositional:

"je pleure un pen a l'~cole"

Rule 21.46 GV -> V DV DV' SN 1 type (1 token)

"je verix boireencore unpeu dieau"

Rule 21.47 GV-> V DM DV 2 types (2 tokens)

In the sentences parsed by this rule, the first adverb modifies

the second one:

"et puis fa sa roule tr~s loin"
"il va rouler tr~s vite"
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Rule 21.48 GV -> V DM AQ 15 types (20 tokens)

"je mange tout seul"
"ah e11e rou1e tout seu1"
"mon moteur i1 a saut6 tout seu1"

Rule 21.49 GV -> V NUM 4 types (4 tokens)

"le premier wagon rouge Ifa.fait trois"
"j 'en ai prisdeuJ:C"

Rule 21. 50 GV -> V DET AQ 6 types (8 tokens)

This rule parses sentences in which the substantive direct

object of the verb is omitted:

"pas fait un gros"

Rule 21.51 GV -> V EP AQ 5 types (7 tokens)

"le crayon qui dessine du marron"
"j'ai du vert"
"regarde qu'est-ce.je vais faire.de be<lu"

Rule 21.52 GV -> V SNP PR S'

This rule has been introduced to parse sentences in which a

verb in the imperative form is followed by a sentence, as in:

"regarde ce que je vais cacher"
"regarde ce que j'ai fait Madeleine"

This same rule parses utterances of the following form:

"non a 1e genti1 10up qui va 1e d~fendre"
"et puis a des bateaux qui a des roues"

in which the first verb a is said . for the whole expression i1 Z~.

Other forms of sentences analyzed by this rule have two derivations and

are correctly analyzed by rule 5,5 (S' -> SNS SV PR SV).

Rule 21.53 GV -> V' 67 types (157 tokens)

As we already mentioned, V' is a non-terminal symbol for
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intransitive and impersonal. verbs. We found it useful to have the same

non-terminal for these verbs that cannot have a direct object.

"est tomb~1I

Rule 21.54 GV -> V' SNS 42 types (67 tokens)

This rule parses the sentences in which the intransitive verb

is followed by a noun ,phrase which is its subject;

"partie la roue"
"est tombe' moi"

or in which the subject is repeated:

"ot!. elle va Maman?"

Rule 21.55 GV -> V' DV 19 types (22 tokens)

"il pleut dehors"
"Michel dormir IA"
"il va l~"

Rule 21.56 GV -> V' SN** 64 types (105 tokens)

This rule recogni~es sentences in which the intransitive verb

is followed by a prepositional noun phrase:

"on va sur la chaise"
"il va dans l'eauu

"il est tomb!! dans Ie chocolat"

Rule 21.57 GV -> V' DG 17 types (22 tokens)

This rule recogni~es intransitive and impersonal verbs in the

negative form:

"c I es t quoi qui marche pas? 1,1

"j'arrive pas"
"il pleut pas"

Rule 21.58 GV ->V' DG SNS
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This rule parses sentences in the negative form where the noun

phrase is a repetition of the subject:

"elle vient pas Ginette"
"j'arrive pas moi"

Rule 21.59 GV -> V' DV' 3 types (3 tokens)

"faut galoper un petit peu"
"radotes un 'peu"
"je veux que tn restes un pen"

Rule 21.60 GV -> V' DV' DV 1 type (1 token)

"non non je veux que'tu restes un.pen encore"

Rule 21.61 GV -> V' DV DV' 2 types (4 tokens)

"moi' j etousse encore unpeu"

Rule 21.62 GV -> V' DM AQ 4 types (5 tokens)

"et Ie livre qui. tombe tout seul"
"non elle est partie toute seule"

Rule 21.63 GV -> PY V 5 types (7 tokens)

This rule, as well as the following ones, recognizes sentences

that contain the wordx., which can be an adverb or a pronoun, or enter

in the expression il X. ~.

"qu'est-ce qu'y a?"
"faut.pas y toucher"

Rule 21.64 GV -> PY V SNP 31 types (55 tokens)

In the sentences parsed by this rule, the word X. is paJ:'t _of

the expression il x.~:

"y a du vent"
"y a une h~licelt

Rule 21.65 GV ->,PY V DV

"y a dedans"
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Rule 21. 66 GV -> PY VLC 2 types (5 tokens)

Rule 21.67 GV -> PY V SNP PR SV 11types (11 tokens)

"yale chat qui attend"
"y a des trues qui vont dans tous les sens"
T1y a un:monsieur qui chante 1~1I

Rule 21.68 GV -> PY V DG

"non y a pas"

Rule 21.69 GV -> PY V DG SNP

1 type (1 token)

6 types (7 tokens)

IIparce···qu~y aura pas 1a lumi~retl

"y a pas Ie feu"

Rule 21.70 GV -> PY V DV SNP

"y a anssi des livres"
"y a dedans dans la vitre"

Rule 21. 71 GV -> PY V SNP DV

3 types (9 tokens)

10 types (18 tokens)

"y avait des belles autos aussi"
"y a sa moto 1.1"

Rule 21. 72 GV -> PY PS V DV

"yen a e.ncore"
"non y en a beaucoup TI

Rule 21.73 GV -> PY PD V DV SNP

"yen a beaucoup de ballons"

Rule 21.74 GV -> PY PS V DG

By en a pas"

Rule 21.75 GV -> PY PS V DG SNP

lIy en a pas d' eau"

Rule 21.76 GV -> V PR LC PF SV

"regarde qu'est-ce jefais"
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Rule 21.77 GV -> V PRLC PR PF SV 2 types (3 tokens)

Rules 21.76 and 21.77 analyze the same·sort of sentences.

"regarde qu'est~ce qu'il fait l~"

Rule 21.78 GV -> V PR LC PR PD SV 3 types (5 tokens)

"je veux voir qu'est-ce que crest ia"

This rule also recognizes the following two sentences which are

not correctly analyzed:

"tiens, qu'est-ce que clest ~a?"

" t iens, qu'est-ce que c'est ce truc-la?"

Rule 21.79 GV -> V PR LC PY SV

"devine qu'est-ce y a dedans"

Rule 21.80GV -> V PR LC PR Py SV

2 types (3 tokens)

1 type (3 tokens)

III, 22

Pronouns

"devine qu'est-ce qu'y a dedans"

Group 22 Verb Phrases with Prepositions or Personal

As already mentioned, GV' generates verb phrases that begin

with a preposition or a personal pronoun.

Rule 22.1 GV' -> PS V 86 types (244 tokens)

This rule recognizes verbs that have a personal pronoun as a

direct or indirect object, as well as verbs that are in the pronominal

form:

"glil te pla1t"
"j e l' envoie II

"je vais le dire"
"je me tortille"
"i! se salit"
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Rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP 142 types (199 tokens)

This rule recognizes four forms of sentences:

a) sentences in which the personal pronoun is the direct .. object

of the verb, and SNP is a prepositional noun phrase:

"je Ie mets dans la voiture"

b) sentences in which the personal .pronoun is the indirect

object of the verb, and SNP the direct object:

"je te fauche la cuill"re".

c) sentences in which the .verb is in the pronominal form and

SNP repeats the subject:

"il se cache Ie carnian"

d) sentences in which the personal pronoun is the direct object

of the verb and SNP repeats the object:

"je Ie mets Ie disque"

Rule 22.3 GV' -> PS V DG 18 types (34 tokens)

This rule performs the same analysis as rule

sentences in the negative form:

"j'en veux pas"
"non il en manque pas"
"on lesreconna'tt pas"

Rule 22.4 GV' -> PS V DV 28 types (64 tokens)

22.1 for

This rule generates the same forms of sentences as 22.1 when

the ending is an adverb:

"il se met l~"

"tu m'attends iei"
"1 '-echelle se tord encore"
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In a few cases, this rule gives an incorrect analysis of

sentences that contain the verbal element me fait mal which is

analyzed, after the disambiguation process asPS VT DV, instead of PS

VT NC.

Rule 22.5 GV' -> PS V DGSNP 16 types (18 tokens)

This rule generates two types of sentences:

a) sentences in which SNP is a repetition of the object:

"non j'en veux pas du chapeau"
"j e Ie veux plus ce bol"

b) sentences in which SNP is a prepositional noun phrase:

"oui on la met pas dans ce garage"

Rule 22.6 GV' -> PS V IN 3 types (5 tokens)

"j'en ai une"
"je vais en chercher une"

Rule 22.7 GV' -> PS V AC

"en a deux"
l'non j' en ai trois"

Rule 22.8 GV' -> PS V IN AQ

"en avait un vert"

Rule 22.9 GV' -> PS V DV SNP

5 types (13 tokens)

1 types (2 tokens)

23 types (34 tokens)

"en a beaucoup de petits lions"
"je vais la mettre 18: la remorque"
"et I'a s'appelle aussi des sous"
"on Ie met connne 'Sa"

In a few cases, this rule analyzes incorrectly sentences which

contain the word plus:

"en a plus d'ecole"
"en a plus de· roses"
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where the plus is recognized as DV and DG, but is analyzed as DV after

the disambiguation process.

Rule 22.10 GV' -> PD V DV' SNP

"tu me donnes un peu d'eau ll

Rule 22.11 GV' -> PS V DV DV'

1 type (1 token)

4 types (6 tokens)

t1j'en veux encore'un peu"
"je veux l'ecouter encore un peu"

Rule 22.12 GV' -> PS PS V

"je vais te Ie montrer"
"il faut pas m' en parler"

9 types (14 tokens)

Rule 22.13 GV' -> PS PS V DG 4 types (6 tokens)

"m1 en BOliviens pas"
tlje t'en fais pas"

In one case it recognizes an utterance where Philippe stuttered:

"non Ie l'accroche pas"

Rule 22.14 GV' -> NE PS V DG

"ne me demande pas"
"ne l'ouvre pas"

Rule 22.15 GV' -> PS DV V'

2 types (3 tokens)

12 types (21 tokens)

This rule parses the verb s'en aller which is coded

PS,CS PS,DV,EP VI:

"i1 slen va"
"non pas t'en aller ll

"la petite fille elle s'en va"

Rule 22.16 GV' -> EP V

liB. baire"
"pour conduire"
"san£? savoir"
"des bout9nspour conduire"

23 types (44 tokens)

In a few cases, this rule recognizes compound words:
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This rule recognizes sentences that begin with the.conjunction

of subordination pour que; The probabilistic disambiguation· selects

the form EPPR in preference to EP CS, and consequently this rule has

not been used.

Rule 22.25 GV' -> EP CS SNS V' a type

For the same reason as in the case of rule 22.24, this rule has

not been used.

III.23 Group 23 Intransitive and Impersonal Verbs

Rule 23.1 V' -> VI 236 types (415 tokens)

VI is the terminal symbol for intransitive verbs.

Rule 23.2 V' -> VM 3 types (3 tokens)

VM is the terminal symbol for impersonal verbs.

111.24 Group 24 Copula

Rule 24.1 COP -> VC 661 types (1471 tokens)

As already mentioned, VC is the terminal symbol
,..

for etre,

devenir and rester.

III. 25 Group 25 Transitive and Pronominal Verbs

V is rewritten as VT (transitive), VN (transitive or

intransitive), VR (pronominal)

Rule 25.1 V -> VT

Rule 25.2 V -> VR
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Only the verbs which do not exist under another form have been

codedVR.

Rule 25.3 V -> VN 591 types (1142 tokens)

111.26 Group 26 Predicate Adjectives

This group presents the production rules of adjective phrases

which are predicate adjectives.

Rule 26.1 SA -> SA' 104 (389)

"c'est mauvais"
Hil est pas beau"

Rule 26.2 SA -> DM SA' 25 (58)

This rule recognizes predicate adjectives which are modified by

an adverb:

"trap petit"
"c'est tre-s drOle"

III. 27 Group 27 Adjectives

SA' is rewritten as an adjective without determiner. There are

two "ad hoc" rules: 27.2 and 27.3: AQ EP IjC, AQ EP AQ NC: plein de ... ,

plein de petHs ••••

Rule 27.1 SA' -> AQ

Rule 27.2 SA' -> AQ EP NC

"plein de chemin~es"

Rule 27.3 SA' ->AQ EP AQ NC

126 types (439 tokens)

3 types (7 tokens)

1 type (2 tokens)

"plein de petits bateaux"
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III. 28 Group 28 Questions

This group of rules parses sentences in the interrogative form.

It generates incomplete questions. For example, the grammar will

recognize as well qu'est-ce que? as que ce c'est? or qu'est-ce? As

mentioned already, not all the questions are generated by this group of

rules; in particular questions which begin with an interrogative 'adverb

are analyzed in the same way as sentences in the declarative form.

Rule 28.1 Q -> PR 1 type (73 tokens)

PRis the terminal symbol for interrogative pronouns:

"quoi?"
"qui?"
"1equel?"

Rule 28.2 Q -> DET PR 2 types (4 tokens)

"Ie quoi?"
"mon quoi?"

Rule 28.3 Q -> PR DV 1 type (2 tokens)

"qui encore?r!

Rule 28.4 Q -> CC PR DV 1 type (2 tokens)

net qui encore?"

Rule 28.5 Q -> PD VC PR 1 type (13 tokens)

"c'est quoi?"

Rule 28.6 Q -> DV PD VC PR 1 type (1 token)

"la c tOes t quoi7"

Rule 28.7 Q -> CC PD PD VC PR 1 type (2 tokens)

"et sa c'est quoi?1t

Rule 28.8 Q -> PR LC PR PF SV
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This rule recognizes interrogations beginning with
qu'est-ce que:

T1 qu 'est-ce que tufais?"
"qu'est-ce qu'i1 fait 1a"?

Rule 28.9 Q -> PR LC PF SV 18 types (40 tokens)

This rule generates interrogations in which qu'est-ce is .use~

instead of qu'.est-ce que':
"qu'est-ce tu fais?"
"qu ',est-ce tu vas m'.acheter?T'

Rule 28.10 Q _> PR LC PD SV 6 types (26 tokens)

This rule generates the same form of questions as rule 28.9:

"qu'est-ce c'est fa?"
"qu'est-ce cleat dedans?"

Rule 28.11 Q -> PD PR LC PD SV 2 types (5 tokens)

"celui-la qu'est-ce clest?"

Rule 28.12 Q -> PR LC PY SV 10 types (21 tokens)

This rule generates interrogatives where qu'est-ce Z~, is said

instead of qu'est-ce qu'i1 Z~:

"qu'est-ce y a encore?"
"qu'est-ce y a de beau Clara?"

Rule 28.13 Q -> CC PD PR LC PD SV 1 type (5 tokens)

"et ~a qu'est-ce clest?"

Rule 28.14 Q -> PR LC PR SV 13 types (17 tokens)

"qu'est-ce qui se passe1"
"qu'est-ce qui fait 'la?"

Rule 28.15 Q -> PR PD SV

"que c' est ~a ?',I
"qui c'est ~a?"
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Rule 28.16 Q -> PR PD COP PR SV 9 types (9 tokens)

"qui c'est qui l'a fait fa?"
"qui c'e~:t qui t~l~phone?H

Rule 28.17 Q-> CC PD PR PD SV

"e'f 'Sa-q'ue c I es t ?"

1 type (2 tokens)

Rule 28.18 Q -> PD VC PR PR SV 5 types (5 tokens)
"c'estqui qui me donne cette voiture~la?"

"c'est quoi qui marche pas?"

Rule 28.19

Rule 28.20

Q -> PD VC DV DV

lie' estod. l~?TI

Q ~> PD VC PR SN

'''c'est quoi sa?"
"c 'est quoi la police?"

1 types (8 tokens)

20 types (104 tokens)

Rule 28.21 Q -> CC PD PD VC PR SN 1 type. (1 token)

"et ~a c'est quoi ~a?"

Rule 28.22 Q -> PD VC PR SN DV 7 types (15 tokens)

"e'est quoi cette goutte 1~?"
"c'est quoi lesfen~ies l~?'"

Rule 28.23 Q-> CC PD PD VC PR SN DV 1 type (1 token)

"et ~a c'est quoi ces boules 1a.?"

Rule 28.24 Q -> PR PY SV 3 types (6 tokens)

III. 29

"qui y a dehors?"
"qui y avait dans la voiture?"

Group 29 Adverbs of Quantity

This group presents the production rules of two expressions: un

peu and un petit peu, these expressions function· as adverbs of

quantity.
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Rule 29.1 DV' -> IN DM 19 types. (26 tokens)

"je veux que turestes encore un peu"

Rule 29.2 DV' -> IN AQ DM 10 types (14 tokens)

III.30

"un petit peu"
"moiveux un petit peu de lumi~re"

Summary results of the grammatical analysis

There are 15057 tokens (6539 types) in the corpus; 11294 tokens

(4000 types) have been recognized by the grammar, which corresponds to

75.01 percent of the tokens and to 61.17 percent of the types. We

should mention that a large number of types, 571 accounting for 1480

tokens, include one or more occurrences of MS (uncoded sounds). Since

the grammar makes no effort to account for the MS, we should note that

67.02 percent of the types and 83.18 percent of the tokens were

recognized when utterances involving MS were discarded.

The results of the grammatical analysis are prese~ted in Table

IV.
TABLE IV

Description

Total in corpus
Total recognized
Percent recognized
Ambiguous in corpus
Percent ambiguous in corpus
Ambiguous recognized
Percent ambiguous recognized
Ambiguity resolved
Ambiguity reduced

Types

6539
4000

61. 17
5703

87.22
3556

62.35
2808

660

Tokens

15057
11294

75.01
877.4

58.27
6435

73.34
5309

938

Original ambiguity factor =62033
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Parsed ambiguity factor =
Reduced ambiguity factor =

31715
1402

The entries in Table IV are defined as follows, with the usual

distinctions between types and tokens. We first give the total number

of types and tokens in the corpus, we second give the number

recognized, and third the percent recognized. The fourth line

indicates how many of the types or tokens in the corpus are lexically

ambiguous, that is, have at least one word assigned to more than a

grammatical category. For instance, the type

(1) EP DN,PS NC.

occurs 119 times in the corpus. The second word, according to the

dictionary, could be either DN or PS ("Ie", "la"). Hence (1) expands

to
(1') EP DN NC
(1") EP PS NC.

While the grammar recognizes EP DN NC, it does not recognize EP PS NC.

In this case, we say that the lexical ambiguity is resolved, meaning

that only one of the alternative types.has been recognized.

Another lexically ambiguous type is:

(2) PR,DV,CS PD VC,VA PD

which occurred 33 times. It expands to:

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)

PR PD VC PD
DV PD VC PD
CS PD VC PD
PR PD VA PD
DV PD VA PD
CS PD VA PD
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In this case, (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are recognized, and so we say ,that

the lexical ambiguity was reduced (but not resolved). This reduction

was effective for 660 types (938 tokens) in the corpus; 748 types (1126

tokens) remained lexically ambiguous and were not resolved by the

grammar. Th~ probabilistic method for removing this lexical ambiguity

is presented in the next chapter.

In Appendix I we give the main examples of utterances for which

the grammatical analysis is not satisfactory.
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Chapter IV

PROBABILISTIC GRAMMAR AND PROBABILISTIC DISAMBIGUATION

The relatively detailed and complex grammar described in the

preceding chapter parses about 75 percent of the utterances in

Philippe's corpus. This criterion alone is not sufficient to judge the

grammar, for it would be easy enough to write a grammar that would

parse 100 percent of the utterances, namely the universal grammar.

There are different ways of thinking about how additional criteria may

be imposed on a grammar in order to determine its appropriateness for a

given corpus. For a number of reasons, we consider a probabilistic

criterion of goodness of fit one of the better ways to evaluate the

appropriateness of a grammar. This probabilistic viewpoint has been

developed extensively in previous publications originating as technical

reports of the Institute of Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences

[8], [2], [7], [9]. We shall not attempt to review in. detail the many

different grounds on which such a probabilistic viewpoint can be

supported.

The basic strategy of the probabilistic approach to grammars is

to attach a parameter to each rule of a group of rules with the

requirement that the parameters be interpreted as probabilities, that

is, each parameter is non-negative and the sum of· the parameters for a

given group of rules is equal to 1. The parameter is meant to

correspond to the frequency of use of the given production rule of the
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grammar in generating the utterances of the corpus. Once such

parameters are assigned, we can estimate them by standard methods, for

example, in many straightforward cases by maximum-likelihood methods.

Having estimated the parameters we are then able to move on to consider

a standard goodness-of-fit criterion for evaluating the adequacy of the

grammar to the corpus. We should say at once that in the present stage

of investigation the goodness-of-fit criterion is not well satisfied;

that is, if we take a large corpus, for instance, that of Philippe's

speech, we do not anticipate obtaining a reasonable level of

significance for the fit of the probabilistic grammar to the corpus.

We can, as was done in the case of our earlier report [9], use the

goodness-of-fit criterion to distinguish between two grammars. In the

present case we want to use the probabilistic apparatus to disambiguate

grammatically ambiguous utterances. As we describe below, we believe

that this represents a useful application of probabilistic grammars and

one that has some. theoretical interest.

Before turning to the details of the probabilistic grammar, we

want to reiterate a remark that has been made in previous publications

on these matters. It is that the probabilities themselves are not to

be interpreted as ultimate parameters of Philippe's speech. The

parameters represent the results of averaging over a number of

utterances. They do not give an account of the perceptual and

semantical mechanisms for generating a particular utterance on a

particular occasion. They play
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characteristic of such analyses in many other parts of science and

should be so interpreted.

Table V shows the usage of each rule in the grammar. For

example, rule 1.1 is used 2611 times, and the cumulative usage of the

rules of group 1 is 11294. Here, "usage" means the frequency of a

given lexical type multiplied by the number of times the rule occurred

within the derivation of that type. Table V also shows, the estimated

probability of usage for each rule. These probabilities are used in the

method of lexical disambiguation described below.

Secondly, in Table VI we show the observed and expected

frequencies of sentence types for those ,that have a frequency of at

least 10 in the corpus. It will be seen immediately from a perusal of

this table that the fit of the probabilistically computed expectations

is not exact to the observed data and, in fact, is not as good as bne

would like in a completely satisfactory theory. On the other hand, it

is our, judgment that, without, increasing the number of rules

extravagantly, it would be hard to improve substantially the fit as

indicated in this table. Because we are more interested in the present

report in the developmental analysis contained in the next chapter,we

shall not examine in more detail at this point the fit of the

probabilistic' grammar to the entire corpus,

We turn now to discussion of probabilistic disambiguation.

When an utterance has more than one dictionary representation, the

utterance is lexically ambiguous.
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representations is parsed by the grammar, we say that the ambiguity

is only apparent. However, if more than one representation is

recognized, then we have to account for that ambiguity.

One tenable view is that the several lexical ambiguities are

all intuitively reasonable. While this is possible, it is

nevertheless plausible that Philippe only acts upon one interpretation

-- he makes some decision about which interpretation to accept.

We have proposed in [7] and [9] that lexical ambiguity be

treated syntactically and probabilistically. In particular, see [7]

for a discussion of the details of this method. Of the several lexical

interpretations for a sentence, we accept the most likely

interpretation according to the probabilistic grammar that we have

offered. In doing so, we are not claiming that disambiguation does

not involve semantic considerations in a crucial way. Rather, we are

claiming that syntactic features (of which the probabilistic grammar is

a key example) may well playa role, in disambiguation. This could

happen in .several ways,but the way we consider to be the most

reasonable would involve interaction between probabilistic analysis and

semantic.and contextual analysis, where the initial decision on what to

.consider semantically is made by the probabilistic grammar. We should

remark that this interpretation is, of course, a listener-oriented

view.

The surprising feature about probabilistic lexical

disambiguation is the degree to .which it appears to work in a plausible
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way. There were 660 lexically ambiguous types (938 to~ens) in which

the ambiguity was not apparent (i.e., there were two or more.lexical

alternatives recognized by the grammar). Of these, only 88 types (133

tokens) were resolved in an unsatisfactory way. This corresponds to

13.33 percent of the types and 14.17 per cent of the tokens.

Table VII presents the types obtained after ambiguity

resolution as defined in the previous chapter and before probabilistic

disambiguation, down to frequency 5. The first digit on the left gives

the frequency of a type, followed by the ambiguous type and then by the

type obtained after disambiguation.

We have also been concerned to analyze the intuitively

incorrect decisions made by probabilistic lexical disambiguation.

These apparent errors fall into several simple categories.

Two criteria have guided us in deciding whether or not the

ambiguity is solved correctly by the method described before: a

reference to the context in which the utterance has been. emitted, and

the grammatical analysis of the elements of the utterance. Two

examples will illustrate the point.

The string PS,DN VN,PO which corresponds to the utterance la

tienne is recognized as PS VN (personal pronoun followed by verb) and

as DN PO (possessive pronOun). Reference to the context shows that

Philippe was using the personal pronoun. Consequently, our conclusion

is that the ambiguity is incorrectly solved, since the string PS VN has

a higher probability than the sring DN PO.
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TABLE V

Usage for Eaeh Rule

Label Usage Cum, Usage Est. Prob. Rule

(1 ,1) 2611 11294 .23 s ~> sl
(1,2) 2669 11294 .24 s -> s2
(1,3) 6014 11294 .53 s -> s3
(2,1) 1494 2611 .57 sl -> dv
(2,2) 3 2611 .11@-2 sl -> dv'
(2,3) 705 2611 .27 sl -> dg
(2,4) 198 2611 .76@-1 s1 -> ko
(2,5) 35 2611 .13@-1 s1 -> Ie
(2,6) 27 2611 .10@-1 sl -> num
(2,7) 24 2611 .92@-2 s1 -> cc dv
(2,8) 19 2611 .73@-2 sl -> cc dg
(2,9) 9 2611 .34@-2 sl -> ko dg
(2,10) 42 2611 .16@-1 sl -> ko dv
(2,11 ) 21 2611 .80@-2 s1 -> dv dv
(2,12) 5 2611 .19@-2 s1 -> dg dv
(2,13) 5 2611 .19@-2 sl -> dg Ie
(2,14) 11 2611 .42@-2 s1 -> dg dg
(2,15 ) 0 2611 .00 sl -> dm dv
(2,16 ) 9 2611 ,34@-2 s1 -> ep dv
(2,17) 4 2611 .15@-2 s1 -> ps dv
(3,1) 2025 2669 .76 s2 -> sn*1
(3,2) 1 2669 .37@-3 s2 -> dv' sn
(3,3) 100 2669 ,37@-1 82 -> sn dv
(3,4) 54 2669 ,20@-1 s2 -> sn np
(3,5) 162 2669 ,61@-1 82 -> dv sn*1
(3,6) 63 2669 .24@-1 s2 -> dg sn*'1
(3,7) 41 2669 ,15@-1 s2 -> ko sn*1
(3,8) 13 2669 .49@-2 s2 -> Ie sn*1
(3,9) 52 2669 .19@-1 82 -> ee sn*l
(3,10) 11 2669 .41@-2 s2 -> dg dg sn*l
(3,11) 9 2669 .34@-2 s2 -> ec dv sn*l
(3,12) 4 2669 .15@-2 s2 -> ce dg sn*l
(3,13) 9 2669 .34@-2 s2 -> dg sn*l dv
(3,14) 9 2669 .34@-2 s2 ~> ec sn*l dv
(3,15) 62 2669 .23@-1 s2 -> sa
(3,16) 23 2669 .86@-2 s2 -> det sa
(3,17) 10 2669 .37@-2 s2 -> det sa ee det sa
(3,18) 9 2669 .34@-2 s2 -> dg sa
(3,19) 2 2669 .75@-3 s2 -> ec sa
(3,20) 10 2669 .37@-2 s2 -> dv sa
(4,1) 4385 6014 073 83 _> Sf

(4,2) 176 6014 .29@-1 s3 -> dg s'
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(4,3) 571 6014 .95@-1 s3 -> dv s'
(4,4) 10 6014 .17@-2 s3 -> Ie s'
(4,5) 33 6014 .55@-2 s3 -> ee s'
(4,6) 146 6014 .24@-1 s3 -> ko s'
(4,7) 15 6014 .25@-2 s3 -> cs s'
(4,8) 16 6014 .27@-2 s3 -> s' ko
(4,9) 55 6014 .91@-2 s3 -> lc CS s'
(4,10) 60 6014 .10@-1 s3 -> cc dv s'
(4,11) 11 6014 .18@-2 s3 -> dg dg s'
(4,12) 20 6014 .33@-2 s3 -> ko dv s'
(4,13) 12 6014 .20@-2 s3 -> ee dg s'
(4,14) 16 6014 .27@-2 s3 -> dv dv s I

(4,15) 30 6014 .50@-2 s3 -> Sl dv dv
(4,16) 4 6014· .67@-3 s3 -> ee dv dv s'
(4,17) 454 6014 .75@-1 s3 -> q
(5,1) 1643 5592 .29 s' -> sv
(5,2) 3662 5592 .65 s' -> sns sv
(5,3) 82 5592 .15@-1 s' -> sns sv cs sns sv
(5,4) 15 5592 .27@-2 s I -> sns sv-cc sns sv
(5,5) 75 5592 .13@-1 s' -> sns sv pr sv
(5,6) 35 5592 .63@-2 s' -> sns pr sv
(5,7) 66 5592 .12@-1 s' -> sn** sns sv
(5,8) 14 5592 .25@-2 s' -> sn** gv'
(6,1) 892 1318 .68 sn -> sn'"
(6,2) 247 1318 .19 . sn -> sn"''''
(6,3) 31 '1318 .24@-1 sn -> pt
(6,4) 148 1318 .11 sn -> pd
(7, 1) 801 4439 .18 sus -> sn*
(7,2) 2284 4439 .51 sns -> pf
(7,3) 162 4439 .36@-1 sns -> sn'" pf
(7,4) 55 4439 .12@-1 sns -> pf pf
(7,5) 956 4439 .22 sns -> pd
(7,6) 141 4439 .32@-1 sns -> pd pd
(7,7) 22 4439 .50@-2 sns -> sn* pd
(7,8) 6 4439 .14@-2 sns -> pd dv pd
(7,9) 12 4439 .27@-2 sns -> sn'" dv pf
(8,1) 1602 2505 .64 snp -> sn*
(8,2) 713 2505 .28 snp -> sn"''''
(8,3) 17 2505 .68@-2 snp -> pr
(8,4) 173 2505 .69@-1 snp -> pd
(9,1) 3223 3491 .92 sn'" -> np'"
(9,2) 13 3491 • 37@-2 sn'" -> np'" ee np'"
(9,3) 230 3491 .66@-1 sn'" -> np'" ep np'"
(9,4) 1 3491 .29@-3 sn* -> np* ee np* ep np*
(9,5) 8 3491 .23@-2 sn* -> np* ep ep np*
(9,6) 11 3491 .32@-2 sn* -> np* ep pt
(9,7) 5 3491 .14@-2 sn* -> np* ep pr
(10,1) 1083 1277 .85 sn"'* -> ep np*
(10,2) 91 1277 .71@-1 sn*'" -> ep np* ep np*
(10,3) 4 1277 .31@-2 sn** -> ep nz* ee np'"
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(10,4) 5 12'77 .39@-2 sn** -> ep np* cc ep np*
(10,5) 29 1277 .23@'-1 8n** -> ep ep np*
(10,6) 27 1277 .21@-1 sn** -> ep pt
(10,7) 39 1277 .31@-1 8n** -> ep pr
(11,1) 1 7494 .13@-3 np* -> num adjp nc p08tadjp
(11,2) 14 7494 .19@-2 np* -> det adjp nc p08tadjp
(11,3) 1 7494 .13@-3 np* -> adjp nc p08tadjp
(11,4) 2 7494 .27@-3 np* -> det num nc p08tadjp
(11,5) 2 7494 .27@-3 np* -> num nc p08tadjp
(11,6) 88 . 7494 .12@-1 np* -> detnc p08tadjp
(11 ,7) 29 7494 .39@-2 np* -> nc p08tadjp
(11,8) 1 7494 .13@-3 np* -> detnum adjp nc
(11,9) 7 7494 .93@-3 np* -> num adjp nc
(11,10) 365 7494 .49@-1 np* -> det adjp nc
(11,11) 128 7494 .17@-1 np* -> adjp nc
(11,12) 7 7494 .93@-3 np* -> det num nc
(11,13) 55 7494 .73@-2 np* -> num nc
(11,14) 3602 7494 .48 np* -> det nc
(11,15) 2899 7494 .39 np* -> np"
(11,16) 73 7494 .97@-2 np* -> det a1 nc
(11,17) 38 7494 .51@-2 np* -> a1 det nc
(11,18) 4 7494 .53@-3 np* -> a1 det nc ad
(11,19) 37 7494 .49@-2 np* -> ai nc
(11,20) 14 7494 .19@-2 np* -> det num
(11,21) 34 7494 .45@-2 np* -> det np
(11,22) 4 7494 .53@-3 np* -> det adjp np
(11,23) 16 7494 .21@-2 np* -> adjp np
(11 ,24) 70 7494 .93@-2 np* -> det nc ad
(11,25) 6 7494 .80@-3 np* -> det adjp nc ad
(12,1) 1385 2398 .58 8n*1 -> np*
(12,2) 17 2398 .71@-2 8n*1 -> np* cc np*
(12,3) 161 2398 .67@-1 8n*1 -> np*ep np*
(12,4) 8 2398 .33@-2 8n*1 -> np* ep ep np*
(12,5) 2 2398 .83@-3 8n*1 -> np* cc ep np*
(12,6) 6 2398 .25@-2 8n*1 -> np* ep pr
(12,7) 8 2398 .33@-2 8n*1 -> np* ep pt
(12,8) 19 2398 .79@-2 8n*1 -> pf
(12,9) 145 2398 .60@-1 8n*1 -> pd
(12,10) 8 2398 .33@-2 8n*1 -> pd ep np*
(12,11) 521 2398 .22 8n*1 -> ep np*
(12,12) 44 2398 .18@-1 8n*1 -> ep np* ep np*
(12,13) 6 2398 .25@-2 8n*1 -> ep np* cc np*
(12,14) 4 2398 .17@-2 8n*1 -> ep np* cc sp np*
(12,15) 4 2398 .17@-2 8n*1 -> sp np* sp sp np*
(12,16) 19 2398 .79@-2 8n*1 -> sp sp np*
(12,17) 18 2398 .75@-2 8n*1 -> sp pt
(12,18) 15 2398 .63@-2 8n*1 -> sp pr
(12,19) 8 2398 .33@-2 8n*1 -> sp pd
(13,1) 17 2899 .59@-2 np" -> dn po
(13,2) 383 2899 .13 up" .-> pi
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(13,3) 71 2899 ,24@-1 np" -> det pi
(13,4) 874 2899 ,30 np" -> np
(13,5) 1554 2899 .54 np" -> nc
(14,1) 542 552 .98 adjp -> aq
(14,2) 10 552 ,18@-1 adjp -> adjp aq
(15,1) 137 137 100 postadjp -> aq
(16,1) 237 4447 ,53@-1 det -> ad
(16,2) 32 4447 .72@-2 det -> at
(16,3) 342 4447 , n@-l det -> ao
(16,4) 2599 4447 .58 det -> dn
(16,5) 1237 4447 .28 det -> in
(17 , 1) 115 120 .96 . num -> ac
(17,2) 5 120 .42@-1 nUll -> an
(18,1) 4124 6025 .68 sv-> gv
(18,2) 589 6025 .98@-1 sv -> gv V

(18,3) 478 6025 .79@-1 sv -> auxl gv
(18,4) 10 6025 .17@-2 sv -> auxl dv gv
(18,5) 33 6025 .55@-2 SV -> aux1 dg gv
(18,6) 167 6025 .28@-1 sv -> aux2 tv'
(18,7) 33 6025 .55@-2 sv -> aux2 dg gv'
(18,8) 384 6025 .64@-1 sv -> aux2 gv
(18,9) 6 6025 .10@-2 sv -> aux2 dv gv
(18,10) 43 6025 ;71@-2 sv -> aux2 dg gv
(18,11) 118 6025 .20@-1 sv -> 1's aux1 gv
(18,12) 16 6025 .27@-2 sv -> ps auxl dg gv
(18,13) 6 6025 .10@-2 sv -> 1's aux2 gv
(18,14) 5 6025 .83@,..3 sv -> ps ps auxl gv
(18,15) 13 6025 .22@-2 sv -> py auxl gv
(19,1) 662 673 .98 auxl -> va
(19,2) 11 673 .16@-1 8.ux1 -> va vd
(20,1) 619 639 .97 aux2 -> vd
(20,2) 12 639 •.j 9@-1 aux2 ._> vd vd
(20,3) 8 639 .13@-1 aux2 -> vd ps vd
(21 ,1) 72 5236 .14@-1 gv -> cop
(21,2) 8 5236 .15@-2 gv -> cop Ie
(21,3) 194 5236 ,37@-1 gv -> cop sa
(21,4) 663 5236 .'13 gv -> cop sn
(21,S) 59 5236 .11@-1 gv -> cop sa sn
(21,6) 3 5236 .57@-3 gv -> cop sadv
(21,7) 29 5236 .55@-2 gv -> cop .sn dv
(21,8) 43 5236 .82@-2 gv -> cop dv sn
(21,9) 47 5236 .90@-2 gv ~> cop dg sa
(21,10) 45 5236 .86@-2 gv -> cop dg sn
(2J,J1) 52 5236· .99@-2 gv -> cop dv
(21,12) 8 5236 .15@-2 gv -> cop dg dv
(21,13) 28 5236 .53@-2 gv -> cop gv'
(2J,14) 20 5236 .38@-2 gv -> cop dg sa sn
(21,15) 132 5236 .25@-1 gv -> cop sn sns
(21,16) 5 5236 .95@-3 gv -> cop dv sn dv
(21,17) 3 5236 .57@-3 gv -> cop dg sn gv'
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(21,18) 4 5236 .76@-3 gv -> cop dv' aq
(21,19) 9 5236 .17@-2 gv -> cop dg dvsn
(21,20) 21 5236 .40@-2 gv -> cop sngv'
(21,21) 4 5236 .76@-3 gv -> cop dm v
(21,22) 2 5236 .38@-3 gv -> cop dm v sn
(21,23) 16 5236 .31@-2 gv -> py cop
(21,24) 759 5236 .14 gv -> v
(21,25) 1360 5236 .26 gv -> v snp
(21,26) 136 5236 .26@-1 gv -> v snp dv
(21,27) 91 5236 .17@-1 gv -> V dv
(21,28) 63 5236 .12@-1 gv-> v dv snp
(21,29) 93 5236 .18@-1 gv -> V dg snp
(21,30) 9 5236 .17@-2 gv -> V dg snp sn**
(21,31) 1 5236 .19@-3 gv~> ne v dg snp
(21,32) 9 5236 .17@-2 gv -> V lc
(21,33) 36 5236 .69@-2 gv -> v dg dv
(21,34) 186 5236 .36@-1 gv -> v snp sns
(21,35) 123 5236 .23@-1 gv -> v snp sn**
(21,36) 178 5236 .34@-1 gv -> v dg
(21,37) 29 5236 .55@-2 gv -> V pt
(21,38) 3 5236 .57@-3 gv -> V pt v
(21,39) 17 5236 .32@-2 gv -> v pt snp
(21,40) 3 5236 .57@-3 gv -> V pt.pt
(21,41) 4 5236 .76@-3 gv -> V ptdv
(21,42) 19 5236 .36@-2 gv -> V pt dv.snp
(21,43) 3 5236 .57@-3 gv -> v dv'
(21,44) 2 5236 .38@-3 gv -> V dv dv'
(21,45) 11 5236 .21@-2 gv -> v dv' sn
(21,46) 1 5236 .19@-3 gv -> V dv dv' sn
(21,47) 2 5236 .38@-3 gv -> V dm dv
(21,48) 20 5236 .38@~2 gv -> v dm aq
aj ,49) 4 5236 .76@-3 gv -> v num
(21,50) 8 5236 .15@-2 gv -> V det aq
(21,51) 7 5236 .13@-2 gv -> v ep aq
(21,52) 32 5236 .61@-2 gv-> v snp pr s'
(21,53) 158 5236 .30@-1 gv ...,.> v'
(21,54) 67 5236 .13@-1 gv -> VI sns
(21,55) 22 5236 .42@-2 gv-> Vi dv
(21,56) 105 5236 •20@~1 gv -> v' Sn**
(21,57) 22 5236 .42@-2 gv -> v' dg
(21,58) 11 5236 .21@-2 gv-> v' dg sns
(21,59) 3 5236 .57@-3 gv -> v' dv'
(21,60) 1 5236 .19@-3 gv -> Vi dv' dv
(21,61) 4 5236 .76@-3 gv -> v' dv dv'
(21,62) 5 5236 .95@-3 gv -> v' dm aq
(21,63) 7 5236 .13@-2 gv -> py v
(21,64) 55 5236 • 11@-1 gv -> py V snp
(21,65) 5 5236 .95@-3 gv -> py v dv
(21,66) 5 5236 .95@-3 gv ->py v lc
(21,67) 11 5236 .21@-2 gv -> py V snp pr sv
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(21,68) 1 5236 .19@-3 gv -> py V dg
(21,69) 7 5236 .13@-2 gv -> py v dg snp
(21,70) 9 5236 .17@-2 gv -> py V dv snp
(21,71) 18 5236 .34@-2 gv -> py v snpdv
(21,72) 8 5236 .15@-2 gv -> py ps v dv
(21,73) 3 5236 .57@-3 gv -> py ps v dv snp
(21,74) 1 5236 .19@-3 gv -> py ps v dg
(21,75) 1 5236 .19@-3 gv -> py ps vdg snp
(21,76) 18 5236 .34@-2 gv -> v pr Ie pf sv
(21,77) 3 5236 .57@-3 gv -> v pr Ie pr pf sv
(21,78) 5 5236 .95@-3 gv -> v pr le.pr pd sv
(21,79) 3 5236 .57@-3 gv. -> v pr Ie py sv
(21,80) 3 5236 .57@-3 gv -> v pr Ie pr py sv
(22,1) 248 855 .29 gv' -> ps v
(22,2) 199 855 .23 gv' -> ps v snp
(22,3) 34 855 .40@-1 gv' -> ps v dg
(22,4) 64 855 .75@-1 gv' -> ps v dv
(22,5) 18 855 .21@-1 gv' -> ps v dg snp
(22,6) 5 855 .58@-2 gv' -> ps v in
(22,7) 13 855 .15@-1 gv' -> ps v ae
(22,8) 2 855 .23@-2 gv' -> ps v in aq
(22,9) 34 855 .40@-1 gv' -> ps v dv snp
(22,10) 1 855 .12@-2 gv' -> ps v dv' snp
(22,11) 6 855 .70@-2 gv' -> ps v dv dv'
(22,12) 14 855 .16@-1 gv' -> ps ps v
(22,13) 6 855 .70@-2 gv' -> ps ps v dg
(22,14) 3 855 .35@-2 gv' -> ne ps v dg
(22,15) 21 855 .25@-1 gv' -> ps dv v'
(22,16) 44 855 .51@-1 gv' .-> ep v
(22,17) 94 855 • 11 gv' -> ep v snp
(22,18) 19 855 .22@-1 gv' -> ep ps v
(22,19) 9 855 .11@-1 gv' -> ep ps v snp
(22,20) 11 855 .13@-1 gv' -> ep v pr sns·
(22,21) 4 855 .47@-2 gv' -> ep v dv
(22,22) 5 855 .58@-2 gv' -> ep v snp pd
(22,23) 2 855 .23@-2 gv' -> ep dg ps v snp
(22,24) 0 855 .00 gv' -> ep es sns v' dg
(22,25) 0 855 .00 gv' -> ep es sns v'
(23,1) 416 419 .99 Vi -> vi
(23,2) 3 419 .72@-2 v' -> vm
(24,1) 1475 . 1475 1.0 cop -> vc
(25,1) 3018 4215 .72 v -> vt
(25,2) 43 4215 .10@-1 v -> vr
(25,3) 1154 4215 .27 v -> vn
(26,1) 391 449 .87 sa -> sa'
(26,2) 58 449 .13 sa -> dm sa'
(27,1) 440 449 .98 sa' -> aq
(27,2) 7 449 .16@-1 sa I -> aq ep nc
(27,3) 2 449 .45@-2 sa'-> aq ep .aq nc
(28,1) 73 454 .16 q -> pr
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(28,2) 4 454 .88@-2 q -> det pr
(28,3) 2 454 .44@-2 q -> pr dv
(28,4) 2 454 ;44@-2 q ->ee pr dv
(28,5) 13 454 .29@-1 q -> pd ve pr
(28,6) 1 454 .22@-2 q -> dv pd ve pr
(28,7) 2 454 .44@-2 q -> ee pd pd ve pr
(28,8) 35 454 .77@-1 q -> pr Ie pr pf sv
(28,9) 40 454 .88@-1 q -> pr Ie pf sv
(28,10) 26 454 .57@-1 q -> pr Ie pd sv
(28,11) 5 454 .11@-1 q -> pd pr Ie pd sv
(28,12) 21 454 .46@-1 q -> pr Ie py sv
(28,13) 5 454 .11@-1 q -> ee pd pr Ie pd sv
(28,14) 17 454 .37@-1 q -> pr Ie pr sv
(28,15) 61 454 .13 q -> pr pd sv
(28,16) 9 454 .20@-1 q -> pr pd cop pr sv
(28,17) 2 454 .44@-2 q -> ee pd pr pd sv
(28,18) 5 454 • 11@-1 q ->pd ve pr pr sv
(28,19) 4 454 .88@-2 q -> pd ve dv dv
(28,20) 104 454 .23 q -> pd ve pr sn
(28,21) 1 454 .22@-2 q -> ee pd pd ve pr sn
(28,22) 15 454 .33@-1 q -> pd ve pr sn dv
(28,23) 1 454 .22@-2 q -> ee pd pd vepr sn dv
(28,24) 6 454 .13@-1 q -> pr py sv
(29, 1) 26 40 .65 dv' -> in dm
(29,2) 14 40 .35 dv' -> in aq dm

.00
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Observed Expected

TABLE VI

Observed and Expected Frequencies

of Utterances in PHILIPPE

Utterance Type

1494 1494.00 dv
705 705.00 dg
295 156.36 in nc
253 328.51 dn nc
246 242.43 nc
198 198.00 ko
154 91.20 ep nc
137 136.39 np
132 123.58 ep dnnc
109 91.52 vt
100 24.62 pf vt-dg

87 122.45 pd
76 27.21 vt dnne
73 73.00 pr
57 13.39 pd vc aq
56 51. 31 ep np
48 34.99 vn
44 4.48 pd vc in nc
43 19.61 aq nc
42 52.96 aq
42 42.00 ko dv
40 15.54 inaq nc
40 3.90 pd vc np
40 .59 pr pd vc pd
38 2.93 dv pf ve dn nc
38 32.01 pf vc aq
36 10.40 vn dn nc
35 35.00 -,

~"
33 4.58 pf va vn
31 8.35 in nc dv
30 58.82 ep in nc
30 9.40 pd vc dn nc
30 31. 21 pf vt dn nc
28 8.21 vt ep nc
28 12.95 vt in TIC

27 25.88 ac
27 32.65 dn aq nc
27 11.68 pd vc pr pd
27 30.00 pf ps vt
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26 3.14 ee pd
26 40.14 pf vn
25 8.24 pf vd ps vt
24 24.00 ee dv
23 7.30 dv ep ne
23 1. 76 pd ve ep ne
23 4.98 pf vt dg dv
21 21.00 dv dv
21 3.77 in nc ep ne
21 4.88 pf vn ep dn ne
21 14.85 pf vt in ne
21 11.33 vt pd
20 26.28 dv dn ne
20 9.80 dv pd
20 104.98 pf vt
19 19.00 ee dg
19 1.66 pd ve pr ad ne
19 11.97 pf va vt
19 .01 vr pt dv dn ne
18 17.55 dn ne dv
18 9.89 dvep dn ne
18 26.42 vi
18 11.30 vt np
17 1. 81 dv pf ve
17 9.41 pf vt ep ne
16 4.45 dn ne ep np
16 .39 dv pf ve ao ·nc·
16 15.20 ep pt
16 1.64 ep vt dn ne
16 3.17 in ai nc
16 .18 pf va vn ao ne
16 10.04 pf ve dv
16 .66 pi vn
16 4.32 vn np
15 12.67 ep pr
15 .66 pd pd ve in ne
15 3.24 pd ve dg aq
15 12.99 pf vt pd
15 11. 12 vt ep dn ne
14 12.68 pd vi
14 11.47 pf ps vn
14 1.36 pf va vn dn ne
14 2.81 pf vd vt dn ne
14 .25 pr Ie pd ve pd
14 .33 py vt ep ne
14 3.58 vt ao nc
14 3.50 vt pt
13 7.87 dm aq
13 3.95 dv pf .vi
13 3.08 in pi
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13 1.99 pd ve dm aq
13 13.00 pd ve pr
13 1&.25 pd vc pr dn nc
13 1. 26 pd vc pt
13 7.74 pf ps vt dv
13 .64 pf vt dg ep ne
13 .56 vt dg ep ne
13 2.70 vt dn aq ne
12 43.23 ao ne
12 4.04 at ne
12 .10 cs pf ps vt
12 7.92 dn nc ep ne
12 19.39 dv ne
12 5.47 in aq
12 3.82 in TIC aq
12 6.65 ko dn ne
12 5.84 ne ep ne
12 1.91 pd va vn
12 .03 pd vc pr ad ne ad
12 3.15 pf vd ps vn
12 6.75 ps vt dv
12 .07 vt dn ne np
12 .03 vt pd np
11 11.00 dg dg
11 12.51 dv in ne
11 16.26 ep ao nc
11 3.33 ep ep ne
11 3.29 ep ne dv
11 4.51 in TIC np
11 4.45 ne aq
11 6.99 ne np
11 1.29 pd py ve
11 .19 pd ve dn pi
11 3.45 pf va vi
11 2.84 pr Ie pf vt
10 8.03 dn ne aq
10 10.73 dn ne ep dnne
10 7.92 ne ep dn.nc
10 16.04 pf
10 .47 pf va vt ao nc
10 1.46 pf vc dv dn ne
10 30.30 pf vi
10 .82 vt ep ne dv
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TABLE VII

Table VII prese~ts the types obtained after consolidation and

before disambiguation down to frequency 5. The first digit on the left

gives the frequency of a type, followed by the ambiguous type and by

the type obtained after disambiguation.

,-
l

33 PR,DV,CS PD VC PD

27 AQ,NC

PR PD VC PD
que c' est ~a?

NC
bleu
menteur

/'carre

19 VR PT DV,EP DN NC VR PT DV DN NC
18 VI PT,VD PT,VR PT DV,EP DN NC,VT

1 VI PT,VD PT,VR PT DV,EP DN NC
va-t'en
va-t'en

,/
la fumee
la machine

14 CC,DV DV
10 CC,DV CS,DV
4 CC,DV DV

14 DN,PS NC,VT

14 PR,DV

10 NC,VT

10 PF VC AQ,NC

CC DV
mais si
mais oui

DN NC
Ie peigne
la brosse
Ie sucre

DV
"-
au?

NC
brosse
peigne
coupe

PF VC AQ
i1 est froid
i1 est idiot
il est rond
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10 PF,PS VA VN AO NC

9 DN AQ;NC

9 EP NC,VT

PF VA VN AO NC
t'as fini ton caf~?
t'asfini tonchocolat?

DN NC
Ie con
Ie carr'
Ie creux

EP NC
du bois
des barres
des bandes

8 VT DV,DG EP NC VT DV EP NC
5 VT,VA DV,DG,DM EP NC a plus d'eau

a plus d' ~cole
a plus d'enfants

1 VT,VA DV,DG,DM EP AQ,NC a plus de- roses
I1 VT,VA DV,DG,DM EP NC,VN a plu~ de fumee

1 VT,VA DV,DG,DM EP NC veux plus du chocolat

6 CC,DV DV PF VC

6 IN AQ,NC

6 PF,PS VT
5 PF,PS VT
1 PF,PS VT,VD

6 PF VT NC,DV EP NC

6 PS,DV VT AC

CC DV PF VC
mais; oil il est?

IN NC ,
un carre
un bleu
un ~lastique

PF VT
t'accroches
lui faire

PF VT NC EP NC
j'ai mal au ventre
j'ai mal au pied
j'ai mal au genou

PS VT AC
en a deux
en avait deux
en a trois

6 ES,DV VT DV,DG EP NC PS VT DV EP NC
3 PS,DV,EP VT,VA DV,DG,DM EP AQ,NC
3 PS,DV,EP VT,VA DV,DG,DM EP NC
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6 PS,DV,EP VT DV

6 PS,DV,EP VT DV,DG

PS VT DV
en a encore
en a beaucoup

PS VT DG
en a plus

5 CS,DV PI PS VT DN NC DV PI PS VT DN NC
4 CS,DV PI DN NC,VT DN NC comment on les fabrique les boIs?
1 CS,DV PI DN VT DN NC si on l'allume Ie feu

5 DN,PS NC,VT EP NP

5 DV,DG NC

5 DV,EP NC

5 EP DN,PS NC,VT

5 PF PS,EP VT DV,DG

DN NC EP NP
la montre pour Maman
la montre de Papa
Ie peigne de Philippe

DV NC
plus lait
plus pneu
plus musique

EP NC
en camion
elJ. route
en zigzag

EP DN NC
avec les plantes
avec I 'aimant
dans Ie lit
par la porte

PF PS VT DV
j'en veux plus
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Chapter ~

DEVELOPMENTAL MODELS

One of the most significant and important topics in

developmental psychology is that of the language development of the

child. There exists a large literature on the subject, and many

interesting examples of the acquisition of particular language skills,

either of comprehension or of production, have been given, On the

other hand, because of what appears to be the bewildering complexity of

the language usage taken as a whole, even of a fairly young child,

there have been few if any attempts to test systematic models of

language development, It should be apparent that the kind of

probabilistic grammar that we have constructed for Philippe's speech

provides the sort of quantitative framework within which it is possible

to conceive and test specific mathematical or formal models of language

development. Ultimately, of course, we all desire a completely

detailed theory of language acquisition for the child, a theory that is

rich enough in its information-processing capacities to provide a

detailed account of the child's language development in all major

features. We are not prepared to offer anything of this detail or

depth in the present context, but we think there are still significant

opportunities to formulate and test global developmental models that

have some theoretical basis.

Because of the conceptual interest in differentiating between
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language development occurring in discrete stages as opposed to an

incremental and continuous fashion, we have chosen to test alternative

models that represent in a global manner these two ways of thinking

about development.

Before entering into any details, it is important to recognize

that in either a discrete stage approach or a continuous, incremental

approach we must take account of the obvious fact that all normal

children develop new language capacities and new skills as they get

older, in an especially striking way in the period running from

approximately 24 months to 48 months. The intellectually interesting

task is not to affirm this obvious fact, but rather to distinguish

whether the concept of stages or the equally intuitive concept of

continuous development provides a better account of the kind of

detailed data we have collected in the case of Philippe.

Secondly, although the data analysis we present is in some

respects rather massive, we regard our own efforts as very much

preliminary in character. Perhaps the most important reason for s~ying

this is that the data do not show the kind of smoothness properties we

would need to test decisively the choice between the two models. The

fit to the corpus of more than 15,000 utterances of either class of

models we consider is rather bad. The real point of our analysis is to

show how one can at least begin to talk about the language development

of a child by looking at the entire systematic grammar of his speech,

and not merely at examples of individual utterances. On this point we
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do not want to be misunderstood, We think that it will continue to be

of value to look at individual utterances and to extract from them

insights into particular changes in the child's speech, At the same

time, it is our thesis that is valuable to try to analyze in a more

global fashion the character of broad changes in the grammatical

patterns, and other linguistic patterns as well, such as semantic

functions.

In considering the overall development of Philippe's grammar

during the period under study in this report, it is perhaps natural to

begin by asking what sort of curve we get for the introduction of the

large number of rules in the grammar. An easy way to look at these

data is to graph the cumulative curve, with the abscissa being

Philippe's age, and the ordinate being the number of rules used in our

sample up to a given age. An analysis of this kind is shown in Figure

The kind of analysis exemplified in Figure 1, however, is quite

restricted in character. In the first place, we have to be careful in

making inferences of a strong character about the time at which rules

are introduced, because our sample based on an hour per week is less

than one percent of Philippe's speech per week, and in view of the fact

that in the later periods the spacing is even more sparse an even

smaller percentage of his total speech is being sampled in a given

period. Also, it is reasonable to view the introduction of a

particular rule as being only of minor importance •
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importance is the central tendency of his development and the extent to

which he continues to use a rule once it has appeared. For the purpose

of catching such central tendencies, the probabilistic kind of grammar

we have considered earlier seems appropriate and natural.

To pursue this analysis, what we have done is to divide the 33

sessions into six sessions of about an equal number of utterances, with

a break being imposed during the long summer vacation in 1971. Even

when individual sessions are consolidated into blocks of five and ten

sessions, some of the individual rules have a low probability of being

used and consequently the behavior of the probabilistic parameters over

time can scarcely be studied systematically because of the expected

sampling fluctuation being too large relative to the frequency of

occurrence of a rule itself.

To meet this problem of small probabilities being assigned to

certain rules, as necessarily must be the case when the number of rules

in a given group is large, we have merged within each group of rules

individual rules into small numbers of classes, these classes

themselves being based upon what seem to be relatively intuitive

linguistic considerations.

V.1 Mergins of the data

Three main principles have guided us in grouping the

grammatical rules:

a) Rules which have a low frequency of usage and analyze

similar types of utterances should be in the same subgroup;
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b) rules of high frequency of usage should be in separate

"ubgroups;

c) rules which are likely to reveal different development~l

trends should be in separate subgroups.

GROUP 1 (highest level rules) is divided into 3 subgroups:

1.1 gives the rewrite rules for one and two-words utterances.

1.2 gives the rewrite rules for the noun phrases and

adjectival-phrases which are not combined with verbs.

1.3 gives the rewrite rule" for verb phrases.

GROUP 2 (incomplete utterances) is divided into 6 subgro~ps:

1) Rule 2.1 produces adverbs (DV).

2) Rule 2.3 produces adverbs of negation (DG).

3) Rule 2.4 is rewritten as an interjection (KO).

4) Rules 2.5 and 2.6 produce locutions and numerical

adjectives, respectively.

5) Rules 2.2, 2.7 to 2.14, 2.16 and 2.17 produce twO-word

utterances.

6) Rule 2.15 (81 -> DM DV) generates two consecutive adverbs.

This rule has not been used, since DM,DV DV was analyzed as DV DV

(which is generated by rule 2.11) after probabilistic disambiguation.

GROUP 3 (noun-phrase and adjective-phrase utterances)
is divided into 5 subgroups:
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1) Rule 3.1 derives SN*1 (a non-terminal symbol for noun

phrases).

2) Rules 3.5 to 3.9 derive SN*1 (a non-terminal symbol for noun

phrases) preceded or not by an adverb, a conjunction of coordination, a

locution or an interjection.

3) Rules 3.2 to 3.4 derive SN (a non-terminal symbol for noun

phrases) preceded by the expression "un peu de" or followed by an

adverb or a vocative.

4) Rules 3.10 to 3.14 all derive SN*1 either preceded by a

conjunction of coordination and an adverb, or preceded by a conjunction

of coordination and followed by an adverb.

5) Rules 3,15 to 3.20 derive different sorts of

adjectival phrases which are not combined with a noun phrase.

GROUP 4 (utterance combination) is divided into 5 subgroups:

1) Rule 4.1 (S3 -> Sf) derives a non-terminal symbol for

utterances with a verb.

2) Rule 4.3 to 4.8, 4.12, 4.14, 4.15 all derive utterances

which contain a verb.

3) Rules 4.9, 4.10 and 4.16 derive utterances which contain an

adverb of negation.

4) Rules 4.2, 4.11 and 4.13 derive utterances beginning with a

conjunctive locution, a conjunction of coordination followed by an

adverb, or a conjunction of coordination followed by two adverbs.
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5) Rule 4.17 derives direct interrogations (but not all of

them, as has been explained earlier in Chapter 111.4, rule 4.17).

GROUP 5 (utterances with a verb) is divided into 7 subgroups:

1) Rule 5.1 derives verb phrases without subject.

2) Rule 5.2 derives verb phrases with a subject.

3) Rule 5.3 derives

conjunction of subordination.

two clauses linked together by a

4) Rule 5.4 derives two independent clauses linked by a

conjunction of coordination.

5) Rules 5.5 and 5.6 introdu~e relative .pronouns in the body of

a sentence ..

6) Rule 5.7 derives sentences in which a prepositional noun

phrase is located before the subject and the verb.

7) Rule 5.8 derives utterances in which the verbal group is the

object of the noun phrase that precedes it.

GROUP 6 (nominative predicate noun phrases)
is divided into 4 subgroups:

1) Rule 6.1 generates noun phrases that do not begin with a

preposition.

2) Rule 6.2 generates

preposition.

noun phrases that begin with a

3) Rule 6.3 generates personal pronouns that are nominative

predicate.
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4) Rule 6.4 generates demonstrative pronouns that are

nominative predicate.

GROUP 7 (subject noun phrases) is divided into 5 subgroups:

1) Rule 7.1 generates noun phrase subjects.

2) Rule 7.2 generates personal-pronoun subjects.

3) Rule 7.5 generates demonstrative-pronoun subjects.

4) Rule 7.3 (SNS -> SN* PF), Rule 7.4 (SNS -> PF PF), Rule 7.6

(SNS -> PD PD), and Rule 7.7 (SNS -> SN* PD) derive sentences inwhic~

the first element is in apposition to the second one, which is the

subject of the verb.

5) Rule 7.8 (SNS -> PD DV PD), and Rule 7.9 (SNS -> SN* DV PF),

derive utterances in which first element followed by an adverb is in

apposition to the subject of the verb.

GROUP 8 (object noun phrases) is divided into 3 subgroups:

1) Rule 8.1 derives noun phrases that do not begin with a

preposition and are objects of verbs.

2) Rule 8.2 derives noun phrases that begin with a preposition

and are objects of verbs.

3) Rules 8.3 and 8.4 derive interrogative and demonstrative

pronouns that are objects of verbs.

GROUP 9 (basic noun phrases) is divided into 4 subgroups:

1) Rule 9.1 is the basic rewrite rule for noun phrases.

2) Rules 9.3 SN* -> NP* EP NP*
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9.6 SN* -> NP* EP PT
9.7 SN* -> NP* EP PR

3) Rules 9.2 SN* -> NP* CC NP*
9.4 SN* -> NP* CC NP* EP NP*

4) Rule 9.5 SN* -> NP* EP EP NP*

GROUP 10 (prepositional noun phrases) is divided into 6 subgroups:

1) Rule 10.1 SN** -> EP NP*

2) Rule 10.2 SN* -> EP NP* EP NP*

3) Rule 10.3 SN** -> EP NP* CC NP*

4) Rule 10.4 SN** -> EP NP* CC EPNP*

5) Rule 10.5 SN** -> EP EP NP*

6) Rules 10.6 SN** -> EP PT
10.7 SN** -> EP PR

GROUP 11 (determiner introduction) gives the detailed rewrite rules for

noun phrases. It is divided into 9 subgroups:

1) The common characteristic of rules 11.1 to 11.3 is that they

have an adjective in pre-position and an adjective in post-position.

2) Rules 11.4 to 11.7 have an adjective in post-position.

3) Rules 11.8, 11.9,11.11, 11.22,11.23 and 11.25 have an

adjective in pre-position whether preceded or not by a numerical

adjective.

4) Rule 11.10 NP* -> det ADJP NC.

5) Rule 11.12 and 11.13 generate noun phrases with numerical

adjectives.

6) Rule 11.14 NP* -> DET NC.
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7) Rule 11.15 generates nouns and pronouns without determiners

and adjectives.

8) Rules 11.21 and 11.24 generate simple noun phrases with only

a determiner and a noun.

9) Rules 11.16 to 11.20 generate noun phrases with indefinite

articles and determiners used with numerals alone;

GROUP 12 (noun-phrase utterances) presents the rewrite rules of noun

phrases that stand by themselves, without a verb; it is divided into 9

subgroups:

1) 12. 1 SN*1 -> NP*

2) 12.8 SN*1 -> PF (personal pronoun)
12.9 SN*1 -> PD (demonstrative pronoun)

3) 12.2 SN*1 -> NP* CC NP*
12.5 SN*1 -> NP* CC EP NP*

4) 12.3 SN*1 -> NP* EP NP*
12.6 SN*1 -> NP* EP PR
12.7 SN*1 -> NP* EP PT
12.10 SN*1 -> PD EP NP*

5) 12.4 SN*1 -> NP* EP EP NP*

6) 12.11 SN*1 -> EP NP*

7) 12.17 SN*1 -> EP PT
12.18 SN*1 -> EP PR
12.19 SN*1 -> EP PD

8) 12.12 SN*1 -> EP NP* EP NP*
12.15 SN*1 -> EP NP* EP EP NP*
12.16 SN*1 -> EP EP NP*

9) 12.13 SN*1 -> EP NP* CC NP*
12.14 SN*1 -> EP NP* CC EP NP*

GROUP 13 (some pronouns and common·and proper nouns)
is divided into 3 subgroups:
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1) Rules 13.1 to 13.3 generate possessive and indefinite

pronouns.

2) Rule 13.4 generates common nouns.

3) Rule 13.5 generates proper nouns.

GROUP 14 (adjective phrases) is divided into 2 subgroups:

1) Rule 14.1 generates adjectives in pre~position.

2) Rule 14.2 generates two adjectives in pre-position.

GROUP 15 (post-position adjectives) has only one rule.

GROUP 16 (determiners) is divided into 5 subgroups, one for each rule.

The 5 rules generate demonstrative, interrogative and possessive

adjectives, and definite and indefinite articles.

GROUP 17 (numerical expressions) is divided into 2 subgroups:

1) Rule 17.1 generates cardinal adjectives.

2) Rule 17.2 generates ordinal adjectives.

GROUP 18 (verb phrase structures) is divided into 7 subgroups:

1) Rule 18.1 generates verb phrases (GV).

2) Rule 18.2 generates verb phrases (GV') that begin with a

preposition or a personal pronoun.

3) Rule 18.3 introduces auxiliaries.

4) Rules 18.4, 18.5, 18.7, 18.10 and 18.12 generate several

sorts of verb phrases that include an auxiliary or a .. modal.
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5) Rule 18.6 generates verb phrases with a modal followed by

GV' •

6) Rules 18.8 and 18.• 9 generate verb phrases with a modal

followed by GV.

7) Rules 18.11, and 18.13 to 18.15 generate verb phrases with a

personal pronoun before the modal or the auxiliary.

GROUP 19 (auxiliaries) is divided into 2 subgroups:

1) Rule 19.1 AUXl -> VA (terminal symbol for ~tre and avoir)

2) Rule 19.2 AUXl -> VA VD (terminal symbol for modals)

GROUP 20 (modals) ·is divided into 3 subgroups:

1) Rule 20.1 AUX2 -> VD
2) Rule 20.2 AUX2 -> VD VD
3) Rule 20.3 AUX2 -> VD ps VD

GROUP 21 (verbal group) is divided into 13 subgroups:

1) Rules 21.1 to 21.3, 2.5 to 21.8, 21.11, 21.15, 21.16, 21.18,

and 21.21 to 21.23 generate verb phrases with a copula.

2) Rule 21.4 GV -> COP SA SN.

3) Rules 21.13, 21.17 and 21.20 generate sentences in which the

copula is followed by the verbal group GV'.

4) Rules 21.9, 21.10, 21.12, 21.14, 21.19, 21.29, 21.30, 21.31,

21.33,21.57, 21.58,21.68,21069,21.74 and 21.75 generate several

sorts of verb phrases in the negative form.

5) Rule 21.36 GV -> V DG.

6) Rule 21.24 GV -> V.
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7) Rules 21.27, 21.32, 21.43, 21.44, 21.47 to 21.51, 21.53 to

21.55, and 21.59 to 21.62 generate verb phrases in which the verb has

no nOun phrase object, but is followed by such words as adverbs,

locutions, or numerals.

8) Rule 21.25GV ->.. VSNP.

9) Rule 21.26 GV -> V SNP DV.

10) Rules 21.28, 21.35, 21. 37 to 21. 42, 21. 45, 21. 46 and 21. 56

generate several forms of verb phrases with transitive or intransitive

verbs.

11) Rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS.

12) Rules 21.52, 21,67, 21.76 to 21.80 generate sentences in

which there is a relative or interrogative pronoun that comes·after the

verb of the main clause.

13) Rules 21.63 to 21.66 and 21.70 to 21.73 generate verb

phrases that begin with the word Z.

GROUP 22 (verb phrases with prepositions or personal pronouns)
is divided into 13 subgroups:

1) Rule 22.1 GV' -> PS V.
2) Rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP.
3) Rule 22.3 GV' -> PS V DG.
4) Rule 22,4 GV' -> PS V DV.
5) Rule 22.9 GV' -> PS V DV SNP.

6) Rules 22.6 to 22;8 and 22.10 to 22.12 generate verb phrases

that begin with a personal-pronoun object of the verb which follows it.

7) Rules 22.5, 22.13, 22.14 and 22.23 generate the. same sorts

of verb phrases, but in the negative form.

8) Rule 22.15 generates the verb s'en aller.
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9) Rule 22.16 GV' -> EP V.
10) Rule 22.17 GV' -> EP V SNP.
11) Rule 22.18 GV' -> EP PS V.

12) Rules 22.19 to 22.22 gene.ate diffe.ent forms of ve.b

ph.ases beginning with a p.eposition.

13) Rules 22.24 and 22.25 generate sentences beginning with

pour que which have not been used.

GROUP 23 (intransitive 'and impersonal verbs)
is divided into 2 subgroups:

1) Rule 23.1 V' -> VI (intransitive verbs)
2) Rule 23.2 V' -> VM (impersonal verbs)

GROUP 24 (copula) has only one rule:

24.1 COP -> VC (ii'tre, rester, devenir)

GROUP 25 (transitive and pronominal verbs) has 3 subgroups:

1) 25.1 V -> VI (transitive verbs)
2) 25.2 V -> VR (pronominal verbs)
3) 25.3 V -> VN (verbs which can be transitive or

intransitive)

GROUP 26 (predicate adjectives) has 2 subgroups:

26.1 SA -> SA'
26.2 SA -> DM SA'

GROUP 27 (adjectives without determiners) has 3 subgroups:

1) 27.1
2) 27.2
3) 27.3

SA' -> AQ
SA' -> AQ EP NC
SA' -> AQ EP AQ NC

GROUP 28 (questions) has 11 subgroups:

1) Rule 28.1 Q -> PRo

2) Rules 28.2 to 21.4 generate questions without verbs.

3) Rules 28.5 to 28.7 and 28.19 generate questions in the

following form: c'est guoi?, c'est orl?
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4) Rule 28.8 Q -> PR LC PR PF SV.
5) Rule 28.9 Q -> PR LC PF SV.

6) Rules 28.10, 28.11, 28.13 and 28.17 generate questions of

the following form: qu'est-ce que?

7) Rule 28.12 Q -> PR LC PY SV
Rule 28.14 Q -> PR LC PR SV.

8) Rule 28.15 Q -> PR PD SV.

9) Rules 28.16, 28.J8 and 28.24 generate questions of the

following form: qui c'est qui?, c'est qui qui?, c'est ot. que?, c'est

10) Rule 28.20 Q -> PD VC PR SN.

11) Rules 28.21 to 28.23 generate questions of the following

form: c'est quoi? followed by a noun phrase.

GROUP 29 (adverbs of quantity) has two subgroups, one'for each rule.

The two rules of this group generate the expression unpeu, and

~ petit peu, respectively.

On the basis of the classification just described, the 317

rules are merged into 106 subgroups.

V.2 Reduction of the data------

For each of the six time sections, and each of the subclasses

of rules in each group of rules, we' have estimated, in the same

statistical fashion as before, the probabilistic parameters to be

attached to each class. These probabilistic parameters are the,basic
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data that we want to account for by alternative models. What we are

interested in is the way that these parameters change over time.

It is important to note that by restricting ourselves to such

parameters we do not in principle restrict ourselves in advance to any

systematic developmental aspects of Philippe's grammar, for we could

begin if we wanted with the grammar he uses toward the end of our

sample and simply assign probability zero to any of the rules not used

during an earlier period of his speech. In other words, the grammar

can include any constructions desired and then we can determine from

the estimation of the kind of parameters just mentioned whether or not

that construction actually occurSe

The real question of interest is not,. as we have emphasized,

the existence or occurrence on one occasion of a particular

construction, but rather the central tendency to use a given

construction and the way in which the central tendency changes over

time. In many respects, what we are doing can be regarded as a

detailed extension of the kind of thing already done by psycholinguists

who look at the mean length of utterance (MLU). The speech of almost

all children exhibits a systematic pattern of continued increase in the

MLU over the period of development covered by the Philippe corpus. Our

problem is to determine whether similar systematic tendencies can be

determined for the use of various grammatical rules.
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V.3 The All-or-None Stage Model

The basic assumptions of the all-Dr-none stage model are two.

First, development is discontinuous and may be represented by a

relatively small number of stages. Secondly, within each stage, there

is a constant probability p of rule r being used. The technical
r

assumption is that these probabilities within a given stage for a given

group of rules constitute a multinomial distribution, and thus satisfy

assumptions of independence and stationarity.

This all-or-none stage model may be viewed as resulting from

imposing special restrictions on more· general models of learning drawn

from either cognitive psychology or from behavioral psychology,

especially stimulus sampling theory. Because the intuitive idea of

stages is widely accepted and used, it does not seem necessary here to

formulate the model in a more general context and derive it by imposing

special restrictions on more general models of learning. It should

also be emphasized that we shall not test the assumption of a

multinomial distribution with fixed parameters for each rule during a

given stage by testing, for example, for independence or stationarity.

The only detailed test we shall consider here is the

identification of stages and the comparison of the fit of the stage

model to the incremental model described below.

It also should be clear that if we do not limit the number of

stages, then for each group of rules the data can be fit exactly by a

6-stage model, namely, we just assign a stage fOr each of the time
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done is

model, of

into the

Such awithout error.each probabilityand fit

course, is not interesting and does not give us any insight

comparison between stage and incremental models. What we have

sections

impose the requirement that for each group of rules only two stages of

development are to be looked for within the period covered by our data.

Thus, for example, if a given group of rules is n in number, then we

want to fit 2n - 2 parameters. We subtract off two parameters because

at each stage for a given group-the sum of the probabilities assigned

to each rule or subgroup of rules must sum to 1. If we have n rules or

n subgroups of rules and six stages we have in general 6n - n degrees

of freedom and with 2n - n parameters we have left a net of 4n - (n+2)

degrees of freedom that provide a test for the 2-stage model. We shall

not really make use from a statistical standpoint of this number of

degrees of freedom; that is, we shall not really be interested in

assigning a significance level to the goodness of fit of the models,

because the data are in too crude a form and the fit of the models not

sufficiently good to warrant a detailed goodness-of-fit investigation.

V.4 Incremental model

the discrete stage model isA qualitative formulation of

relatively straightforward and has been outlined above 0 Matters are

more complicated in the case of the incremental model. The most

desirable approach is to derive a stochastic differential equation from

qualitative considerations, and then to solve this differential
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equation to obtain the predicted developmental curve for a given group

of grammatical rules.

Without claiming that we are yet in a position to give a

definitive qualitative theory of the incremental model, we do believe

we can offer postulates that are intuitively sensible at a relatively

gross level of approximation. As in the case of many attempts to model

a highly complex situation, we introduce probabilistic assumptions that

we test only in their mean validity, without any claim to being able to

extend the theory to examine in detail individual sample paths.

In the five assumptions that follow a central concept is that

of a conducive occasion for a given group of rules to be used. Some

such notion is needed because the developmental probabilities for use

of a rule are conditional probabilities -- conditional on the use of

sOme one rule of the group to which it belongs. It is apparent from the

formulation of the five assumptions, that this concept of conducive

occasion is taken as primitive, and the fifth assumption makes explicit

our probabilistic postulate ,about the occurrence of such occasions. In

our judgment it is a central task of a deeper developmental theory that

includes the semantics of context to account for the specific character

and occurrence of such occasions. It is not within the power of a

purely syntactic developmental theory.

Assumption 1. On the occasion of an utterance the probability

is one that the child will try a grammatical rule from a group that is

conducive to the occasion.
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Assumption 2. Immediately after a rule r is used,. from his

more developed model of comprehension the child will judge the

appropriateness of the best choice of a rule from the given group.

This appropriateness is represented in the mean by

probability TIr '

a constant

Assumption 3. For each rule r of a group there is a linear

incremental change in the probability of use on a conducive occasion as

a function of the constant probability TIr of its appropriateness.

Thus on conducive occasions

p(t + h,r) ~ (1 - e)p(t,r) + eTIr

Assumption 4. The probability of using a rule r is changed

! -

only on occasions conducive to use of the group of grammatical rules to

which r belongs.

Assumption 5. The occurrence of occasions that are conducive

to the child's use of any given group of grammatical rules follows a

Poisson law, i.e" the intervals between occurrence of these conducive

occasions are independently and identically distributed.

From these five assumptions, we can derive a simple mean

stochastic differential equation. First, let ~ be the parameter of the

Poisson proce~s for the.occurrence of occasions conducive to the use of

a given group of rules. As already indicated, let p(t,r) be the mean

probability of using rule r of a given group at time t.

Thus with probability h we have

p(t + h,r) ~ (1 - e)p(t,r) + eTI
r
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with probability o(h) more than one conducive occasion occurs in the

interval h, and with probability 1'-'f1h-o(h) no such occasion arises. at

all, and thus by assumption (4)

p(t + h,r) ; p(t,r) •

Combining probabilities and dividing by h, we have:

Whence as h -> 0 we obtain the differential equation

whose solution for the boundary condition p(t,r) ; Pr for ~ ; t
1

is:

where Q!; ef1

V.5 Test of the two-stage model

Using the six temporal sections made up from the 33 sessions as

described earlier, we have tested the two-stage model individually for

each of the 29 groups of rules. Secondly, for each class of rules

within a given group, we have estimated two parameters, the probability

of use in the first stage and the probability of use in the second

stage.
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To give the two-stage model the optimal chance of fitting the

data, we determined on the basis of the data the best breakpoint

between the stages for each class of. rules. Our methodology for this

is straightforward but to be completely explicit we define the relative

quantities. Let n-T,j be the number of times that rule r is used in

time. section j. Then for a given class, the first stage probability

P
1
: b..is defined as follows where r is the rule and b is the
, ,r

breakpoint, the breakpoint having the values b = 1,2,3,4,5. It is

understood that the notation b = 1,. for example, means that the break

occurs between thefirst and second sections.

p
l,b,r

b
En.

j=l r,J
= ....,---"'='''-----

b
E E

j=l kEClass (r)

In similar fashion we define the probability in the two-stage

model for rule r being used in the second stage:

p
2,b,r

6
En.

j=b+l r, J
= ---,,,--"'---=--=.-----

6
E E

j=b+l kEClass(r)

We now determine the best breakpoint by computing the sum of

squares for each possible breakpoint for the two-step model. We first

made this computation for each group of rules. The formula for rule r

in a given group with break at b is as follows:
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2S (r,b) ~

b
L

j~l

( n . - PI b *r, J , ,1'

2,

L ~.)
kEClass (r)' J

6
+ L

j~b+l

( n - P1',j2,b,r

2

* L ~.)
kEClass (1') J J .

To obtain the sum of squares for a given group of ruleswe

si~ply sum over the set of rules l' in that group in the expression for

8
2

(r,b) ,

Figure 2 shows the distribution of classes across the breaks,

that is, the distribution of classes for the best break in terms of our

criterion of least squares. The histogram of Figure 2 is based on 27

groups, because two of the groups, groups 15 and 24, have only a single

rule and therefore the single probability at both stages is 1.

If we look for the best break across all the groups of rules,

then it is not surprising that this occurs at break 2, that is, between

the second and third time sections. As the data given in the

collection of the corpus in our first report indicate, the longest

break by far in the corpus is during the summer of 1971, which is the

break between the second and the third time sections. Consequently,

this break is a natural one.

All the same, the fit of the two-stage model to the data is

rather poor. For example, the sum of squares for the best break, break

2, is 4.4 * 108 • To give a sense of the variation in this fit across

the various possible breaks, if the break is made between the first and
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second session, the sum of squares is 8,8 * 10
8 , If it is made in the

third break, that is, between the third and fourth time sections, it is

1,2 * 109 and rises from there to 2,0 * 109 for break 5,

We also examined the data using the 33 sections as time

sections but there is sufficient instability in the numerical data for

the use of rules in a single section not to make these data reliable

enough to report, It is worth indicating, however, that looking at the

33 sessions as the time sections the best break occurred between

sessions 9 and 10, which is close to the end of time section 2 in the

analysis just reported above,

V,6 Fit of the incremental model

The equation for the incremental model requires that for a

given group of rules we estimate the parameter a and that for each

rule r of a group we estimate its initial probability Pr and its

asymptotic probability 11
r

of appropriateness,

We estimated PI by using the probability of use of a rule in

the first time section. Because the mean of the first time section is

14 days, we set p(r,14) equal to the observed probability for the first

time section,

In the case of 11
r

and a we used a more complicated procedure,

As an initial estimate of 11
r

we took the probability for the sixth time

section, and the preliminarY estimate of a was based on the following

considerations,
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Dropping the subscript r, we may write the basic equation of

the incremental model as follows:

( ) -cy(t-t )
P (t) = TT - TT - PI e I,

and thus:

TT - p(t)
TT - PI

whence

and so

y(t) = In
TT - p(t)

TT - PI

CY =
y(t)

t - t
1

Our preliminary estimate of CYr was then

,

using time-sections 2, 3, 4 and 5. We then obtained the initial

estimate & for a group by simply averaging over the & 'sr .

Starting with these initial estimates we then minimized the sum

2
of squares S «(Y, TTr,r) for each rule of a group by searching over the

intervals defined by

1T ± .liT
r r
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Final estimates of an accuracy appropriate to the observed data were

obtained by this method, The various figures considered below that

compare the observed data and theoretical curves directly support this

conclusion.

Before turning to the detailed examination of some of the

developmental curves for individual rules, it is worth noting that

the sum of squares for the incremental model is 1.4 * 105 , which is

considerably less than the sum of squares for the two-stage model and

is indicative of a definitely better fit.

We now turn to some detailed observations about the fit of the

incremental model to various groups of rules.

The three very general production rules of group 1 are used at

a high level in any syntactic tree that generates an utterance. Rule 1

is the production rule for one- and two-word utterances and this

production rule shows an increase over the developmental period,

whereas the second rule, which is the rewrite rule for utterances that

consist of noun phrases and adjectival phrases that are not combined

with verbs would as expected show a decrease in usage. The third rule,

which is the rewrite rule for whole sentences as well as verb phrases,

has a fairly constant use over the developmental period. These basic

facts in the observable data are nicely expressed in the theoretical

curves, as may be seen from Figure 3.

The production rules of group 2 generate terminals directly,

and especially terminals that lead
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utterances, for example, adverbs standing alone, locutions,

interjections, or a,preposition followed by an adverb. There are some

strong developmental trends evident in the use of the production rules

of this group, and they are displayed in Figure 4. For example, as can

be seen in Figure 4, there is a very sharp increase in the use of the

first production rule, which produces utterances consisting of a single

adverb.

The production rules of group 3 generate noun phrases and

adjective phrases that are not combined with a verb. The occurrence of

noun phrases in the speech of most young children of the age of

Philippe is highly frequent, and this is reflected in the observed data

as well as in the theoretical curve. In fact, the fluctuations are so

slight in the observed data that the theoretical curve is essentially

flat, and this is true for all the subgroups of group 3, as shown in

Figure 5. As we noted above, the tendency to use a noun phrase as the

complete

period.

utterance decreases throughout the developmental

The production rules of group 4 produce utterances that contain

a verb, whether or not the verb is combined with other words, for

example, a subject. The first production rule of this group, 4.1,

which is the most frequently used, leads to the simplest utterances; it

shows a decrease in usage over the period covered by this report. This

result is also reflected in the theoretical curve shown in Figure 6.

The rules 4.3 through 4.8, 4.12, 4.14, 4.15, grouped for this analysis,
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together represent the tendency to add a word or phrase (such as as

locution KG) to the sentence; there is a slight increase in the usage

of this subgroup over the developmental period,

The production rules of group 5 begin with the terminal 8' to

produce utterances that contain a verb, They are extensively used in

the corpus. The first rule, which produces verb utterances standing

alone, has a sharply decreasing usage in the corpus, ranging from

probability of .62 in the· first section to ,14 in the sixth time

section, These data are clearly reflected in the theoretical curve as

shown in Figure 7. In contrast, the second production rule of this

group is the basic rule for utterances that have a subject as well as a

verb, and there is a sharp increase in the use of this production rule

from .37 in the first time section to ,76 in the last time section, and

again the observed changes are reflected in the theoretical curve, In

many ways the data and theoretical curves shown in Figure 7 are among

the most interesting from a developmental standpoint of the entire

collection we are examining. There is a very sharp change in the use

of the main production rules of the group during the developmental

period being studied. The change. has a natural linguistic basis toward

increasing complexity of usage and this change, which is incremental

and apparently continuous in nature, is fit quite well by the

theoretical curves of the incremental model, The other subgroups of

group 5 have sufficiently small usage that little comment is required

on the very small change throughout the developmental period.
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Starting with group 6 the production rules deal with particular

subtrees of utterances; for example, groups 6, 7 and 8 are' concerned

with different non-terminal symbols representing the three main

functions of the noun phrases as subject, object and nominative

predicate. We present the data for groups 6, 7 and 8 in Figure~ 8, 9

and 10. It is to be.noted that the relative change for group 6 is

fairly slight over the dev",lopmentalperiod and, of the three groups,

is greatest for group 7. Group 7 produces noun phrases as the subject

of a verb and what we get is increasing complexity of theses~bjects

over the developmental period as reflected in the. relative usage of the

production rules. For example, the simple first rule has asharply

decreasing usage and the second rule, which introduces personal

pronouns as subject

Philippe, as is also

of the verb, has a sharply increasing use.

the case for English-speaking children, does not

have a frequent use of personal-pronoun subjects of utterances in his

early speech but uses them increasingly over the period covered by our

data. Interestingly enough, the developmental situation is quite

different for demonstrative pronouns as subjects of verbs. Here the

usage is lower but relatively constant over our, developmental period.

This may be seen for both the datq. and theoretical .curve of rule 5 of

group 7'in Figure 10.

Group 9 consists of rules for rewriting noun phrases. The

first rule is the basic rule of this group and dominates the data with

little change in relative usage throughout the developmental period, as

may be seen from Figure 11.
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The rules in group 10 introduce noun phrases that begin with EP

(plural indefinite articles and prepositions). Figure 12 shows the

data and curves for this group; as can be seen, there is little clear

development in the data.

The rules in Group 11 introduce determiners, numerical

adjectives, and adjective phrases into noun phrases. Rule 11.10,

which introduces the determiner and adjective phrase, increases over

the period, as does rule 11.14, which introduces the determiner.

Rules in the subgroup composed of 11.16 through 11.20, which introduce

indefinite articles (AI), also increase slightly. These increases are

offset by a clear decrease in rule 11.15, which simply introduces nouns

without these modifiers. Other rules and subgroups of. rules remain

more constant. See Figure 13.

Group 12 (Figure 14) contains rules that combine noun phrases

with conjunctions and prepositions. Rule 12.1 introduces the noun

phrase without a conjunction or preposition, and it decreases over the

period. Rule 12.11 shows a slight increase, although the data are

somewhat ambiguous. Rules 12.8 and 12.9 are grouped together, and

they show a slight increase,

The rules in Group 13 (Figure 15) introduce the common or

proper noun without an article and PI (indefinite pronouns) or PO

(possessive pronouns). Rule 13.4 introduces proper nouns, and the use

sharply decreases, while rule 13,5, which introduces common nouns,

increases. The use of pronouns, with rules 13.1 to 13.3 grouped

together, increases over the period.
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Group 14 (Figure 16) contains two adjective phrase rules, the

first of which (14.1) is highly dominant. It shows a slight decrease in

use over the developmental period

The rules in Group 16 introduce the determiners. There is a

mild increase in the use of demonstrative adjectives (rule 16.1),

possessive adjectives (rule 16.3), and indefinite articles (rule 16.5).

The definite article shows a.marked decrease over the period, as shown

in the observed and theoretical data for rule 16.4, in Figure 17.

The rules in Group 17 introduce numerical adjectives. As

shown in Figure 18, there is a slight decrease in cardinal adjectives,

and an increase in ordinal adjectives. The data and theoretical

curves are shown in Figure 18.

Group 18 contains rules that introduce verb phrases. There is

a marked decrease in rule 18.1, which introduces the verb phrase GV,

and a modest increase in other rules in the group that introduce GV

with modifications and GV'. The theoretical curves match the observed

data rather Mell, as shown in Figure 19.

Groups 19 and 20 introduce auxiliary and modal words into verb

phrases. The theoretical and observed data are shown in Figures 20

and 21. There is little change over the developmental period.

Groups 21 and 22 introduce the verb phrases GV and GV'

respectively. They are large groups of rules, which we divided into

13 subgroups each. Unfortunately, the theoretical curves and observed

data do.not fit very well on the whole, as seen in Figures 22 and 23.
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In a rough qualitative way,

The evidence seems to show that these groups do not exhibit the

development of verb phrases.

Groups 23 and 25 introduce terminal symbols into verb phrases.

The data and curves as shown in Figures 24 and 25 do not show any

substantial developmental trends but are relatively flat.

Groups 26 and 27 (Figures 26 and 27) are low-level rules for

adjective phrases, and again the data do not show any marked

developmental trends.

Group 28 introduces questions.

some of the predictions are reasonable. For example, rules 28.10,

28.11, 28.13, and 28.17 all introduce pro forma questions such as

qu'est-ce c'est? The tendency to use these questions decreases

sharply, and this decrease is predicted very accurately. as seen in

Figure 28. Other rules, such as 28.8, show something of an increase,

but not as evenly as predicted.

Group 29 contains two rules that introduce the expressions un

peu and un petit peu. These rules have little linguistic interest,

and the data and theoretical curves are very poorly matched as seen in

Figure 29.

An overall observation about the accuracy of the fits of the

incremental model is that it fits best the data for the highest level

groups of rules. One reason for this could be that there is more.data

to support the predictions made on these rules. Another reason may .be

that it was clearer what linguistic considerations were relevant to the

top-level rules as opposed to the lower-level rules.
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We have not shown here the estimates for the developmental

parameter a of each group, because there is no simple way of

interpreting the psychological meaning of the rate expressed by a.

Due to the fact that in many cases there is very little change between

the initial and final frequency of usage of the rules of a given class,

the value of a can. change in a relatively insensitive way over a quite

wide range. In other words, with respect to a the least-squares

function is very flat around the minimum. Also, the numerical value of

a is determined by the units of measurement for time we have used,

namely, days, and a direct psychological interpretation of these units

is also not particularly interesting. Finally, it should be observed

that we could have improved the fit of the theoretical curves to the

data by estimating simultaneously the parameters p ,
r

for

a. As indicated already, however, we do not believe. that

each group rather than estimating p first and then making an estimate
r

of~~

this would have led to a markedly better increase in the fit, and the

computations were considerably simpler but still extensive for the

approach we chose.

What we think is important about our results is this.

Systematic developmental trends for the use of individual grammatical

rules are easily identified in many cases and a good theoretical

account of them can be given to a first approximation by a

probabilistic model of an incremental character.
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Appendix I

Incorrect Grammatical Analyses

A detailed analysis of the rules by which the utterances were

recognized has enabled us to see that some of them were analyzed

incorrectly. We present below the cases in which the grammatical

analysis is not satisfactory. As will be seen, in many cases the reason

the utterances are not analyzed correctly is either because Philippe

was repeating the same word, or because the subject of the verb was

omitted.

We present the sentence type, followed by several utterances,

and by the grammatical rule which is responsible for the recognition of

these utterances.

TABLE VIII

Incorrect Grammatical Analyses

VN DN NC
fume la ma1tresse
br'Gler Ie feu
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 8 tokens out of 31)

VN NP
fume Philippe
tiens Madeleine (NP is a vocative)
travaille Papa (probably for Papa travaille)
ouvre Madeleine (NP is a vocative)
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 15 tokens out of 16)

VT NP
boire Madeleine
13coute Philippe
attends Papa

(NP is a vocative)
(NP is either a vocative or an,object)
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ramasse Madeleine (NP is a vocative)
(uses rule 21025 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 9 tokens out of 14)

NC NP
docteur Rogalski
(uses rule 3.3 SN2 -> SN NP)
(incorrect analysis for 1 token out of 10)

EP NC EP DN NC
au Jardin dans l'eau
(uses rule 12.12 SN*1 -> EP NP* EP NP*)
(incorrect analysis for 1 token out of 7)

EP NC EP NC
des bras des mains
(uses rule 12.12 SN*1 -> EP NP* EP NP*)
(incorrect analysis for 1 token out of 6)

NP NP
mamie mamie
(uses rule S2 -> SN NP)
(incorrect analysis for 4 tokens out of 6)

VN NC
tiens pompier
(uses rule 21025 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 6 tokens out of 6)

VN IN NC
tiens un canard
tiens un couteau
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(in these cases, "tiens" could be paraphrased by "here is")
(incorrect analysis for 3 tokens out of 5)

VT PT
attends toi (for "toi, attends")
d~shabille moi (for "moi, je suis deshabille")
.-ecris moi (for "moi, j'~cris")
mettre toi (for "toi, mets ca")
renvers~ moi (for "moi, j' ai renvers~ quelque chose"

ou "moi j Yai ~t6 renvers~")
(uses rule 21.37 GV -> V PT)
(incorrect analysis for 5 tokens out of 5)

VT DN NC
faisaient les enfants
font les dames
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
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(incorrect analysis for 3 tokens out of 5)

PF VN DN NC
il brGle Ie pis tolet
(uses rule 21025 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 1 token out of 4)

DV PF PS VI NP
comment elle s'appelle Clara
comment elle s'appelle Marc
(uses rule 2202 GV' -> PS V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 3 tokens out of 3)

DN NC VN DV
Ie micro parler dedans
(uses rule 21.27 GV -> V DV)
(incorrect analysis for 1 token out of 3)

DV PF VA VI DN NC
oui il ~tait habill~ Ie chameau
voil~ il est enlev~ Ie siege
voila il est r~par~ Ie moteur
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 3 tokens out of 3)

EP NC NP
au parc Montsouris
(uses rule 304 SN2 -> SN NP)
(incorrect analysis for 1 token out of 3)

PD VC AQ NP
c'est beau Clara
c'est dur Maman
(uses rule 21.5 GV -> COP SA SN)
(incorrect analysis for 3 tokens out of 3)

VI NP
fais Maman (for "que fais-tu Mamen?")
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 3 tokens out of 3)

PD VC NC NC
ciest monsieur loup
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN SNS)
(incorrect analysis for 3 tokens out of 3)

EP NC NP
de monsieur Boirat
de monsieur Seguin
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(uses rule 3.3 S2 -> SN NP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

DV PF VA VT AD NC
comment elle est faite cette maison
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

PF PS VT DN NC
i1 se cace Ie caroion
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 1 token out of 2)

PF VA VN DN NC
elle est cass~e la vitre
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

PF VA VN DN NC EP NP
elle est arret~e la moto de Gerard
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

PF VA VT DN NC
elle est tordue la page
(uses rule 21.24 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

VD PS VT NP
veux Ie mettre papa
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

VD VI DN NC
faire partir la colique'
faire tomber les crayons
(uses rule 21.54 GV -> V' SNS)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

PD PD VC IN NC NC
ra c'est un pont de
fa c'est un camion betonneuse
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN SNS)
(incorrect analysis for 3 tokens out of 3)

PD VC NP NP
c' est papa maman
c'est Babar Babar
c'est G~rard Martine
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN SNS)
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(incorrect analysis for 3 tokens out of 3)

PF VC incomplete sentence
ils sont
il est
(3 tokens out of 3)

PF VA VI incomplete sentence
j' ai failli
(1 token out of 3)

VN EP NP
souffler dessus papa
(incorrect analysis for

(should have a derivation such as NP
should be an apposition)

3 tokens out .of 3)

IN AC NC
une deux trous
(uses rule 11.12
(2 tokens out of

NP* -> DEI NUM NC)
2)

IN NC EP AC NC VN
une voiture avec deux portes ouvertes
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out. of 2)

IN NC PF VI
un jouet je veux
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

IN NC VI DN NC
une b~tise toucher la pipe
une pelle ramasser les feuilles
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

IN NC PF VI
un sucre tu manges
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

KO DV PD PD VC
ah que ce c'est
(no rule KO PR PD SV)
(2 tokens out of 2)

should be KO PR

PD VC EP NC EP NC
c'est des fruits des fruits
(rule 10.2 SN** -> EP NP* EP NP*)
(incorrect analysis for 1 token out of 2)
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PD VD VT
celui-l~ faut couper
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)
(incorrect analysis for 1 token out of 2)

PF VI EP PI DN NC
il revient tout a l'heure
(uses rule 21.54 GV -> V' SNS)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

PF VD DG VT PT
je veux pasboire moi
(uses rule 21.37'GV ~> VPT)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

PF VT NC DV
il fait carnion dehors
(uses rule 21.26 GV -> V SNP DV)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

PI EP IN AQ NC
tout d'un seul coup
(uses rule 12.13 SN*1 -> NP* EP NP*)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokeIls'outof 2)

PR LC PF VT AD NC
qu'est-ce ils font ces gens
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

PR LC PY VT EP AQ NP
qu'est-ce y a de beau Clara
(uses rule 11.23 NP* -> ADJP NP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

CS PF PS VT NP
s'il te plaft Papa
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

VA VN DN NC
est cass~ les fleurs
est sorti les vaches
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

VA VT DN NC
est mouill~e la voiture
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out,of 2)
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VT PI EP DN NC
attends tout ~ l'heure
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

VA VI DN NC CC DN NC AQ
a mettre Ie gilet et les chaussons bleus
(this "a" stands probably for "je vais" or "il faut")
(incorrect analysis for 2 tokens out of 2)

FREQUENCY 1

AC AQ NC PF VI
deux petits disques je mets
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

AC AQ NC PF PS VI
deux petites filles elles s'appellent
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

AC NC PF VA VI
trois heures tfavais mis
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

AD NC PF VI DG
ces gens je sais pas
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

AD NC AD PD VC NP AD NC
cette dame-l~ c'est Madeleine
(uses rule 25.15 GV -> COP SN

AD NC AD PF VA VN AD NC
cette roue-Ia elle est cass~e
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

repetition
cette dame
SNS)

repetition
cette roue

AD NC AD PF PS VI DG AD NC repetition
ce chien-Ia je Ie connais pas ce.chien
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

AO NC DV PF PS VI NC
ton stylo-Ia j'en ai besoin
(uses rule 7.9 SNS -> SN* DV PF)

AO NC NP
man ami Pierrot
(uses rule 3.4 S2 -> SN NP)

AO NC PF PS VI AO NC repetition
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ta fourrure tu la mets ta fourrure
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

AO NC PF PS VT EP AO NC
son moteur il Ie laisse dans sa t~te
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

AQ AQ NC
cochon sales mains
(uses rule 11.11 NP* -> ADJP NC)

AT NC PD VC PD
quelle couleur c'estfa
(uses rule 7.7 SNS -> SN* PD)

AT NC PF PS VA VT DN NC /
quelle couleur tu l'as achetee ta montre
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

AT NC VD VN
quel disque,faut prendre
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)

AT NP NP
quelIe Madame Rogalski
(uses rule 3.4 S2 -> SN NP)

CC DN NC PF VI should be AQ instead of NC
et Ie bleu il marche

CC DN NC EP EP DN NC stuttering
et les mains de au Ie monsieur
(uses rule 12.4 SN*1 -> NP* EP EP NP*)

CC DN NC EP EP NC stuttering
et les bouteilles de d'eau
(uses rule 12.4 SN*1 -> NP* EP EP NP*)

CC DV DN AQ NC PF VC EP IN NC EP IN NC
et la la petite souris elle est sur une casserole sur une poubelle
(uses rule 10.2 SN** -> EP NP* EP NP*)

CC DV IN NC PF VA VT
et la une pomme elle a mis
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

CC DV DV DN NC PF PS VT
et voild que, Ie matin ilIa mange
(uses rule 4.16 S3 -> CC DV DV S' and 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)
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CC IN NC EP DN NC VN
et une voiture avec Ie coffre ouvert
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)

CC NP PF VA VN PD EP NP
et Madeleine il a fondu celui de Madeleine
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF and 21.25 GV -> V SNP SN**)

CC PD EP AQ NC
et ~a des petites lumi~res
(uses rule 12.10 SN*1 -> pd ep NP*)

CC PD VC PI EP NC PD repetition
et ~a c'est tous des camions sa
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN SNS)

CC PD VA VT AO NC EP NC EP NC
et celui-l~ a mis ses oreilles en bas du chapeau
(uses rule 21.35 GV -> V SNP SN**)

DG PD VC DN NC CS PI VD VI should be PR
non c'est Ie pont qu'on fait tomber
(there should be a rule Sf -> SNS SV PR SNS SV)

CC DV NC VT DG EP NC EP NC
et en bas a pas de peinture en bas
(uses rule 4.10 S3 -> CC DV S')

CC PD VC AO NC CS PF VA VT LC should be PR instead of CS
mais c'est ton fou que j'ai mis la-bas

CC PF
mais je

DV PF PS VT NP
pasbleu rouge

incomplete

DG DG PI EP NC
non pas tout de suite
(uses rule 12.3 SN*1 -> NP* EP NP*)

DG DG PI EP VT
non pas tout a fait
(uses rule 22.16 GV' -> EP V)

DG DG VN incomplete
/ I'"non pas ref echis

DG PS PS VT DG stuttering
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non Ie l'accroche pas
(uses rule 22.13 GV' -> PS .PS V DG)

DG DN NC PS NC
pas Ie front Ie peigne
(uses rule 22.1 GV' -> PS V)

DG DN NC PF VT
non Ie tabouret je veux
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

should be DG DN NC DN NC

DG PD VC AQ PT should be PF
non c'estpas triste moi

DG PD VC DN NC CS PI VD VI should be PR instead of CS
non c'est Ie sable qu'on fait tomber

DGPD VN DN NC
non £a tourne les trains
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

DG PF VT DG AO NP
non il coud pas mon papa
(uses rule 21.29 GV -> V DG SNP)

DG PF VI PT
non je reviens nous
(uses rule 21.54 GV -> V' SNS)

DG PF VC DG DV NC should be AQ
non elle est pas toujours malade

DG VT DV
pas mis connne

incomplete

DG VT DG EP NC EP DN NC DN NC repetition
non a pas de manege a l'ecole ~ l'ecole
(uses rule 21.30 GV -> V DG SNP SN**)

DN AQ NC PF VD VN DN NC DN AQ NC
Ie petit gar~on il veut chasser Ie
(uses rule 21.24 GV -> V SNP SNS)

repetition
pap ilIon Ie petit gar30n

DN AQ NC VT IN NC CS PF PF VN should be DV PT PF VN
la petite fille a un magn~tophone comme toi tu vois
(uses rule 5.3 S' -> SNS SV CS SNSSV and
(rule 7.4 SNS -> PF PF)

DN NC PS VT DN
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les vis les mettre lA
(uses rule 3.2 S' -> SNS SV)

DN NC AQ PF VA VT DN NC AQ DN NC (Ie feu is analyzed as a subject)
Ie feu rouge il a oubli~ Ie feu rouge Ie conduiteur
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

DN NC EP NP PF VC EP DN NC NP
Ie syndicat de maman il est a la rue Montbrun
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN SNS)

DN NC EP NP NP
la voiture ~ papa maman
(uses rule 3.4 S2 -> SN NP)

DN NC EP VT CS DN NC VD VI DN NC
Ie sifflet pour dire que Ie train va partir la valise
(uses rule 21.54 GV -> V' SNS)

DN NC PD VT EP NC DN NC repetition
les fleurs sa a des mains les fleurs
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

DN NC .PF PS VA VT DN NC repetition
les croissants tu les as empor~s les croissants
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

DN NC PF PS VA VT NP
/les croissants tu les as emportes Madeleine

(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF and
(rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

DN NC PF VC EP DN NC DN NC
les gens ils sont ~ l'endroit
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN

repetition
les gens
SNS)

DN NC PF VA VN EP NC PD
Ie chien il est pass~ en
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V

DN NC PF VA VT DN NC
Ie tobogganil est tordu
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V

repetition
Ie toboggan
SNP)

DN NC PF VT EP AQ NC DN NC repetition
les chiens ils ont des petites maisons les chiens
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

DN NC PF VT AC NC DN NC repetition
la dame elle a deux bracelets la dame
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(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

DN NC PF VT IN NC DN NC repetition
la maftresse elle a un stylo,la mattresse
(uses rule 21.24 GV -> V SNP SNS)

DN NC DV PF PS VT
Ie matin qu'il la mange
(uses rule 7.9 SNS -> SN* DV PF)

DN NC EP NC
la fum~e par terre
(uses rule 12.3 SN*1 -> NP* EP NP*)

DN NC VA VT DV
Ie doigt a met dedans
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)

DN NC VC
les garfons ~tais

DN NC VT
la poussi~re balaie
(uses 5.2 rule S' -> SNS SV)

incomplete

DN NC VT EP DN NC
la casserole mettre ~ la cuisine
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)

DN NC EP EP DN NC stuttering
la fum~e du de la locomotive
(uses rule 12.4 SN* -> NP* EP EP NP*)

DN PO EP NC
la mienne de raquette
(uses rule 12.3 SN*1 -> NP* EP NP*)

DV DN NC PF VT EP NC DN NC
comme Ie camion il faisait du bruit l'avion
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

DV DV PF VC LC should be DV CS
mieux qu'ils restent la-dedans
(uses rule 4.14 S3-> DV DV S')

DV IN NC PF VA VN
comme un crayon il est roul~
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)
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DV PD PD VC DN NC
comme ra c'~tait les bateaux
(uses rule 4.3 S3 -> DV S')

DV PD PD VN
comme ~a ~a tourne
(uses rule 4.3 S3 -> DV S')

DV PD PD VN DM AQ
comme 9a ~a tourne tout seul
(uses rule 4.3 S3 -> DV S')

DV PD PD VD VI DN NC
comme ~a ~a fait marcher Ie commerce
(uses rule 4.3 S3 -> DV S')

DV PD VT DN NC
comment ~a fait les moutons?
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

DV PF PS VN DN NC
quand elle s'arr~tera l'aiguille?
(uses rule 21.24 GV -> V SNP SNS)

DV PF PS VT DN AQ NC EP NP
comment elle s'appelle la petite fille de Madeleine?
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)

DV PF PS VT NP
comment tu t'appelles Madeleine?
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)

DV PF PS VT AD NC AD
comment ils s'appellent ces enfants-l~?

(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)

DV PF VA DG VT NC AD NC AD
pourquoi il a pas mis son ce manteau-Ia?
(uses rule 21.24 GV -> SNP SNS)

DV PF VA VT AD NC
comment il est fait ce poisson?
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

DV PF ·VN CSPF VD EP VT EP NC EPDN NC
comment tu ouvres commenttu fais pour mettre du feu dans la cigarette?
(uses rule 4.3 S3 -> DV S' and 5.3 S' -> SNS SV CS SNS SV)

DV PF VN DG DN NC
pourquoi elletient pasla moto?
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(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

DV PF VN DN NC
pourquoi il pleure Ie b~b~?
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

DV PF VI NP
comment tu travailles Madeleine?
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

DV PF VI NP
comment tu dessines Madeleine?
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

DV PS VT DV
l~ Ie peigne 1"
(there is no rule DV DEI NC DV)
(uses rule 22.4 GV' -> PS V DV)

DV DV PF VA VI DV
alors la ils sont partis la

repetition

DV EP EP NC PI VI EP AQ NC stuttering
la dans au magasin on achet~ des petits chiens
(uses rule 5.7 s' -> SNS** SNS SV)

DV DN AQ NC VT DV
1" un petit trou fais l~
(uses rule 5.2 s' -> SNS SV)

DV IN NC PF VT DG
dedans une chose je sais pas
(uses rule 7.3 SNS-> SN* PF)

repetition

DV IN NC DV PF VA VI should be PR instead of DV
la un chien qu'ils ont laisse la
(uses rule 7.9 SNS -> SN* DV PF)
(no rule S' -> SN* PR SNS SV)

DV PD VC EP VIEP EP AQ NC should be NC instead of VI
la c'est des couverts pour des petits enfants
(no rule SN** -> EP NP* EP EP NP*)
(uses rule 21.23 GV -> COP GV')

DV PD VC IN NC EP EP NC EP VN PR VN should be EP NC instead of EP VN
la c'est un autocar avec du fil de courant qui passe
(no rule SN* -> NP* EP EP NP* EP NP*
(uses rule 5.5 s' -> SNS SV PR SV)

DV PF VI EP PI AQ NC should be AI instead .of PI
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oui il coupe avec plusieurs gros trues
(no rule NP* -> AI AQ NC)
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

DV PF VC AQ NC
dedans il est blanc bateau
(uses rule 21.5 GV ~> COP SA SN)

DV PF VA VN NP 2 derivations should be necessary
voila j'ai fini Ginette
(no rule GV -> V SNS)
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

DV AQ NC should beDM
trop petit chausson

DV PF VC AO NC AQ NP
o~ il est ton cir~ gentil papa
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN SNS)

DV PF VC DN NC should be DN AQ
oti il est Ie bleu

DV PF VC DN NC AQ NC
ou elle est la voiture grosse voiture
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN SNS)

DV PF VC PD DN NP EP AD NC stuttering
ou il est ce Ie gronomme de cemonsieur?
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN SNS)

DV PF VC PS VT DN AI NC
o~ il est 1e eu l 1 autre sucre?
(uses rule 21.13 GV -> COP GV'

stuttering
and 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)

DV PF VC DN NC AI NC
ou elle est la roue l'autre roue?
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN SNS)

DV PF VC NP EP DN NC
ou elle est Mamie dans Ie salon
(uses rule 9.3 SN* -> NP* EP NP*)

DV PF VC NC EP DN NC DV
ou elle est Mamie dans le.salon l~

(uses rule 21.4 GV -> COP SN and rule 9.3 SN* ->NP* EP NP*)

DV PF VD PS VT DV repetition
'"'1 1 ....apres ~ va es ramasser apres
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DV PI PF VN DV AD NC
l~ on il travaille aussi ce monsieur
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF and
(rule 21.28 GV -> V DV SNP)

DV PI VN PR PR PD VC CS PF VC AQ NP
apr~s on croit que que c'est que elle
(uses rule 21.52 GV -> V SNP PR S')

DV VA VT· NP . incomplete
pourquoi a enlev~ Madeleine?

DV VT AD NC AQ NC
voila ~crire ton nom petit cochon
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNPSNS)

DV VT DG DV
en a pas ici
(no rule PS V DG DV)

stuttering
est vieille Limoges

DV VT EP NC EP AD NC EP PT
pourquoi a des trous a tes chaussons a toi?
(uses rule 21.35 GV -> V SNP SN**)

EP DN NC PF PS VT DN NC EP DN NC
dans la voiture je Ie mets Ie tube dans la voiture
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)

EP PS VN DN NC should be EP DN NC DN NC
sur la figure la poup~e
(uses rule 22.19 GV' -> EP PS V SNP)

EP EP AT NC PF VT stuttering, , '

a a quelle heure tu veux
(uses rule 5.7 S' -> SN** SNS SV)

EP EP IN NC stuttering
avec du un pinceau
(uses rule 12.16 SN*1 -> EP EP NP*)

EP IN PI NC VT stuttering
des une autre lunette accroch~e
(uses rule 5.7 S' -> SN** SNS SV)

EP NC EP PS VN DN NC should be EP NC EP DN NC DN NC
du crayon sur la figure la poup~e .
(uses rule 5.8 S' -> SN** GV')

EP AI NC IN NC EP NC PF VT
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avec plusieurs machines une scie
(rule 5.7 S' -> SN** SNS SV and
(rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

"-a moteur il coupe

EP PR PD VC EP VT PR PD
pour quoi c'est pour fairs quoi ~a

(uses rule 5.7 S' -> SN** SNS SV)

EP PR PD VT IN NC
~ quoi ~a sert uns fronde
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

EP PR PF VN NP
~ quoi il jous G~rard?
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

EP PR PF VN DN NC
par quoi il sort Ie feu?
sur quoi elle roule la voiture?
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

EP VN NP
pour parler maman

EP VT NC should be EP VD VI
pour faire rire
(no rule EP VD VI)
(uses rule 22.17 GV' -> EP V SNP)

IN AQ NC EP NC PY VT IN NC
un petit bout de roue y a une vis
(uses rule 5,2 S' -> SNS SV and 21.64 GV -> PY V SNP)

IN AQ NC PF VT
une petite cloche elle a
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

IN AQ NC PY VT EP AD NC
un petit train y a sur ce livre
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

IN AQ NC EP NC EP VT EP EP DN NC
un petit bout de pain pour mettre dans dans Ie chocolat
(uses rule 8.2 SNP -> EP EP NP*)

IN AQ NC PF VT
une carte postale il envoie
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)
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IN NC PD VC DN NC DN NC
un chariot c'est les gens les chariots
(uses rule 21 0 34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

IN NC PF VT EP NP
un cendrier je veux pour Madeleine
(uses rule 703 SNS -> SN* PF)

IN NC PF VN
une voiture elle roule
(uses rule 703 SNS -> SN* PF)

IN NC PF VT AO NP
un chateau elle a ma Maman
(uses rule 7,3 SNS -> SN* PF)

IN NC DV PF VA VT should be PR instead of DV
un chien qu'ils ont laiss~
(uses rule 709 SNS -> SN* DV PF)

IN NC VD VT DV
un ane faut faire 18:
(uses rule 502 S' -> SNS SV)

IN NV VN EP NC
un monsieur vu au cin~ma
(uses rule 502 S' -> SNS SV)

IN NC VI
un troll arriv~

IN NC VN IN NC
une lampe manque. un fil
(uses rule 502 S' -> SNS SV)

IN NC VT DN NC EP DN NC
une pelle ramasser les feuilles dans Ie rateau
(rule 502 S' -> SNS SV)

KG NC
ah idiot
(no rule KG AQ)

KG NC
ah bon
(no rule KG AQ)

KG DV PF VI DG
attention qu'elle tombe pas
(uses rule 4012 83 -> KG DV S')

should be AQ

should be KG KG
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KO DV PS VN EP DN NC should be DN NC instead of PSVN
oh encore la fum~e dans la musique
(no rule S2 -> KO DV SN*1)

KO EP DN NC EP EP NC
oh dans la chaise dans des bancs
(uses rule 12.15 SN*1 -> EP NP* EP EP NP*)

KO EP NC EP NC stuttering
oh des boIs des boIs
(uses rule 12.12 SN*1 -> EP NP* EP NP*)

KO NC PF VD VN should be KO KO
attention attention je vais fermer
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

KO NC PF VI DG
ben dimanche je sais pas
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

KO PD VC IN NC IN NC
oh c'est un oiseau une tourterelle
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN SNS)

KO PF VA VN AO NC
oh il est roul~ ton
(uses rule 21.25 GV

sac
-> V SNP)

KO PF VA VN DN NC
/oh il est rentre la pointe

(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

LC PF PF VI EP DN NC
parce il lui tombe de
parce il lui tombe de
(uses rule 7.~ SNS ->

should be
la rarine
la neige
SN* PF)

LC PF PS

NC EP NC
mal au ventre
(uses rule 12.3 SN*1 -> NP* EP NP*)

NC PD VC
losange c'est
(uses rule 7.7 SNS -> SN* PD)

NC PD VC IN NC
caisse cleat un tonneau
(uses rule 7.7 SNS -> SN* PD)

NC PF VC should be AQ
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fou e11e est
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

NC PF VC DV
bouton i1 est 1~
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

NC VD VI
chaise a11ez viens
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)

NC VN DV
micro parler dedans
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)

NC VN NC
pompier tiens pompier
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)

NC EP DN NC VT
bois de l'eau fais
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)

should be VT

NP DV PF PS VT DV
Jean-Michel aussi je l'aime bien
(uses rule 7.9 SNS -> SN* DV PF)

NP PD VC DG AQ NP repetition
marco c'est pas possible marco
(uses rule 7.7 SNS -> SN* PD and 21.4 GV -> COP DG SA SN)

NP PF VD VT
maman je vais attaquer
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

NP PF VT AQ NC NP repetition
Papa i1 a un petit cinema papa
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF and rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

NP PF VT DG
Rogalski je connais pas
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

NP PF PS VT IN NP repeti tion
Jeanine e11e nen veut un Jeanine
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP and rule 11.21 NP*-> DET NP)

NP PF VC DG DV NP
Nicole e11e est pas
(uses rule 21.19 GV

repetition
1~ Nicole·
-> COP DG DV SN)
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NP PR VT PD
Assi-les-Moulineaux qui dit ca?
(uses rule 506 S' -> SNS PR SV)

NP PS PS VA VT IN NP repetition
Minou m'en a achet~ un Minou
(uses rule 21025 GV - V SNP and rule 11.21 NP* -> DET NP)

NP VN DN NC NP repetition
Papa donne la main Papa
(uses rule 21034 GV -> V SNP SNS)

NP VT DN NC NP repetition
Papa regarde Ie serpent Papa
(uses rule 21 034 GV -> V SNP SNS)

NP VT IN NC NP repetition
Madeleine fait un avion Madeleine
(uses rule 21034 GV -> V SNP SNS)

PD EP NC
sa des champignons
(uses rule 12010 SN*1 -> PD EP NP*)

PD PD VC IN AQ NC IN NC
c'est une petite fille une poup~e
(uses rule 21 015 GV -> COP SN SNS)

PD PD VC IN NC PR VD VI EP DN NC repetition
~a c'est une voiture qui va va dans la lune
(uses rule 1808 SV -> AUX2 GV and 2001)

PD PS VN DN NC
~a me fatigue Ie chocolat
(uses rule 2202 GV' -> PS V SNP)

PD VC DG EP NC EP AQ NC
c'est pas des moteurs des petites boules
(uses rule 2"10 10 GV -> COP DG SN and 10.2 SN** -> EP NP* EP NP*)

PD VC DN NC AQ NC /' I
c'est la raquette bon cote
(uses rule 21015 GV -> COP SN SNS)

PD VC DN NP EP EP AQ NC DV
c'est Ie papa de des petits cochons la
(uses rule 905 SN* DV -> NP* EP EP NP* DV)

PD VC IN NC CS PF VA VT
c'est un chien qu'ils ont laiss~
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(no rule SNS SV PR SNS SV)

PD VC PD CS PI VT
c'est ~a qu'on fait

PD VC PT CS PF VD PS PS VN
c'est moi que je vais te l'arreter

PD VC PR PS VT
c'est quoi le fascin~
(uses rule 5.5 S' -> SNS SV PR SV)

PD VC DV CS PF PS VA VT AD NC
c'est o~ que tu l'as achet6 ce balai

PD VD VI DN NC
fa fait partir la fum'e
(uses rule 21.54 GV -> V' SNS)

PD VD VN PI EP DN NC
~a va parler tout a l'heure

PD VN DG DN NC
~a vole pas les chats
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)

PD VN PD
'Sa ouvrir 3a

PD VT DG NC
ya sent pas bon

PF PF PS VT DG EP NC
je t'en fais pas de baiser
(rule 7.4 SNS -> PF PF)

PF PS VT DN NC
elles s'smusent les tortues
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)

PF PS VT DG DN NC
elle s'ennuie pas la vache
(uses rule 22.5 GV' -> PS V DG SNP)

PF PS VT DV PI EP PT
elle m'amene quand mgme chez elle
(usee rule 9.6 SN* -> NP* EP NP*)

PF PS VD VN CS PF VT IN AQ NC
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tu me viens voir comment je fais un petit bateau

PF PS VA VN EP EP DN NC
il s'est couch~ sur sur Ie lit
(uses rule 10.5 SN** -> EP EP NP*)

PF PS VN DN NC
il se ferme Ie briquet
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)

repetition

PF PS VT IN DV DV should be IN DM DM
tu en veux un peu plus
(uses rule 4.15 83 -> S' DV DV)

PF PS VA VT EP DN NC EP NC DN NC
je l'ai mis dans Ie coffre du camion Ie triangle
(uses rule 21.34 PS VA GV -> PS VA V SNP SNS)

PF VA DV VN DN NC EP NC
il a d~ja fondu Ie gros morceau de sucre
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

PF VA VN AD AN NC
elle a gliss~ cette premiere fois
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

PF VA VN DN NC
il a fondu Ie sucre
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

PF VA VN DN AQ NC
il a grossi Ie petit chien
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V 8NP)

PF VC EP IN NC EP DN NC
ils sont dans une cage dans les zoos
(uses rule 10.2 SN** -> EP NP* EP NP*)

PF VD DG VN DN AQ NC
elle peut pas avancer la grande locomotive
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

PF VD DV VT NP
elle peut bien attendre Madeleine (said for '~adeleine peut
bien attendre)
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

PF VD PS VT DN NC
je vais les ~craser la voiture
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)
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PF VD PS VT PI EP DN NC tout ~- l'heure
je vais la demander tout ~ l'heure
(uses rule 9.3 SN* ~> NP* EP NP*)

PF VD PS PS VT stuttering
je vais te t'attaquer
(uses rule 22.12 GV' -> PS PS V)

PF VD PS VT IN NC EP NP
je vais lui donner une fess~e ~ Michel
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP and
(9.3 SN* -> NP* EP NP*)

PF VD PS VT AO NC EP DN NC
je vais lui foutre man panier dans Ie chauffe-eau
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP and
(9.3 SN* -> NP* EP NP*)

PF VD VN DN NC
elle peut passer la voiture
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

PF VD VT AO PI AO NC stuttering
jevais manger man tout tout man croissant
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

PF VD VT EP NC AQ EP NC AQ
je vais t~l~phoner au bras droit au bras gauche
(uses rule 21.35 GV -> V SNP SN**)

PF VD VT PT
je vais boire moi
je vais ~crire moi
(uses rule 21.27 GV -> V PT)

should be PF

PF VN AO NC PF PF repetition
j e roule mon pull moi moi
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

PF VN CS PF VT PT should be PF
tu vois comment je fais moi
(uses rule 21.27 GV -> V PT)

PF VN DN NC KO
elle glisse la voiture boum
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

PF VN DV DN NC
elle roule l~ la voiture
(uses rule 21.28 GV -> V DV gNP)
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PF VN EP NC EP DN NC
ils jouaient du pianon de l'accord~on
(uses rule 21.35 GV -> V SNP SN**)

PF VN EP NC EP NC EP NC
il donne des cravates aux gens aux monsieurs
(uses rule 21.35 GV -> V SNP SN**)

PF VN IN NC IN NC AQ
j e prends un crayon un crayon noir
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

PF VT AC NC NC
ils avaient deux stylo bille
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

PF VT DG CS PF PS VN NP
il faut pas ·qu' elle me sorte Ginette
(uses rule 22.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)

PF VT DG PD CS PD VC EP NP PS VR DG
"-je sais pas ce que c'est a Porquerolles me souviens pas

(uses rule 5.3 S' -> SNS SV CS SNS SV and 21.20 GV-> COP SN GV')

PF VT DG PD CS PD VC PD
je sais pas ce que c'est ~a

PF VT DG EP NC
je sais pas du b16
(uses rule 21.29 GV -> V DG SNP)

should be PD PR PD

PF VT DV NP
il avait encore Pascal (dit pour "qu'avait encore Pascal?")
(uses rule 21.28 GV -> V DV SNP)

PF VT NC NC
il fait nuit jour
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

PF VT NP should have two derivations
tu manges Papa
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

PF VT
ila

incomplete

PF VT IN NC EP EP DN NC stuttering
J'ai un pistolet dans dans Ie pantalon
(uses rule 9.5SN* -> NP* EP EP NP*)
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PF VA VN DN NC IN NC
J'ai vu les animaux un zoo
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

PF VA VN EP EP DN NC stuttering
j'ai jou~ avec avec Itautocar
(uses rule 10.5 SN** -> EP EP NP*)

PF VA VN EP EP NC stuttering
j'ai jou~ au au loup
(uses rule 10.5 SN** -> EP EP NP*)

PF VA VN PD EP NC
j'ai pris celui-l~ de mouchoir
(uses rule 21.35 GV -> V SNP SN**)

PF VA VT IN AQ NC EP EP NC NC stuttering
j'ai fait une grande maison avec des nallumettes allumettes
(uses rule 21.24 GV -> V SNP SNS)

PF VD DG VT
tu fais pas ~tonnant (for "ce que tu fais est. pas 'etonnant")
(uses rule 18.10SV -> AUX2 DG GV)

PF VT DG PI EP NC CS PF PS DV VI tout de suite
je veux pas tout de suite que.tu t'en vas
(uses rule 9.3 SN* -> NP* EP NP*)

PF VT DN NC
il fait Ie monsieur (for "que fait Ie monsieur?")
(uses rule 21.25GV -> V SNP)

PF VD DG PS PS VN stuttering
je veux plus te te voir
(uses rule 22.12 GV' -> PS PS V)

PF VT NP
tu fais Madeleine (for "que fais-tu Madeleine?")
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

PF VT CS PF PS VD VI IN NC
je veux que tu Ie fasses marcher un coup
(uses rule 21.54 GV -> V' SNS)

PF VD VI CS PD VI
tu peux rester comme fa viens
(uses rule 5.3 S' -> SNS SV CS SNS SV)

PF VC EP NC EP VT NP should have 2 derivations
tu es en train d'~crire Madeleine
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(for "qu'~cris-tuMadeleine?")
(uses rule 22.17 GV' -> EP V SNP)

PF VT IN NC PR VN PT
t'auras un bateau qui roule toi
(uses rule 21.37 GV -> V PT)

PF VA VN PT
t'as fini toi
(uses rule 21.37 GV -> V PT)

PF VC DV NC
moi je suis encore malade
(no rule VC DV AQ)

PF PF VA DG VN DG DV
moi j'avais pas v~ non plus

should be AQ

should be DG DG

PF PS VT DV PI EP PT should be DV DV instead of DV PI
elle m'am~ne quand mgme chez elle

PF VN AD NC DN NC EP NC stuttering
elle vole ses SallS les sous du monsieur
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

PI PF VA VN
rien j 'ai vu
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF)

PI VC PI DN AC
on est tous les deux
(no rule NP* -> Al DET AC)
(uses rule 21.15 GV -> COP SN SNS)

PI VD VT PI DN AC
on va ~crire taus les deux
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP

PI EP DN NC PF PS VT EP NC
tout a l'heure t'en veux des
(uses rule 7.3 SNS -> SN* PF

PI EP DN NC VT EP NC
tout ~ l'heure a des enfants

SNS)

should be AI EP DN NC
croissants
and 9.3 SN* -> NP* EP NP*

should be AI EP DN NC

PI EP NC should be AI EP NC
tout de suite
(uses rule 12.3 SN*1 -> NP* EP NP*)

PI EP DN NC
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tout en l'air
(uses rule 12.3 SN*1 -> NP* EP NP*)

PI VT DN NC EP NP NP
tout mang~ Ie croissant de maman papa
(uses rule 5.2 S' -> SNS SV)

PR PY VT DV NP
qu'y a dehors Madeleine
(rule 21.28 GV -> PY DV SNP)

there should have 2 derivations

PR PD VA VD VI
qui c'est va tomber
(uses rule 19.2 AUX1 GV -> VA VD GV)

PR LC PF PS VA VT
qu'est-ce il l'a achet6

PR LC PR PF VD PS VD VT stuttering
qu'est-ce elle fait lui fait faire
(uses rule 18.8 SV -> AUX2 GV)

PR LC PF VD VT NP
qu'est-ce elle fait faire Mamie?
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

PR LC PF VT AD NC AD
qu'est-ce il fait ce gar~on l~?
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

PR LC PF VT DV DN NC
qu'est-ce il fait l~ Ie veau?
(uses rule 21.28 GV -> V DV SNP)

PR LC PF VT NP DV
qu'est-ce elle fait Mamie l~?
qu'est-ce il fait Michel la?
(rule 21.26 GV -> V SNP DV)

PS VA VI
l'est tomb~
(1' should have been coded DN,PF,PS)

PS VN
la casstf

PS VN NP
la casstfMadeleine
(uses rule 18.2 GV' -> PS V SNP)
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PY VT EP NC EP NC
avait du moteur du bruit
(uses rule 10.2 SN** -> EP NP* EP NP*)

VA VN PT
a fini moi
(uses rule 21.37 GV -> V PT)

VA VT IN NC
a a une poire stuttering

VD PS VT DN NC stuttering
fait la fait la cigarette

VD VN PT should be PF
veux tourner moi

VD VT EP NP PR PS PS VN IN NC
faut dire a Ginette qu'elle me donne un suppositoire
(uses rule 21.52 GV -> V SNPPR S')

VD VT DN AQ NP
va chercher Ie gros Philippe
(uses rule 11.12 NP* ~> DET ADJP NP)

VI PI EP DN NC
reviendra tout a l'heure
(uses rule 21.54 GV -> V' SNS)

VN DG EP NC should be AQ
donne pas des bleus

VN DV DN NC
roule bien Ie carnien
(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

VN PT should be PF
travailler moi
(uses rule 21.37 GV -> V PT)

VT AD NC EP DN NC
faisait cette dame k l'ecole
(uses rule 21.35 GV -> V SNP SNS)

VT EP NP AO NC
oubli~e chez Misette ma montre
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

VT PD PR PF VA VT NP should have two derivations
regarde ce que j'ai fait Madeleine
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(uses rule 21.25 GV -> V SNP)

VT EP AQ
manger du seul
(uses rule 21.51 GV -> V EP AQ)

VT EP NP EP DN NC
connais chez Misette dans la bo1te
(uses rule 21.35 GV -> V SNP SN**)

VT NP PR PF VA VT DN AQ NC EP DN AQ NC wrong derivation
regarde Marc que j'ai met la grosse caravane
~ la petite voiture
(uses rule 21.52 GV -> V SNP PR S')

VT NP PR PF VT
regarde Madeleine que je fais
(uses rule 21.52 GV -> V SNP PR S')

VT PT DN NC EP NP should be PF
~cris toi la main de Philippe
(uses rule 21.39 GV -> V PT SNP)

VT PT NP
mettre toi Madeleine
(uses rule 21.39 GV -> V PT SNP)

VT PI AQ NP should be DM AQ
peigner tout seul Philippe
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V SNP SNS)

VT PR LC PY VA DV VT repetition
regarde qu'est-ce y a dedans devine
(uses rule 21.79 GV -> V PR LC PY SV)

VT DG EP NC
a plus de roses

should be AQ

VT IN AI NC IN AI NC
a une autre histoire une
(uses rule 21.34 GV -> V

repetition
autre histoire
SNP SNS)
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Appendix II

Incorrect Probabilistic Disambiguation

Table IX below presents the utterance types, together with

some examples, that were judged to have been incorrectly disambiguated

by the probabilitic disambiguation process. We should note that some

incorrect analyses result from the first parse, where only one lexical

form is recognized and that recognition is incorrect. Only incorrect

analyses from the probabilistic disambiguation are counted into the

calculations in Table VIII. Such cases are denoted ***(0). For

example, we do not include in our statistics the utterance tu peux

rester comme ca, viens which is coded PF VD VI,VC CS PD VI and

recognized as PF VD VC CS PD VI, since it is the first parsing which

analysed incorrectly this utterance. We signal such cases by ***(0).

In other cases, for the same string, one utterance will be

correctly analysed, while one other will not. For example, the string

DV,EP AQ,NC corresponds to the two following utterances: ~ bas and en

plastique. The string EP NC describes correctly en plastique, but not

en bas. Such cases are signaled by ***(1), which means that we count

one incorrect disambiguation.

Out of 660 ambiguous types, 88 were solved in an unsatisfying

way (out of 938 tokens, 133 were solved in an unsatisfying way). This

corresponds to 13.33 percent of the types and 14.17 percent of the

tpkens. (There are 22 types (66 tokens) solved in an unpatisfying way
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when one takes into account utterances down to frequency 2). The

incorrect disambiguations fall mainly into the following six cases:

- Cases where DV is chosen instead of DC or DM:

Ex: PS VT DV,DC is disambiguated as PS VT DV.

"en a plus"e

In this case, it is only the phonetic form which enables the

listener to understand whether plus means no more or some more.

There are 16 types (39 tokens) with DV,DC or DG,DM

- Cases where the common noun is chosen instead of the verb:

Ex: PF VC,VA NC,VN DV is disambiguated as PF VC NC DV:

"elle est rentre'e -dedans"

- Cases where the common noun is chosen instead of the adjective:

Ex:DC AQ,NC is disambiguated as DC NC: "pas malade"

- Cases where PR is chose~ instead of CS:

Ex: DV PF VC DN NC PI,AI NC CS,PR PF,PS VA VT is

disambiguated as DV PF VC DN AI NC CS PF VA VT:

"ou ils sont les autres livres que t'as achetEas?"

- Cases where VC is chosen rather than VI:

Ex: PF VC,VI EP DN NC is disambiguated as PF VC EP DN NC:

"je veux rester ~ lamaison ll

- Cases where NC is chosen instead of PI

Ex: NC,PI is disambiguated as NC: "personne".
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TABLE IX

Incorrect Disambiguations

l

Frequency
Original type

6 PS,DV,EP VT DV,DG

6 PS,DV,EP VT DV,DG EP NC

5 DV,DG NC

5 PF PS,EP VT DV,DG

Incorrect disambiguation
Example(s)

PS VT DV should be DG
en a plus

PS VT DV EP should be DG
en a plus des roses
en a plus de roses
en a plus d'~cole

en a plus de croissant

DV NC should be DG
plus lait
plus pneu
plus musique

PF PS VT DV should be DG
j' en veux plus

4 PR,DV PD VC DV PR PD VC DV
ou C fest la

should be.DV

3 DG PF PS,EP VT DV,DG

3 DV,DG,DM DV

3 DV,DG EP NC
*** (0)

3 NP VC,VI DV

3 PF PS VT CS NC,PI PS VT

DG PF PS VT DV should be DG
non j'en veux plus

DV DV should be DG
plus 1"
[notice however that in the case
of "plus pr~s" it should be DV,
or DM]

DV EP NC
plus de chocolat
[ambiguous]

NP VC DV should be VI
Maman reste 111

PF PS VT CS NC PS VT preferably PI
je Ie cache puisque personne Ie sait
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3 PI,DM DV PI DV should be DM
tout ~tement

3 PS,DN VN,PO

3 VN NC,DV

3 VT NC,PI

2 AQ,NC,KO

2 DG NC,PI

PS VN
la tienne

VN NC
monter dessus

VT NC
a personne

NC
bon

DG NC
non personne

should be DN PO

should be DV

preferably PI

should be AQ or KO

preferably PI

2 DV EP NC,NP CC NP DV EP NC CC NP preferably NP
voil~ pour Monsieur et Madame

2 DV,EP AQ,NC
*** (1)

2 NC,DV,LC EP DN NC

2 NC,PI

EP NC
en bas
en plastique

DV EP DN NC
mal " la tete

NC
personne

should be AQ
is correct

should be NC

preferably PI

2 PF VC NC,DV

2 PF VC,VA AQ,VT DN NC

PF VC NC should be DV
il est dessous

PF VA VT DN NC should be VC AQ
il est vide Ie pot
elle est vide la bouteille

2 PY PS VT DV,DG

Frequency 1

PY PS,VT DV
Y en a plus

should be DG

AC NC PF,PS VA.VT AC NC PS VA VT should be PF
trois heures t'avais mis

AQ,NC,DV,LCEP NC DV EP NC
mal au ventre
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CC DV AIDN NC VN NC,DV

CC,DV PD VC AD NC CS
PF VA VT LC
***(0)

CC DV AI DN NC VN NC should be DV
et puis tout Ie monde monte dessus

DV PD VC AO NC CS PF VA VT LC
mais c'est ton fou que j'ai mis
la-bas
[here it is at the level of tree-1 that
PR has been eliminated]

DV AQ,NC DV NC
si malade

should be AQ

CS,DV PF VA DG VT NC
AD NC AD
*** (0)

CS,DV PF VN CS PF VD
EP VT EP NC EP DN NC
*** (0)

DV PF VA DG VT NC AD NC AD
pourquoi il a pas mis son ce
ce manteau-la
[Philippe stuttered. "son"
was coded as NC,AO.
The grammar did recognize NC]

DV PF VN CS PF VD EP VT EP NC
EP DN NC
comment tu ouvres comment tu fais
pour mettre du feu sur la cigarette
[Philippe stuttered]

DG NC,VT DG NC
pas montre

ambiguous

DG PF VC,VA NC,VN DV

DG PF VD VC,VI DV

DN AQNC,NP PF VC DG AQ
CS PI PF,PS VN PI,AI AD NC

DN NC AQ PF PS VT NC,DV

DN NC PF VC DV,EP NC

DN NC PF VT PD PR,CS PF VT

DG PFVC NC DV should be VAVN
non elle ~tait sortie aussi

DG PF VD VC DV Should be VD VI
non je veux rester iei

DN AQ NC PF VC DG AQ CS PI PF
VN AI AO NC should be PI PS
Ie m~chant monsieur il ltait pas
pas content qu'on lui prende
toutes ses SOllS

DN NC AQ PF PS VT DV should be NC,
Ie pied droit il me fait mal

DN NC PF VC EP NC
["dessous" coded as NC,EP is parsed
as NC]
Ie moteur il est en dessous

DN NC PF VT PD CS PF VT should be PR
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DN NC PR VC,VA AQ,VN NC,DV

DV PF PS VI DV,DG

DV PF VC DN PI,AI NC
CS,PR PF,PS VA VI

DV PF VC DV,DG EP DN NC

DV PF VC PD DN NP EP
AD NC,NP
***(0)

DV PI PF,PS VA VI IN NC
***(0)

DV VI IN PI PI,DV
***(0)

DV,CS PD PD VC

DV,CS DN AQ NC

Ie chat il regarde ce qu'ilfait

DN NC PR VC AQ NC should be DV
la voiture qui est cass~e derri~re

DV PF PS VI DV should be DG
maintenant je Ie retrouve plus

DV PF VC DN AI NC CS PF VA VI
should be PR
o~ ils sont les autres livres
que t'as achet~s

DVPF VC DV EP DN NC should be DG
la elle est plus sur les rails

DV PF VC PD DN NP EP AD NC
ou ilest ce Ie gronomme
de ce mi0lnsieur
[Philippe stuttered]

DV PIFF VN DV AD NC
l~.on i1 travaille aussi ce monsieur
[Philippe stuttered]

DV VI IN PI DV the first DV
should be PS
en a lli"'1 autre ~me

DVPDPD VC
que··c.e c'est,

DV DN AQ NC
que Ie vieux monsieur

DV,CS PD PD VC PD NP DV PD PD VC PD NP
que ce c'est<iamaman

should be PR

W,CS ~~,PS.VIn,ME

DV,CS PF PSVI

DV,CS PF VA VI

DV,CS PF VD VIPR

DV PF PS ~~ AI NC should be CS
que je t'~crise quelque chose

DV PF PS VT should beCS
que je te met'te

DV PF VA VI
que j'ai fait

DV PF VD VI PR should be CS
qu'elle vienne cheTcher qui
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DV,CS PF VT DV DN AQ NC DV PF VT DV DN AQ NC should be PR
qu'elle fait l~ la petite fille

DV,CS PI VT

DV,DG PI

DV PI VT
qu'on fait

DV PI
plus rien

should be PR or CS

should be DG

DV,EP,PS EP,PS NC
***(0)

DV EP NC
en en bois
[Philippe stuttered]

DV,EP,PS NC,VN

EP NC,DV

EP NC
en courant

EP NC
par dessus

should be EP VN

should be EP DV

EP PR,CS AD NC VI

EP PR,CS PF VI DG

EP PR AD NC VI should be CS
pour que son heure vienne

EP PR PF VI DG should be CS
pour qu'ils tombent pas

EP PR,DV EP PR
par ou

should be DV

EP VN NC,DV

EP,DV DN NC PF VD VN NC,DV

KD EP PR,CS DN NC PF VI DG

KD PF VA VT DM,DV AQ,NC
***(0)

LC CS PF VC DG,DM AQ
***(0)

LC CS PF VC DG,DM AQ DN NC

EP VN NC should be DV
pour monter dessus

EP DN NC PF VD VN NC
should be DV and DV
apr~s Ie monsieur il va tomber dessus

KD EP PR DN NC PF VI DG should be CS
ben pour que Ie train il d~raille pas

KD PF VA VT DM AQ should be DM NC
but this is not generated by
the grammar
il a eu trop froid

LC CS PF VC DG AQ
parce qu'il est plus beau,

LC CS PF VC DG AQ DN NC
should be DM AQ
parce qu'il est plus joli,le train
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LC CS PF vrCS PF VI,VC DV

LC CS PF VT NC,DV,LC

NC,DV DV

NC,KO DV PF VI DG
***(0)

NC,PI PR VN

NC,VT DV
***(0)

NP PF VI,VC DV

PD PD VC DG,DM AQ

LC CS PF VT CS PF VC DV should be VI
parce que je veux que tu restes ici

LC CS PF VT NC should be DV
parce.qu'elle dessine mal

DV DV should be NC
mal partout

KO DV PF VI DG
attention qu'elle tombe pas

here it is at tree-l that DV has
been chosen

NC PR ~~ should be PI
personne qui parle

NC DV
rnontre 111
[ambiguous]

NP PF VC DV should be VI.
Madeleine elle reste ici

PD PD VC DG AQ probably DM
~a crest plus difficile

PD PY VT NC,DV PD PY VT NC
c'y a desaus

should be DV

PD VC DV CS PF PS VA VT
AD,PD NC
***(0)

PD VC DV CS PF PS VA VT AD NC
crest o~ que tu l'as achet~ ce balai

PD VC PR,DV PD VC PR
c'es.t ou

should be DV

PD VC PR VC AQ,NC DV

PF VA VN EP,DV NC,EP DN NC

PF PF,PS VT DN NC EP DN NC

PF VD DG VN NC,DV

PD VC PR VC NC DV should be AQ
c'estquoi qui,est rose la
PF VA VN DV EP DN NC
i1 est pass6 en dessous Ie cerf

PF PS VT DN NC EP DN NC should be PF
toi t'as la t€te ~ l'envers

PF VD DG VN NC should be DV
je peux pas appuyer dessus
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PF VD VC,VIPI,AI DN NC
EP NP

PF VD VC,VI CS PD VI
***(0)

PF VD VI,VC EP DN NC

PF VD VI, VC EP DN NC EP NP

PF VD VT DN NC PR,CS NP
PF PS VA VN

PF VC,VI DV

PF VT DG PD CS,PR PF,PS
VA VT

PF VT NC,DV,LC

PF,PS PS,EP VT DV,DG
***(0)

PF,PS VA VN PT
***(0)

PI PF,PS VT DN NC EP NC

PI VN NC,DV

PR LC PY VA VT NC,DV

PF VD VC AI DN NC EP NP should be VI
jevais rester tout le temps
chez Mamie

PF VD VI CS PD VI
tu peux rester comme sa, viens
[at tree-l, DV should have been parsed
instead of CS]

PF VD VC EP DN NC should be VI
je veux rester ~ 1a maison

PF VD VC EP DN NC EP NP should be VI
j e vern< rester sans les parents
chez Mamie

PF VD VT DN NC CS NP PF PS VA VN
should be PR
je vais chercher le camion que Minou
elle m' a donn~

PF VC DV should be VI
tu resteras ici

PF VT DG CS PF VA VT should be PR
j'entends pas ce que t'as dit

PF VT NC should be DV
je mange mal

PF PS VT DV ambiguous
t'en veux plus

PF VA VN PT
t'as fini toi
[at tree-l PF has been discarded]

PI PF VT DN NC EP NC should be PS
on nous montre la queue du chat

PI VN NC should be DV
on tire dessus

PR LC PY VA VT NC should be DV
qu'est-ce y a dessine dessus

PR,DV PD VC PR PD VC
ali crest
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PR,DV PD VC DN NC EP DN NC

PS,DV VI DV,DG EP AQ NC

PS,DV VI DV,DG NP

PS,DV,EP VT EP PI EP NC

PY PS VI DV,DG NP

PY VT DV,DG NC,NP

VI NC,PI DVDV

VI NC,PI PR PS VA VT

IN AQ NC

VI NC,PI PR VI

PR PD VC DN NC EP DN NC should beDV
o~ c'est Ie derri~re de l'h€licopt~re

PS VI DV EP AQ NC should be DG
en a plus des petits trous

PS VI DV NP should be DG
en a plus Madeleine

DV VI EP PI EP NC should bePS
en a d'autres par terre

PY PS VI DV NP should be DG
y en a plus Papa

PY VI DV NC should be DG
y a plus monsieur

VI NC DV DV should be PI
a personne aujourd'hui

VI NC PR PS VA VI IN AQ NC
should be PI
a personne qui m'a achete
un petit moulin

VI NC PR VI should be PI
a personne qui vient
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